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Parallel computing
Parallel computing is a form of
computation in which many calculations are
carried out simultaneously, operating on the
principle that large problems can often be
divided into smaller ones, which are then
solved concurrently ("in parallel"). There
are several different forms of parallel
computing: bit-level, instruction level, data,
and task parallelism. Parallelism has been
employed for many years, mainly in
high-performance computing, but interest in
it has grown lately due to the physical
constraints preventing frequency scaling.[1]
IBM's Blue Gene/P massively parallel supercomputer
As power consumption (and consequently
heat generation) by computers has become a
concern in recent years,[2] parallel computing has become the dominant paradigm in computer architecture, mainly in
the form of multi-core processors.[3]
Parallel computers can be roughly classified according to the level at which the hardware supports parallelism, with
multi-core and multi-processor computers having multiple processing elements within a single machine, while
clusters, MPPs, and grids use multiple computers to work on the same task. Specialized parallel computer
architectures are sometimes used alongside traditional processors, for accelerating specific tasks.
Parallel computer programs are more difficult to write than sequential ones, because concurrency introduces several
new classes of potential software bugs, of which race conditions are the most common. Communication and
synchronization between the different subtasks are typically some of the greatest obstacles to getting good parallel
program performance.
The maximum possible speed-up of a single program as a result of parallelization is known as Amdahl's law.

Background
Traditionally, computer software has been written for serial computation. To solve a problem, an algorithm is
constructed and implemented as a serial stream of instructions. These instructions are executed on a central
processing unit on one computer. Only one instruction may execute at a time—after that instruction is finished, the
next is executed.
Parallel computing, on the other hand, uses multiple processing elements simultaneously to solve a problem. This is
accomplished by breaking the problem into independent parts so that each processing element can execute its part of
the algorithm simultaneously with the others. The processing elements can be diverse and include resources such as
a single computer with multiple processors, several networked computers, specialized hardware, or any combination
of the above.
Frequency scaling was the dominant reason for improvements in computer performance from the mid-1980s until
2004. The runtime of a program is equal to the number of instructions multiplied by the average time per instruction.
Maintaining everything else constant, increasing the clock frequency decreases the average time it takes to execute
an instruction. An increase in frequency thus decreases runtime for all compute-bound programs.
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However, power consumption by a chip is given by the equation P = C × V2 × F, where P is power, C is the
capacitance being switched per clock cycle (proportional to the number of transistors whose inputs change), V is
voltage, and F is the processor frequency (cycles per second). Increases in frequency increase the amount of power
used in a processor. Increasing processor power consumption led ultimately to Intel's May 2004 cancellation of its
Tejas and Jayhawk processors, which is generally cited as the end of frequency scaling as the dominant computer
architecture paradigm.
Moore's Law is the empirical observation that transistor density in a microprocessor doubles every 18 to 24 months.
Despite power consumption issues, and repeated predictions of its end, Moore's law is still in effect. With the end of
frequency scaling, these additional transistors (which are no longer used for frequency scaling) can be used to add
extra hardware for parallel computing.

Amdahl's law and Gustafson's law
Optimally, the speed-up from parallelization
would be linear—doubling the number of
processing elements should halve the
runtime, and doubling it a second time
should again halve the runtime. However,
very few parallel algorithms achieve optimal
speed-up. Most of them have a near-linear
speed-up for small numbers of processing
elements, which flattens out into a constant
value for large numbers of processing
elements.
The potential speed-up of an algorithm on a
parallel computing platform is given by
Amdahl's law, originally formulated by
A graphical representation of Amdahl's law. The speed-up of a program from
Gene Amdahl in the 1960s. It states that a
parallelization is limited by how much of the program can be parallelized. For
small portion of the program which cannot
example, if 90% of the program can be parallelized, the theoretical maximum
speed-up using parallel computing would be 10x no matter how many processors
be parallelized will limit the overall
are used.
speed-up available from parallelization. A
program solving a large mathematical or
engineering problem will typically consist of several parallelizable parts and several non-parallelizable (sequential)
parts. If is the fraction of running time a program spends on non-parallelizable parts, then:

is the maximum speed-up with parallelization of the program. If the sequential portion of a program accounts for
10% of the runtime (
), we can get no more than a 10× speed-up, regardless of how many processors are
added. This puts an upper limit on the usefulness of adding more parallel execution units. "When a task cannot be
partitioned because of sequential constraints, the application of more effort has no effect on the schedule. The
bearing of a child takes nine months, no matter how many women are assigned."
Gustafson's law is another law in computing, closely related to Amdahl's law. It states that the speedup with
processors is
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Both Amdahl's law and Gustafson's
law assume that the running time of the
sequential portion of the program is
independent of the number of
processors. Amdahl's law assumes that
the entire problem is of fixed size so
that the total amount of work to be
done in parallel is also independent of
the number of processors, whereas
Gustafson's law assumes that the total
amount of work to be done in parallel
varies linearly with the number of
processors.
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Assume that a task has two independent parts, A and B. B takes roughly 25% of the time
of the whole computation. With effort, a programmer may be able to make this part five
times faster, but this only reduces the time for the whole computation by a little. In
contrast, one may need to perform less work to make part A twice as fast. This will make
the computation much faster than by optimizing part B, even though B got a greater
speed-up (5× versus 2×).

Dependencies
Understanding data dependencies is fundamental in implementing parallel algorithms. No program can run more
quickly than the longest chain of dependent calculations (known as the critical path), since calculations that depend
upon prior calculations in the chain must be executed in order. However, most algorithms do not consist of just a
long chain of dependent calculations; there are usually opportunities to execute independent calculations in parallel.
Let Pi and Pj be two program segments. Bernstein's conditions describe when the two are independent and can be
executed in parallel. For Pi, let Ii be all of the input variables and Oi the output variables, and likewise for Pj. P i and
Pj are independent if they satisfy
•
•
•
Violation of the first condition introduces a flow dependency, corresponding to the first segment producing a result
used by the second segment. The second condition represents an anti-dependency, when the second segment (Pj)
produces a variable needed by the first segment (Pi). The third and final condition represents an output dependency:
When two segments write to the same location, the result comes from the logically last executed segment.
Consider the following functions, which demonstrate several kinds of dependencies:
1:
2:
3:
4:

function Dep(a, b)
c := a·b
d := 3·c
end function

Operation 3 in Dep(a, b) cannot be executed before (or even in parallel with) operation 2, because operation 3 uses a
result from operation 2. It violates condition 1, and thus introduces a flow dependency.
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:

function NoDep(a, b)
c := a·b
d := 3·b
e := a+b
end function

In this example, there are no dependencies between the instructions, so they can all be run in parallel.
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Bernstein’s conditions do not allow memory to be shared between different processes. For that, some means of
enforcing an ordering between accesses is necessary, such as semaphores, barriers or some other synchronization
method.

Race conditions, mutual exclusion, synchronization, and parallel slowdown
Subtasks in a parallel program are often called threads. Some parallel computer architectures use smaller, lightweight
versions of threads known as fibers, while others use bigger versions known as processes. However, "threads" is
generally accepted as a generic term for subtasks. Threads will often need to update some variable that is shared
between them. The instructions between the two programs may be interleaved in any order. For example, consider
the following program:
Thread A

Thread B

1A: Read variable V

1B: Read variable V

2A: Add 1 to variable V

2B: Add 1 to variable V

3A: Write back to variable V 3B: Write back to variable V

If instruction 1B is executed between 1A and 3A, or if instruction 1A is executed between 1B and 3B, the program
will produce incorrect data. This is known as a race condition. The programmer must use a lock to provide mutual
exclusion. A lock is a programming language construct that allows one thread to take control of a variable and
prevent other threads from reading or writing it, until that variable is unlocked. The thread holding the lock is free to
execute its critical section (the section of a program that requires exclusive access to some variable), and to unlock
the data when it is finished. Therefore, to guarantee correct program execution, the above program can be rewritten
to use locks:
Thread A

Thread B

1A: Lock variable V

1B: Lock variable V

2A: Read variable V

2B: Read variable V

3A: Add 1 to variable V

3B: Add 1 to variable V

4A: Write back to variable V 4B: Write back to variable V
5A: Unlock variable V

5B: Unlock variable V

One thread will successfully lock variable V, while the other thread will be locked out—unable to proceed until V is
unlocked again. This guarantees correct execution of the program. Locks, while necessary to ensure correct program
execution, can greatly slow a program.
Locking multiple variables using non-atomic locks introduces the possibility of program deadlock. An atomic lock
locks multiple variables all at once. If it cannot lock all of them, it does not lock any of them. If two threads each
need to lock the same two variables using non-atomic locks, it is possible that one thread will lock one of them and
the second thread will lock the second variable. In such a case, neither thread can complete, and deadlock results.
Many parallel programs require that their subtasks act in synchrony. This requires the use of a barrier. Barriers are
typically implemented using a software lock. One class of algorithms, known as lock-free and wait-free algorithms,
altogether avoids the use of locks and barriers. However, this approach is generally difficult to implement and
requires correctly designed data structures.
Not all parallelization results in speed-up. Generally, as a task is split up into more and more threads, those threads
spend an ever-increasing portion of their time communicating with each other. Eventually, the overhead from
communication dominates the time spent solving the problem, and further parallelization (that is, splitting the
workload over even more threads) increases rather than decreases the amount of time required to finish. This is
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known as parallel slowdown.

Fine-grained, coarse-grained, and embarrassing parallelism
Applications are often classified according to how often their subtasks need to synchronize or communicate with
each other. An application exhibits fine-grained parallelism if its subtasks must communicate many times per
second; it exhibits coarse-grained parallelism if they do not communicate many times per second, and it is
embarrassingly parallel if they rarely or never have to communicate. Embarrassingly parallel applications are
considered the easiest to parallelize.

Consistency models
Main article: Consistency model
Parallel programming languages and parallel computers must have a consistency model (also known as a memory
model). The consistency model defines rules for how operations on computer memory occur and how results are
produced.
One of the first consistency models was Leslie Lamport's sequential consistency model. Sequential consistency is the
property of a parallel program that its parallel execution produces the same results as a sequential
program. Specifically, a program is sequentially consistent if "... the results of any execution is the same as if the
operations of all the processors were executed in some sequential order, and the operations of each individual
processor appear in this sequence in the order specified by its program".
Software transactional memory is a common type of consistency model. Software transactional memory borrows
from database theory the concept of atomic transactions and applies them to memory accesses.
Mathematically, these models can be represented in several ways. Petri nets, which were introduced in Carl Adam
Petri's 1962 doctoral thesis, were an early attempt to codify the rules of consistency models. Dataflow theory later
built upon these, and Dataflow architectures were created to physically implement the ideas of dataflow theory.
Beginning in the late 1970s, process calculi such as Calculus of Communicating Systems and Communicating
Sequential Processes were developed to permit algebraic reasoning about systems composed of interacting
components. More recent additions to the process calculus family, such as the π-calculus, have added the capability
for reasoning about dynamic topologies. Logics such as Lamport's TLA+, and mathematical models such as traces
and Actor event diagrams, have also been developed to describe the behavior of concurrent systems.

Flynn's taxonomy
Michael J. Flynn created one of the earliest classification systems for parallel (and sequential) computers and
programs, now known as Flynn's taxonomy. Flynn classified programs and computers by whether they were
operating using a single set or multiple sets of instructions, and whether or not those instructions were using a single
set or multiple sets of data.
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Flynn's taxonomy
Single instruction Multiple instruction
Single data

SISD

MISD

Multiple data

SIMD

MIMD

The single-instruction-single-data (SISD) classification is equivalent to an entirely sequential program. The
single-instruction-multiple-data (SIMD) classification is analogous to doing the same operation repeatedly over a
large data set. This is commonly done in signal processing applications. Multiple-instruction-single-data (MISD) is a
rarely used classification. While computer architectures to deal with this were devised (such as systolic arrays), few
applications that fit this class materialized. Multiple-instruction-multiple-data (MIMD) programs are by far the most
common type of parallel programs.
According to David A. Patterson and John L. Hennessy, "Some machines are hybrids of these categories, of course,
but this classic model has survived because it is simple, easy to understand, and gives a good first approximation. It
is also—perhaps because of its understandability—the most widely used scheme."[4]

Types of parallelism
Bit-level parallelism
Main article: Bit-level parallelism
From the advent of very-large-scale integration (VLSI) computer-chip fabrication technology in the 1970s until
about 1986, speed-up in computer architecture was driven by doubling computer word size—the amount of
information the processor can manipulate per cycle. Increasing the word size reduces the number of instructions the
processor must execute to perform an operation on variables whose sizes are greater than the length of the word. For
example, where an 8-bit processor must add two 16-bit integers, the processor must first add the 8 lower-order bits
from each integer using the standard addition instruction, then add the 8 higher-order bits using an add-with-carry
instruction and the carry bit from the lower order addition; thus, an 8-bit processor requires two instructions to
complete a single operation, where a 16-bit processor would be able to complete the operation with a single
instruction.
Historically, 4-bit microprocessors were replaced with 8-bit, then 16-bit, then 32-bit microprocessors. This trend
generally came to an end with the introduction of 32-bit processors, which has been a standard in general-purpose
computing for two decades. Not until recently (c. 2003–2004), with the advent of x86-64 architectures, have 64-bit
processors become commonplace.

Instruction-level parallelism
Main article: Instruction level parallelism
A computer program, is in essence, a stream
of instructions executed by a processor.
These instructions can be re-ordered and
combined into groups which are then
executed in parallel without changing the
result of the program. This is known as
instruction-level parallelism. Advances in
instruction-level parallelism dominated
computer architecture from the mid-1980s
until the mid-1990s.[5]

A canonical five-stage pipeline in a RISC machine (IF = Instruction Fetch, ID =
Instruction Decode, EX = Execute, MEM = Memory access, WB = Register write
back)
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Modern processors have multi-stage instruction pipelines. Each stage in the pipeline corresponds to a different action
the processor performs on that instruction in that stage; a processor with an N-stage pipeline can have up to N
different instructions at different stages of completion. The canonical example of a pipelined processor is a RISC
processor, with five stages: instruction fetch, decode, execute, memory access, and write back. The Pentium 4
processor had a 35-stage pipeline.[6]
In addition to instruction-level parallelism
from pipelining, some processors can issue
more than one instruction at a time. These
are known as superscalar processors.
Instructions can be grouped together only if
there is no data dependency between them.
Scoreboarding and the Tomasulo algorithm
(which is similar to scoreboarding but
makes use of register renaming) are two of
the most common techniques for
implementing out-of-order execution and
instruction-level parallelism.

Task parallelism

A five-stage pipelined superscalar processor, capable of issuing two instructions
per cycle. It can have two instructions in each stage of the pipeline, for a total of up
to 10 instructions (shown in green) being simultaneously executed.

Main article: Task parallelism
Task parallelism is the characteristic of a parallel program that "entirely different calculations can be performed on
either the same or different sets of data".[7] This contrasts with data parallelism, where the same calculation is
performed on the same or different sets of data. Task parallelism does not usually scale with the size of a problem.[8]

Hardware
Memory and communication
Main memory in a parallel computer is either shared memory (shared between all processing elements in a single
address space), or distributed memory (in which each processing element has its own local address space).[9]
Distributed memory refers to the fact that the memory is logically distributed, but often implies that it is physically
distributed as well. Distributed shared memory and memory virtualization combine the two approaches, where the
processing element has its own local memory and access to the memory on non-local processors. Accesses to local
memory are typically faster than accesses to non-local memory.
Computer architectures in which each
element of main memory can be
accessed with equal latency and
bandwidth are known as Uniform
Memory Access (UMA) systems.
Typically, that can be achieved only by
a shared memory system, in which the
memory is not physically distributed.
A system that does not have this
property is known as a Non-Uniform

A logical view of a Non-Uniform Memory Access (NUMA) architecture. Processors in
one directory can access that directory's memory with less latency than they can access
memory in the other directory's memory.
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Memory Access (NUMA) architecture. Distributed memory systems have non-uniform memory access.
Computer systems make use of caches—small, fast memories located close to the processor which store temporary
copies of memory values (nearby in both the physical and logical sense). Parallel computer systems have difficulties
with caches that may store the same value in more than one location, with the possibility of incorrect program
execution. These computers require a cache coherency system, which keeps track of cached values and strategically
purges them, thus ensuring correct program execution. Bus snooping is one of the most common methods for
keeping track of which values are being accessed (and thus should be purged). Designing large, high-performance
cache coherence systems is a very difficult problem in computer architecture. As a result, shared-memory computer
architectures do not scale as well as distributed memory systems do.
Processor–processor and processor–memory communication can be implemented in hardware in several ways,
including via shared (either multiported or multiplexed) memory, a crossbar switch, a shared bus or an interconnect
network of a myriad of topologies including star, ring, tree, hypercube, fat hypercube (a hypercube with more than
one processor at a node), or n-dimensional mesh.
Parallel computers based on interconnect networks need to have some kind of routing to enable the passing of
messages between nodes that are not directly connected. The medium used for communication between the
processors is likely to be hierarchical in large multiprocessor machines.

Classes of parallel computers
Parallel computers can be roughly classified according to the level at which the hardware supports parallelism. This
classification is broadly analogous to the distance between basic computing nodes. These are not mutually exclusive;
for example, clusters of symmetric multiprocessors are relatively common.
Multicore computing
Main article: Multi-core (computing)
A multicore processor is a processor that includes multiple execution units ("cores") on the same chip. These
processors differ from superscalar processors, which can issue multiple instructions per cycle from one instruction
stream (thread); in contrast, a multicore processor can issue multiple instructions per cycle from multiple instruction
streams. IBM's Cell microprocessor, designed for use in the Sony PlayStation 3, is another prominent multicore
processor.
Each core in a multicore processor can potentially be superscalar as well—that is, on every cycle, each core can issue
multiple instructions from one instruction stream. Simultaneous multithreading (of which Intel's HyperThreading is
the best known) was an early form of pseudo-multicoreism. A processor capable of simultaneous multithreading has
only one execution unit ("core"), but when that execution unit is idling (such as during a cache miss), it uses that
execution unit to process a second thread.
Symmetric multiprocessing
Main article: Symmetric multiprocessing
A symmetric multiprocessor (SMP) is a computer system with multiple identical processors that share memory and
connect via a bus.[10] Bus contention prevents bus architectures from scaling. As a result, SMPs generally do not
comprise more than 32 processors.[11] "Because of the small size of the processors and the significant reduction in
the requirements for bus bandwidth achieved by large caches, such symmetric multiprocessors are extremely
cost-effective, provided that a sufficient amount of memory bandwidth exists."
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Distributed computing
Main article: Distributed computing
A distributed computer (also known as a distributed memory multiprocessor) is a distributed memory computer
system in which the processing elements are connected by a network. Distributed computers are highly scalable.
Cluster computing
Main article: Computer cluster
A cluster is a group of loosely coupled computers that work together closely, so
that in some respects they can be regarded as a single computer.[12] Clusters are
composed of multiple standalone machines connected by a network. While
machines in a cluster do not have to be symmetric, load balancing is more
difficult if they are not. The most common type of cluster is the Beowulf cluster,
which is a cluster implemented on multiple identical commercial off-the-shelf
computers connected with a TCP/IP Ethernet local area network.[13] Beowulf
technology was originally developed by Thomas Sterling and Donald Becker.
The vast majority of the TOP500 supercomputers are clusters.[14]
Massive parallel processing
Main article: Massively parallel (computing)

A Beowulf cluster

A massively parallel processor (MPP) is a single computer with many networked
processors. MPPs have many of the same characteristics as clusters, but MPPs have specialized interconnect
networks (whereas clusters use commodity hardware for networking). MPPs also tend to be larger than clusters,
typically having "far more" than 100 processors.[15] In a MPP, "each CPU contains its own memory and copy of the
operating system and application. Each subsystem communicates with the others via a high-speed interconnect."[16]
Blue Gene/L, the fifth fastest supercomputer in the world according to the June
2009 TOP500 ranking, is a MPP.
Grid computing
Main article: Distributed computing
Distributed computing is the most distributed form of parallel computing. It
makes use of computers communicating over the Internet to work on a given
problem. Because of the low bandwidth and extremely high latency available on
the Internet, distributed computing typically deals only with embarrassingly
parallel problems. Many distributed computing applications have been created,
of which SETI@home and Folding@home are the best-known examples.
Most grid computing applications use middleware, software that sits between the
operating system and the application to manage network resources and
standardize the software interface. The most common distributed computing
middleware is the Berkeley Open Infrastructure for Network Computing
(BOINC). Often, distributed computing software makes use of "spare cycles",
performing computations at times when a computer is idling.

A cabinet from Blue Gene/L, ranked
as the fourth fastest supercomputer in
the world according to the 11/2008
TOP500 rankings. Blue Gene/L is a
massively parallel processor.
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Specialized parallel computers
Within parallel computing, there are specialized parallel devices that remain niche areas of interest. While not
domain-specific, they tend to be applicable to only a few classes of parallel problems.
Reconfigurable computing with field-programmable gate arrays
Reconfigurable computing is the use of a field-programmable gate array (FPGA) as a co-processor to a
general-purpose computer. An FPGA is, in essence, a computer chip that can rewire itself for a given task.
FPGAs can be programmed with hardware description languages such as VHDL or Verilog. However, programming
in these languages can be tedious. Several vendors have created C to HDL languages that attempt to emulate the
syntax and semantics of the C programming language, with which most programmers are familiar. The best known C
to HDL languages are Mitrion-C, Impulse C, DIME-C, and Handel-C. Specific subsets of SystemC based on C++
can also be used for this purpose.
AMD's decision to open its HyperTransport technology to third-party vendors has become the enabling technology
for high-performance reconfigurable computing.[17] According to Michael R. D'Amour, Chief Operating Officer of
DRC Computer Corporation, "when we first walked into AMD, they called us 'the socket stealers.' Now they call us
their partners."
General-purpose computing on graphics processing units (GPGPU)
Main article: GPGPU
General-purpose computing on graphics processing units (GPGPU) is a
fairly recent trend in computer engineering research. GPUs are
co-processors that have been heavily optimized for computer graphics
processing.[18] Computer graphics processing is a field dominated by
data parallel operations—particularly linear algebra matrix operations.

Nvidia's Tesla GPGPU card

In the early days, GPGPU programs used the normal graphics APIs for
executing programs. However, several new programming languages and platforms have been built to do general
purpose computation on GPUs with both Nvidia and AMD releasing programming environments with CUDA and
Stream SDK respectively. Other GPU programming languages include BrookGPU, PeakStream, and RapidMind.
Nvidia has also released specific products for computation in their Tesla series. The technology consortium Khronos
Group has released the OpenCL specification, which is a framework for writing programs that execute across
platforms consisting of CPUs and GPUs. AMD, Apple, Intel, Nvidia and others are supporting OpenCL.
Application-specific integrated circuits
Main article: Application-specific integrated circuit
Several application-specific integrated circuit (ASIC) approaches have been devised for dealing with parallel
applications.[19]
Because an ASIC is (by definition) specific to a given application, it can be fully optimized for that application. As a
result, for a given application, an ASIC tends to outperform a general-purpose computer. However, ASICs are
created by X-ray lithography. This process requires a mask, which can be extremely expensive. A single mask can
cost over a million US dollars.[20] (The smaller the transistors required for the chip, the more expensive the mask
will be.) Meanwhile, performance increases in general-purpose computing over time (as described by Moore's Law)
tend to wipe out these gains in only one or two chip generations. High initial cost, and the tendency to be overtaken
by Moore's-law-driven general-purpose computing, has rendered ASICs unfeasible for most parallel computing
applications. However, some have been built. One example is the peta-flop RIKEN MDGRAPE-3 machine which
uses custom ASICs for molecular dynamics simulation.
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Vector processors
Main article: Vector processor
A vector processor is a CPU or computer system that can execute the
same instruction on large sets of data. "Vector processors have
high-level operations that work on linear arrays of numbers or vectors.
An example vector operation is A = B × C, where A, B, and C are each
64-element vectors of 64-bit floating-point numbers."[21] They are
closely related to Flynn's SIMD classification.
Cray computers became famous for their vector-processing computers
in the 1970s and 1980s. However, vector processors—both as CPUs
and as full computer systems—have generally disappeared. Modern
processor instruction sets do include some vector processing
instructions, such as with AltiVec and Streaming SIMD Extensions (SSE).

The Cray-1 is the most famous vector processor.

Software
Parallel programming languages
Main article: List of concurrent and parallel programming languages
Concurrent programming languages, libraries, APIs, and parallel programming models (such as Algorithmic
Skeletons) have been created for programming parallel computers. These can generally be divided into classes based
on the assumptions they make about the underlying memory architecture—shared memory, distributed memory, or
shared distributed memory. Shared memory programming languages communicate by manipulating shared memory
variables. Distributed memory uses message passing. POSIX Threads and OpenMP are two of most widely used
shared memory APIs, whereas Message Passing Interface (MPI) is the most widely used message-passing system
API.[22] One concept used in programming parallel programs is the future concept, where one part of a program
promises to deliver a required datum to another part of a program at some future time.
CAPS entreprise and Pathscale are also coordinating their effort to make HMPP (Hybrid Multicore Parallel
Programming) directives an Open Standard called OpenHMPP. The OpenHMPP directive-based programming
model offers a syntax to efficiently offload computations on hardware accelerators and to optimize data movement
to/from the hardware memory. OpenHMPP directives describe remote procedure call (RPC) on an accelerator device
(e.g. GPU) or more generally a set of cores. The directives annotate C or Fortran codes to describe two sets of
functionalities: the offloading of procedures (denoted codelets) onto a remote device and the optimization of data
transfers between the CPU main memory and the accelerator memory.

Automatic parallelization
Main article: Automatic parallelization
Automatic parallelization of a sequential program by a compiler is the holy grail of parallel computing. Despite
decades of work by compiler researchers, automatic parallelization has had only limited success.
Mainstream parallel programming languages remain either explicitly parallel or (at best) partially implicit, in which
a programmer gives the compiler directives for parallelization. A few fully implicit parallel programming languages
exist—SISAL, Parallel Haskell, System C (for FPGAs), Mitrion-C, VHDL, and Verilog.
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Application checkpointing
Main article: Application checkpointing
As a computer system grows in complexity, the mean time between failures usually decreases. Application
checkpointing is a technique whereby the computer system takes a "snapshot" of the application — a record of all
current resource allocations and variable states, akin to a core dump; this information can be used to restore the
program if the computer should fail. Application checkpointing means that the program has to restart from only its
last checkpoint rather than the beginning. While checkpointing provides benefits in a variety of situations, it is
especially useful in highly parallel systems with a large number of processors used in high performance
computing.[23]

Algorithmic methods
As parallel computers become larger and faster, it becomes feasible to solve problems that previously took too long
to run. Parallel computing is used in a wide range of fields, from bioinformatics (protein folding and sequence
analysis) to economics (mathematical finance). Common types of problems found in parallel computing applications
are:[24]
• Dense linear algebra
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sparse linear algebra
Spectral methods (such as Cooley–Tukey fast Fourier transform)
n-body problems (such as Barnes–Hut simulation)
Structured grid problems (such as Lattice Boltzmann methods)
Unstructured grid problems (such as found in finite element analysis)
Monte Carlo simulation
Combinational logic (such as brute-force cryptographic techniques)
Graph traversal (such as sorting algorithms)
Dynamic programming
Branch and bound methods
Graphical models (such as detecting hidden Markov models and constructing Bayesian networks)
Finite-state machine simulation

Fault-tolerance
Further information: Fault-tolerant computer system
Parallel computing can also be applied to the design of fault-tolerant computer systems, particularly via lockstep
systems performing the same operation in parallel. This provides redundancy in case one component should fail, and
also allows automatic error detection and error correction if the results differ.

History
Main article: History of computing
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The origins of true (MIMD) parallelism go back to Federico Luigi,
Conte Menabrea and his "Sketch of the Analytic Engine Invented by
Charles Babbage".[25][26] IBM introduced the 704 in 1954, through a
project in which Gene Amdahl was one of the principal architects. It
became the first commercially available computer to use fully
automatic floating point arithmetic commands.
In April 1958, S. Gill (Ferranti) discussed parallel programming and
the need for branching and waiting.[27] Also in 1958, IBM researchers
John Cocke and Daniel Slotnick discussed the use of parallelism in
ILLIAC IV, "perhaps the most infamous of
numerical calculations for the first time. Burroughs Corporation
Supercomputers"
introduced the D825 in 1962, a four-processor computer that accessed
up to 16 memory modules through a crossbar switch. In 1967, Amdahl
and Slotnick published a debate about the feasibility of parallel processing at American Federation of Information
Processing Societies Conference. It was during this debate that Amdahl's Law was coined to define the limit of
speed-up due to parallelism.
In 1969, US company Honeywell introduced its first Multics system, a symmetric multiprocessor system capable of
running up to eight processors in parallel. C.mmp, a 1970s multi-processor project at Carnegie Mellon University,
was "among the first multiprocessors with more than a few processors". "The first bus-connected multi-processor
with snooping caches was the Synapse N+1 in 1984."
SIMD parallel computers can be traced back to the 1970s. The motivation behind early SIMD computers was to
amortize the gate delay of the processor's control unit over multiple instructions.[28] In 1964, Slotnick had proposed
building a massively parallel computer for the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory. His design was funded by
the US Air Force, which was the earliest SIMD parallel-computing effort, ILLIAC IV. The key to its design was a
fairly high parallelism, with up to 256 processors, which allowed the machine to work on large datasets in what
would later be known as vector processing. However, ILLIAC IV was called "the most infamous of
Supercomputers", because the project was only one fourth completed, but took 11 years and cost almost four times
the original estimate.[] When it was finally ready to run its first real application in 1976, it was outperformed by
existing commercial supercomputers such as the Cray-1.
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Further reading
• Rodriguez, C.; Villagra, M.; Baran, B. (29 August 2008). "Asynchronous team algorithms for Boolean
Satisfiability" (http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/xpl/articleDetails.jsp?arnumber=4610083). Bio-Inspired Models of
Network, Information and Computing Systems, 2007. Bionetics 2007. 2nd: 66–69. doi:
10.1109/BIMNICS.2007.4610083 (http://dx.doi.org/10.1109/BIMNICS.2007.4610083).

External links
• Go Parallel: Translating Multicore Power into Application Performance (http://goparallel.sourceforge.net/)
• Parallel computing (http://www.dmoz.org/Computers/Parallel_Computing/) at DMOZ
• Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory: Introduction to Parallel Computing (http://www.llnl.gov/
computing/tutorials/parallel_comp/)
• Comparing programmability of Open MP and pthreads (http://www.futurechips.org/tips-for-power-coders/
open-mp-pthreads.html)
• What makes parallel programming hard? (http://www.futurechips.org/tips-for-power-coders/
parallel-programming.html)
• Designing and Building Parallel Programs, by Ian Foster (http://www-unix.mcs.anl.gov/dbpp/)
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• Internet Parallel Computing Archive (http://wotug.ukc.ac.uk/parallel/)
• Parallel processing topic area at IEEE Distributed Computing Online (http://dsonline.computer.org/portal/site/
dsonline/index.jsp?pageID=dso_level1_home&path=dsonline/topics/parallel&file=index.xml&xsl=generic.
xsl)
• Parallel Computing Works Free On-line Book (http://www.new-npac.org/projects/cdroms/cewes-1998-05/
copywrite/pcw/book.html)
• Frontiers of Supercomputing Free On-line Book Covering topics like algorithms and industrial applications (http:/
/ark.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/ft0f59n73z/)
• Universal Parallel Computing Research Center (http://www.upcrc.illinois.edu/)
• Course in Parallel Programming at Columbia University (in collaboration with IBM T.J Watson X10 project)
(http://ppppcourse.ning.com/)
• Parallel and distributed Gr obner bases computation in JAS (http://arxiv.org/PS_cache/arxiv/pdf/1008/1008.
0011v1.pdf)
• Course in Parallel Computing at University of Wisconsin-Madison (http://sbel.wisc.edu/Courses/ME964/
2011/index.htm)
• OpenHMPP, A New Standard for Manycore (http://www.openhmpp.org)

Instruction-level parallelism
Instruction-level parallelism (ILP) is a measure of how many of the operations in a computer program can be
performed simultaneously. The potential overlap among instructions is called instruction level parallelism.
There are two approaches to instruction level parallelism:
• Hardware
• Software
Hardware level works upon dynamic parallelism whereas, the software level works on static parallelism. The
Pentium processor works on the dynamic sequence of parallel execution but the Itanium processor works on the
static level parallelism.
Consider the following program:
1. e = a + b
2. f = c + d
3. m = e * f
Operation 3 depends on the results of operations 1 and 2, so it cannot be calculated until both of them are completed.
However, operations 1 and 2 do not depend on any other operation, so they can be calculated simultaneously. If we
assume that each operation can be completed in one unit of time then these three instructions can be completed in a
total of two units of time, giving an ILP of 3/2.
A goal of compiler and processor designers is to identify and take advantage of as much ILP as possible. Ordinary
programs are typically written under a sequential execution model where instructions execute one after the other and
in the order specified by the programmer. ILP allows the compiler and the processor to overlap the execution of
multiple instructions or even to change the order in which instructions are executed.
How much ILP exists in programs is very application specific. In certain fields, such as graphics and scientific
computing the amount can be very large. However, workloads such as cryptography may exhibit much less
parallelism.
Micro-architectural techniques that are used to exploit ILP include:
• Instruction pipelining where the execution of multiple instructions can be partially overlapped.
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• Superscalar execution, VLIW, and the closely related explicitly parallel instruction computing concepts, in which
multiple execution units are used to execute multiple instructions in parallel.
• Out-of-order execution where instructions execute in any order that does not violate data dependencies. Note that
this technique is independent of both pipelining and superscalar. Current implementations of out-of-order
execution dynamically (i.e., while the program is executing and without any help from the compiler) extract ILP
from ordinary programs. An alternative is to extract this parallelism at compile time and somehow convey this
information to the hardware. Due to the complexity of scaling the out-of-order execution technique, the industry
has re-examined instruction sets which explicitly encode multiple independent operations per instruction.
• Register renaming which refers to a technique used to avoid unnecessary serialization of program operations
imposed by the reuse of registers by those operations, used to enable out-of-order execution.
• Speculative execution which allow the execution of complete instructions or parts of instructions before being
certain whether this execution should take place. A commonly used form of speculative execution is control flow
speculation where instructions past a control flow instruction (e.g., a branch) are executed before the target of the
control flow instruction is determined. Several other forms of speculative execution have been proposed and are
in use including speculative execution driven by value prediction, memory dependence prediction and cache
latency prediction.
• Branch prediction which is used to avoid stalling for control dependencies to be resolved. Branch prediction is
used with speculative execution.
Dataflow architectures are another class of architectures where ILP is explicitly specified, for a recent example see
the TRIPS architecture.
In recent years, ILP techniques have been used to provide performance improvements in spite of the growing
disparity between processor operating frequencies and memory access times (early ILP designs such as the IBM
System/360 Model 91 used ILP techniques to overcome the limitations imposed by a relatively small register file).
Presently, a cache miss penalty to main memory costs several hundreds of CPU cycles. While in principle it is
possible to use ILP to tolerate even such memory latencies the associated resource and power dissipation costs are
disproportionate. Moreover, the complexity and often the latency of the underlying hardware structures results in
reduced operating frequency further reducing any benefits. Hence, the aforementioned techniques prove inadequate
to keep the CPU from stalling for the off-chip data. Instead, the industry is heading towards exploiting higher levels
of parallelism that can be exploited through techniques such as multiprocessing and multithreading. [1]

References
[1] Reflections of the Memory Wall (http:/ / www. csl. cornell. edu/ ~sam/ papers/ cf04. pdf)

External links
• Approaches to addressing the Memory Wall (http://www.itee.uq.edu.au/~philip/Publications/Techreports/
2002/Reports/memory-wall-survey.pdf)
• Wired magazine article that refers to the above paper (http://www.wired.com/wired/archive/4.08/geek.html)
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Task parallelism (also known as function parallelism and control parallelism) is a form of parallelization of
computer code across multiple processors in parallel computing environments. Task parallelism focuses on
distributing execution processes (threads) across different parallel computing nodes. It contrasts to data parallelism
as another form of parallelism.

Description
In a multiprocessor system, task parallelism is achieved when each processor executes a different thread (or process)
on the same or different data. The threads may execute the same or different code. In the general case, different
execution threads communicate with one another as they work. Communication usually takes place by passing data
from one thread to the next as part of a workflow.
As a simple example, if we are running code on a 2-processor system (CPUs "a" & "b") in a parallel environment
and we wish to do tasks "A" and "B", it is possible to tell CPU "a" to do task "A" and CPU "b" to do task 'B"
simultaneously, thereby reducing the run time of the execution. The tasks can be assigned using conditional
statements as described below.
Task parallelism emphasizes the distributed (parallelized) nature of the processing (i.e. threads), as opposed to the
data (data parallelism). Most real programs fall somewhere on a continuum between task parallelism and data
parallelism.Wikipedia:Citation needed

Example
The pseudocode below illustrates task parallelism:
program:
...
if CPU="a" then
do task "A"
else if CPU="b" then
do task "B"
end if
...
end program
The goal of the program is to do some net total task ("A+B"). If we write the code as above and launch it on a
2-processor system, then the runtime environment will execute it as follows.
• In an SPMD system, both CPUs will execute the code.
• In a parallel environment, both will have access to the same data.
• The "if" clause differentiates between the CPU's. CPU "a" will read true on the "if" and CPU "b" will read true on
the "else if", thus having their own task.
• Now, both CPU's execute separate code blocks simultaneously, performing different tasks simultaneously.
Code executed by CPU "a":
program:
...
do task "A"
...
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end program
Code executed by CPU "b":
program:
...
do task "B"
...
end program
This concept can now be generalized to any number of processors.

JVM Example
Similar to the previous example, Task Parallelism is also possible using the Java Virtual Machine JVM.
The code below illustrates task parallelism on the JVM using the commercial third-party Ateji PX extension.[1]
Statements or blocks of statements can be composed in parallel using the || operator inside a parallel block,
introduced with square brackets:
[
|| a++;
|| b++;
]
or in short form:
[ a++; || b++; ]
Each parallel statement within the composition is called a branch. We purposely avoid using the terms task or
process which mean very different things in different contexts.

Languages
Examples of (fine-grained) task-parallel languages can be found in the realm of Hardware Description Languages
like Verilog and VHDL, which can also be considered as representing a "code static" software paradigm where the
program has a static structure and the data is changing - as against a "data static" model where the data is not
changing (or changing slowly) and the processing (applied methods) change (e.g. database search).Wikipedia:Please
clarify

Notes
[1] http:/ / www. ateji. com/ px/ patterns. html#task Task Parallelism using Ateji PX, an extension of Java

References
• Quinn Michael J, Parallel Programming in C with MPI and OpenMP McGraw-Hill Inc. 2004. ISBN
0-07-058201-7
• D. Kevin Cameron (http://www.linkedin.com/in/kevcameron) coined terms "data static" and "code static".
Wikipedia:Citation needed
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Data parallelism is a form of parallelization of computing across multiple processors in parallel computing
environments. Data parallelism focuses on distributing the data across different parallel computing nodes. It
contrasts to task parallelism as another form of parallelism.

Description
In a multiprocessor system executing a single set of instructions (SIMD), data parallelism is achieved when each
processor performs the same task on different pieces of distributed data. In some situations, a single execution thread
controls operations on all pieces of data. In others, different threads control the operation, but they execute the same
code.
For instance, consider a 2-processor system (CPUs A and B) in a parallel environment, and we wish to do a task on
some data d. It is possible to tell CPU A to do that task on one part of d and CPU B on another part simultaneously,
thereby reducing the duration of the execution. The data can be assigned using conditional statements as described
below. As a specific example, consider adding two matrices. In a data parallel implementation, CPU A could add all
elements from the top half of the matrices, while CPU B could add all elements from the bottom half of the matrices.
Since the two processors work in parallel, the job of performing matrix addition would take one half the time of
performing the same operation in serial using one CPU alone.
Data parallelism emphasizes the distributed (parallelized) nature of the data, as opposed to the processing (task
parallelism). Most real programs fall somewhere on a continuum between task parallelism and data parallelism.

Example
The program below expressed in pseudocode—which applies some arbitrary operation, foo, on every element in the
array d—illustrates data parallelism:[1]
if CPU = "a"
lower_limit :=
upper_limit :=
else if CPU = "b"
lower_limit :=
upper_limit :=

1
round(d.length/2)
round(d.length/2) + 1
d.length

for i from lower_limit to upper_limit by 1
foo(d[i])
If the above example program is executed on a 2-processor system the runtime environment may execute it as
follows:
• In an SPMD system, both CPUs will execute the code.
• In a parallel environment, both will have access to d.
• A mechanism is presumed to be in place whereby each CPU will create its own copy of lower_limit and
upper_limit that is independent of the other.
• The if clause differentiates between the CPUs. CPU "a" will read true on the if; and CPU "b" will read
true on the else if, thus having their own values of lower_limit and upper_limit.
• Now, both CPUs execute foo(d[i]), but since each CPU has different values of the limits, they operate on
different parts of d simultaneously, thereby distributing the task among themselves. Obviously, this will be faster
than doing it on a single CPU.

Data parallelism
This concept can be generalized to any number of processors. However, when the number of processors increases, it
may be helpful to restructure the program in a similar way (where cpuid is an integer between 1 and the number of
CPUs, and acts as a unique identifier for every CPU):
for i from cpuid to d.length by number_of_cpus
foo(d[i])
For example, on a 2-processor system CPU A (cpuid 1) will operate on odd entries and CPU B (cpuid 2) will
operate on even entries.

JVM Example
Similar to the previous example, Data Parallelism is also possible using the Java Virtual Machine JVM (using Ateji
PX, an extension of Java).
The code below illustrates Data parallelism on the JVM: Branches in a parallel composition can be quantified. This
is used to perform the || operator[2] on all elements of an array or a collection:
[
// increment all array elements in parallel
|| (int i : N) array[i]++;
]
The equivalent sequential code would be:
[
// increment all array elements one after the other
for(int i : N) array[i]++;
]
Quantification can introduce an arbitrary number of generators (iterators) and filters. Here is how we would update
the upper left triangle of a matrix:
[
||(int i:N, int j:N, if i+j<N) matrix[i][j]++;
]

Notes
[1] Some input data (e.g. when d.length evaluates to 1 and round rounds towards zero [this is just an example, there are no requirements
on what type of rounding is used]) will lead to lower_limit being greater than upper_limit, it's assumed that the loop will exit
immediately (i.e. zero iterations will occur) when this happens.
[2] http:/ / www. ateji. com/ px/ patterns. html#data Data Parallelism using Ateji PX, an extension of Java

References
• Hillis, W. Daniel and Steele, Guy L., Data Parallel Algorithms (http://dx.doi.org/10.1145/7902.7903)
Communications of the ACM December 1986
• Blelloch, Guy E, Vector Models for Data-Parallel Computing MIT Press 1990. ISBN 0-262-02313-X
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Uniform memory access (UMA) is a shared memory architecture used in parallel computers. All the processors in
the UMA model share the physical memory uniformly. In a UMA architecture, access time to a memory location is
independent of which processor makes the request or which memory chip contains the transferred data. Uniform
memory access computer architectures are often contrasted with non-uniform memory access (NUMA) architectures.
In the UMA architecture, each processor may use a private cache. Peripherals are also shared in some fashion. The
UMA model is suitable for general purpose and time sharing applications by multiple users. It can be used to speed
up the execution of a single large program in time critical applications.[1]

Types of UMA architectures
1. UMA using bus-based symmetric multiprocessing (SMP) architectures
2. UMA using crossbar switches
3. UMA using multistage interconnection networks

hUMA
In April 2013, the term "hUMA" (for heterogeneous Uniform Memory Access) began to appear in AMD
promotional material to refer to CPU and GPU sharing the same system memory via cache coherent views.
Advantages include an easier programming model and less copying of data between separate memory pools.[2]

Notes
[1] Advanced Computer Architecture, Kai Hwang, ISBN 0-07-113342-9
[2] Peter Bright. AMD's "heterogeneous Uniform Memory Access" coming this year in Kaveri (http:/ / arstechnica. com/
information-technology/ 2013/ 04/ amds-heterogeneous-uniform-memory-access-coming-this-year-in-kaveri/ ), Ars Technica, April 30, 2013.
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Non-uniform memory access (NUMA) is a computer memory design used in multiprocessing, where the memory
access time depends on the memory location relative to the processor. Under NUMA, a processor can access its own
local memory faster than non-local memory (memory local to another processor or memory shared between
processors). The benefits of NUMA are limited to particular workloads, notably on servers where the data are often
associated strongly with certain tasks or users.
NUMA architectures logically follow in scaling from symmetric multiprocessing (SMP) architectures. They were
developed commercially during the 1990s by Burroughs (later Unisys), Convex Computer (later Hewlett-Packard),
Honeywell Information Systems Italy (HISI) (later Groupe Bull), Silicon Graphics (later Silicon Graphics
International), Sequent Computer Systems (later IBM), Data General (later EMC), and Digital (later Compaq, now
HP). Techniques developed by these companies later featured in a variety of Unix-like operating systems, and to an
extent in Windows NT.
The first commercial implementation of a NUMA-based Unix system was the Symmetrical Multi Processing
XPS-100 family of servers, designed by Dan Gielan of VAST Corporation for Honeywell Information Systems Italy.

Basic concept
Modern CPUs operate considerably faster
than the main memory they use. In the early
days of computing and data processing, the
CPU generally ran slower than its own
memory. The performance lines of
processors and memory crossed in the 1960s
with the advent of the first supercomputers.
Since then, CPUs increasingly have found
themselves "starved for data" and having to
stall while waiting for data to arrive from
memory. Many supercomputer designs of
the 1980s and 1990s focused on providing
high-speed memory access as opposed to
faster processors, allowing the computers to
work on large data sets at speeds other
systems could not approach.

One possible architecture of a NUMA system. The processors connect to the bus or
crossbar by connections of varying thickness/number. This shows that different
CPUs have different access priorities to memory based on their relative location.

Limiting the number of memory accesses provided the key to extracting high performance from a modern computer.
For commodity processors, this meant installing an ever-increasing amount of high-speed cache memory and using
increasingly sophisticated algorithms to avoid cache misses. But the dramatic increase in size of the operating
systems and of the applications run on them has generally overwhelmed these cache-processing improvements.
Multi-processor systems without NUMA make the problem considerably worse. Now a system can starve several
processors at the same time, notably because only one processor can access the computer's memory at a time.
NUMA attempts to address this problem by providing separate memory for each processor, avoiding the
performance hit when several processors attempt to address the same memory. For problems involving spread data
(common for servers and similar applications), NUMA can improve the performance over a single shared memory
by a factor of roughly the number of processors (or separate memory banks). Another approach to addressing this
problem, utilized mainly by non-NUMA systems, is the multi-channel memory architecture; multiple memory
channels are increasing the number of simultaneous memory accesses.
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Of course, not all data ends up confined to a single task, which means that more than one processor may require the
same data. To handle these cases, NUMA systems include additional hardware or software to move data between
memory banks. This operation slows the processors attached to those banks, so the overall speed increase due to
NUMA depends heavily on the nature of the running tasks.
Intel announced NUMA compatibility for its x86 and Itanium servers in late 2007 with its Nehalem and Tukwila
CPUs.[1] Both CPU families share a common chipset; the interconnection is called Intel Quick Path Interconnect
(QPI).[2] AMD implemented NUMA with its Opteron processor (2003), using HyperTransport. Freescale's NUMA
for PowerPC is called CoreNet.

Cache coherent NUMA (ccNUMA)
Nearly all CPU architectures use a small
amount of very fast non-shared memory
known as cache to exploit locality of
reference in memory accesses. With
NUMA, maintaining cache coherence across
shared memory has a significant overhead.
Although simpler to design and build,
non-cache-coherent
NUMA
systems
become prohibitively complex to program in
the standard von Neumann architecture
programming model.

Topology of a ccNUMA Bulldozer server.

Typically, ccNUMA uses inter-processor communication between cache controllers to keep a consistent memory
image when more than one cache stores the same memory location. For this reason, ccNUMA may perform poorly
when multiple processors attempt to access the same memory area in rapid succession. Support for NUMA in
operating systems attempts to reduce the frequency of this kind of access by allocating processors and memory in
NUMA-friendly ways and by avoiding scheduling and locking algorithms that make NUMA-unfriendly accesses
necessary.
Alternatively, cache coherency protocols such as the MESIF protocol attempt to reduce the communication required
to maintain cache coherency. Scalable Coherent Interface (SCI) is an IEEE standard defining a directory-based cache
coherency protocol to avoid scalability limitations found in earlier multiprocessor systems. For example, SCI is used
as the basis for the NumaConnect technology.
As of 2011, ccNUMA systems are multiprocessor systems based on the AMD Opteron processor, which can be
implemented without external logic, and the Intel Itanium processor, which requires the chipset to support NUMA.
Examples of ccNUMA-enabled chipsets are the SGI Shub (Super hub), the Intel E8870, the HP sx2000 (used in the
Integrity and Superdome servers), and those found in NEC Itanium-based systems. Earlier ccNUMA systems such as
those from Silicon Graphics were based on MIPS processors and the DEC Alpha 21364 (EV7) processor.
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NUMA vs. cluster computing
One can view NUMA as a tightly coupled form of cluster computing. The addition of virtual memory paging to a
cluster architecture can allow the implementation of NUMA entirely in software. However, the inter-node latency of
software-based NUMA remains several orders of magnitude greater (slower) than that of hardware-based NUMA.

Software support
Since NUMA largely influences memory access performance, certain software optimizations are needed to allow
scheduling threads and processes close to their data.
• Microsoft Windows 7 and Windows Server 2008 R2 add support for NUMA architecture over 64 logical cores.[3]
• Java 7 added support for NUMA-aware memory allocator and garbage collector.[4]
• The Linux kernel 2.5 already had basic support built-in, which was further extended in subsequent releases. Linux
kernel version 3.8 brought a new NUMA foundation which allowed more efficient NUMA policies to be built in
the next kernel releases. Linux kernel version 3.13 brought numerous policies that attempt to put a process near its
memory, together with handling of cases such as shared pages between processes, or transparent huge pages; new
sysctl settings are allowing NUMA balancing to be enabled or disabled, as well as various NUMA memory
balancing parameters to be configured.
• OpenSolaris models NUMA architecture with lgroups.
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NUMA FAQ (http://lse.sourceforge.net/numa/faq/)
Page-based distributed shared memory (http://cs.gmu.edu/cne/modules/dsm/yellow/page_dsm.html)
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overview.wmv)
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NUMA optimization in Windows Applications (http://developer.amd.com/pages/1162007106.aspx)
NUMA Support in Linux at SGI (http://oss.sgi.com/projects/numa/)
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Crossbar switch
In electronics, a crossbar switch (also known as cross-point switch, crosspoint switch, or matrix switch) is a
switch connecting multiple inputs to multiple outputs in a matrix manner. Originally the term was used literally, for a
matrix switch controlled by a grid of crossing metal bars, and later was broadened to matrix switches in general. It is
one of the principal switch architectures, together with a rotary switch, memory switch and a crossover switch.

General properties
A crossbar switch is an assembly of individual switches between multiple inputs and multiple outputs. The switches
are arranged in a matrix. If the crossbar switch has M inputs and N outputs, then a crossbar has a matrix with M × N
cross-points or places where the "bars" cross. At each crosspoint is a switch; when closed, it connects one of M
inputs to one of N outputs. A given crossbar is a single layer, non-blocking switch. "Non-blocking" means that other
concurrent connections do not prevent connecting an arbitrary input to any arbitrary output. Collections of crossbars
can be used to implement multiple layer and/or blocking switches. A crossbar switching system is also called a
co-ordinate switching system.

Applications
Crossbar switches are most famously used in information processing applications such as telephony and circuit
switching, but they are also used in applications such as mechanical sorting machines.
The matrix layout of a crossbar switch is also used in some semiconductor memory devices. Here the "bars" are
extremely thin metal "wires", and the "switches" are fusible links. The fuses are blown or opened using high voltage
and read using low voltage. Such devices are called programmable read-only memory.[1] At the 2008 NSTI
Nanotechnology Conference a paper was presented which discussed a nanoscale crossbar implementation of an
adding circuit used as an alternative to logic gates for computation.
Furthermore, matrix arrays are fundamental to modern flat-panel displays. Thin-film-transistor LCDs have a
transistor at each crosspoint, so they could be considered to include a crossbar switch as part of their structure.
For video switching in home and professional theater applications, a crossbar switch (or a matrix switch, as it is more
commonly called in this application) is used to make the output of multiple video appliances available
simultaneously to every monitor or every room throughout a building. In a typical installation, all the video sources
are located on an equipment rack, and are connected as inputs to the matrix switch.
Where central control of the matrix is practical, a typical rack-mount matrix switch offers front-panel buttons to
allow manual connection of inputs to outputs. An example of such a usage might be a sports bar, where numerous
programs are displayed simultaneously. In order to accomplish this, a sports bar would ordinarily need to purchase /
rent a separate cable or satellite box for each display for which independent control is desired. The matrix switch
enables the signals to be re-routed on a whim, thus allowing the establishment to purchase / rent only those boxes
needed to cover the total number of unique programs viewed anywhere in the building also it makes it easier to
control and get sound from any program to the overall speaker / sound system.
Such switches are used in high-end home theater applications. Video sources typically shared include set-top
cable/satellite receivers or DVD changers; the same concept applies to audio as well. The outputs are wired to
televisions in individual rooms. The matrix switch is controlled via an Ethernet or RS-232 serial connection by a
whole-house automation controller, such as those made by AMX, Crestron, or Control4 - which provides the user
interface that enables the user in each room to select which appliance to watch. The actual user interface varies by
system brand, and might include a combination of on-screen menus, touch-screens, and handheld remote controls.
The system is necessary to enable the user to select the program they wish to watch from the same room they will
watch it from, otherwise it would be necessary (and arguably absurd) for them to walk to the equipment rack.
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The special crossbar switches used in distributing satellite TV signals are called multiswitches.

Implementations
Historically, a crossbar switch consisted of metal bars associated with each input and output, together with some
means of controlling movable contacts at each cross-point. In the later part of the 20th Century these literal crossbar
switches declined and the term came to be used figuratively for rectangular array switches in general. Modern
"crossbar switches" are usually implemented with semiconductor technology. An important emerging class of optical
crossbars is being implemented with MEMS technology.

Mechanical
A type of middle 19th Century telegraph exchange consisted of a grid of vertical and horizontal brass bars with a
hole at each intersection. The operator inserted a brass pin to connect one telegraph line to another.

Electromechanical/telephony
A telephony crossbar switch is an electromechanical device for switching telephone calls. The first design of what is
now called a crossbar switch was the Bell company Western Electric's "coordinate selector" of 1915. To save money
on control systems, this system was organized on the stepping switch or selector principle rather than the link
principle. It was little used in America, but the Televerket Swedish governmental agency manufactured its own
design (the Gotthilf Betulander design from 1919, inspired by the Western Electric system), and used it in Sweden
from 1926 until the digitalization in the 1980s in small and medium sized A204 model switches. The system design
used in AT&T Corporation's 1XB crossbar exchanges, which entered revenue service from 1938, developed by Bell
Telephone Labs, was inspired by the Swedish design but was based on the rediscovered link principle. In 1945, a
similar design by Swedish Televerket was installed in Sweden, making it possible to increase the capacity of the
A204 model switch. Delayed by the Second World War, several millions of urban 1XB lines were installed from the
1950s in the United States.
In 1950, the Ericsson Swedish company developed their own versions of the 1XB and A204 systems for the
international market. In the early 1960s, the company's sales of crossbar switches exceeded those of their rotating
500-switching system, as measured in the number of lines. Crossbar switching quickly spread to the rest of the
world, replacing most earlier designs like the Strowger (step-by-step) and Panel systems in larger installations in the
U.S. Graduating from entirely electromechanical control on introduction, they were gradually elaborated to have full
electronic control and a variety of calling features including short-code and speed-dialing. In the UK the Plessey
Company produced a range of TXK crossbar exchanges, but their widespread rollout by the British Post Office
began later than in other countries, and then was inhibited by the parallel development of TXE reed relay and
electronic exchange systems, so they never achieved a large number of customer connections although they did find
some success as tandem switch exchanges.
Crossbar switches use switching matrices made from a two-dimensional array of contacts arranged in an x-y format.
These switching matrices are operated by a series of horizontal bars arranged over the contacts. Each such "select"
bar can be rocked up or down by electromagnets to provide access to two levels of the matrix. A second set of
vertical "hold" bars is set at right angles to the first (hence the name, "crossbar") and also operated by
electromagnets. The select bars carry spring-loaded wire fingers that enable the hold bars to operate the contacts
beneath the bars. When the select and then the hold electromagnets operate in sequence to move the bars, they trap
one of the spring fingers to close the contacts beneath the point where two bars cross. This then makes the
connection through the switch as part of setting up a calling path through the exchange. Once connected, the select
magnet is then released so it can use its other fingers for other connections, while the hold magnet remains energized
for the duration of the call to maintain the connection. The crossbar switching interface was referred to as the TXK
or TXC switch (Telephone eXchange Crossbar) - in the UK.
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The Bell System Type B crossbar switch of the 1960s was made in the
largest quantity. The majority were 200 point switches, with twenty
verticals and ten levels of three wires, but this example is a 100 point
six wire switch. Each select bar carries ten fingers so any of the ten
circuits assigned to the ten verticals can connect to either of two levels.
Five select bars, each able to rotate up or down, mean a choice of ten
Western Electric 100 Point six-wire Type B
links to the next stage of switching. Each crosspoint in this particular
crossbar switch
model connected six wires. Note the Vertical Off-Normal contacts next
to the hold magnets, lined up along the bottom of the switch. They
perform logic and memory functions, and the hold bar keeps them in the active position as long as the connection is
up. The Horizontal Off Normals on the sides of the switch are activated by the horizontal bars when the "butterfly
magnets" rotate them. This only happens while the connection is being set up, since the butterflies are only energized
then.
The majority of Bell System switches were made to connect three
wires including the tip and ring of a balanced pair circuit and a sleeve
lead for control. Many connected six wires, either for two distinct
circuits or for a four wire circuit or other complex connection. The Bell
System Type C miniature crossbar of the 1970s was similar, but the
fingers projected forward from the back and the select bars held
paddles to move them. The majority of type C had twelve levels; these
were the less common ten level ones. The Northern Electric Minibar
used in SP1 switch was similar but even smaller. The ITT Pentaconta
Multiswitch of the same era had usually 22 verticals, 26 levels, and six
to twelve wires. Ericsson crossbar switches sometimes had only five
verticals.

Late-model Western Electric crossbar switch

Electromechanical/instrumentation
For instrumentation use, James Cunningham, Son and Company[2]
[3]
Back of Type C
made high-speed, very-long-life crossbar switches with physically
small mechanical parts which permitted faster operation than
telephone-type crossbar switches. Many of their switches had the mechanical Boolean AND function of telephony
crossbar switches, but other models had individual relays (one coil per crosspoint) in matrix arrays, connecting the
relay contacts to [x] and [y] buses. These latter types were equivalent to separate relays; there was no logical AND
function built in. Cunningham crossbar switches had precious-metal contacts capable of handling millivolt signals.

Telephone exchange
Early crossbar exchanges were divided into an originating side and a terminating side, while the later and prominent
Canadian and US SP1 switch and 5XB switch were not. When a user picked up the telephone handset, the resulting
line loop operating the user's line relay caused the exchange to connect the user's telephone to an originating sender,
which returned the user a dial tone. The sender then recorded the dialed digits and passed them to the originating
marker, which selected an outgoing trunk and operated the various crossbar switch stages to connect the calling user
to it. The originating marker then passed the trunk call completion requirements (type of pulsing, resistance of the
trunk, etc.) and the called party's details to the sender and released. The sender then relayed this information to a
terminating sender (which could be on either the same or a different exchange). This sender then used a terminating
marker to connect the calling user, via the selected incoming trunk, to the called user, and caused the controlling
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relay set to pass intermittent ring voltage of about 90 V AC at 20 Hz to ring the called user's phone bell, and return
ringing tone to the caller.
The crossbar switch itself was simple: exchange design moved all the logical decision-making to the common
control elements, which were very reliable as relay sets. The design criterion was to have two hours of "downtime"
for service every forty years, which was a huge improvement on earlier electromechanical systems. The exchange
design concept lent itself to incremental upgrades, as the control elements could be replaced separately from the call
switching elements. The minimum size of a crossbar exchange was comparatively large, but in city areas with a large
installed line capacity the whole exchange occupied less space than other exchange technologies of equivalent
capacity. For this reason they were also typically the first switches to be replaced with digital systems, which were
even smaller and more reliable.
Two principles of using crossbar switches were used. One early method was based on the selector principle, and
used the switches as functional replacement for Strowger or stepping switches. Control was distributed to the
switches themselves. Call establishment progressed through the exchange stage by stage, as successive digits were
dialed. With the selector principle, each switch could only handle its portion of one call at a time. Each moving
contact of the array was multipledWikipedia:Please clarify to corresponding crosspoints on other switches to a
selector in the next bank of switches. Thus an exchange with a hundred 10×10 switches in five stages could only
have twenty conversations in progress. Distributed control meant there was no common point of failure, but also
meant that the setup stage lasted for the ten seconds or so the caller took to dial the required number. In control
occupancy terms this comparatively long interval degrades the traffic capacity of a switch.
Starting with the 1XB switch, the later and more common method was
based on the link principle, and used the switches as crosspoints. Each
moving contact was multipled to the other contacts on the same level
by simpler "banjo" wires, to a link on one of the inputs of a switch in
the next stage. The switch could handle its portion of as many calls as
it had levels or verticals. Thus an exchange with forty 10×10 switches
in four stages could have a hundred conversations in progress. The link
principle was more efficient, but required a more complex control
system to find idle links through the switching fabric.

"Banjo" wiring of a 100 point six wire Type B
Bell System switch

This meant common control, as described above: all the digits were
recorded, then passed to the common control equipment, the marker, to establish the call at all the separate switch
stages simultaneously. A marker-controlled crossbar system had in the marker a highly vulnerable central control;
this was invariably protected by having duplicate markers. The great advantage was that the control occupancy on
the switches was of the order of one second or less, representing the operate and release lags of the X-then-Y
armatures of the switches. The only downside of common control was the need to provide digit recorders enough to
deal with the greatest forecast originating traffic level on the exchange.
The Plessey TXK1 or 5005 design used an intermediate form, in which a clear path was marked through the
switching fabric by distributed logic, and then closed through all at once.
In some countries, no crossbar exchanges remain in revenue service. However, crossbar exchanges remain in use in
countries like Russia, where some massive city telephone networks have not yet been fully upgraded to digital
technology. Preserved installations may be seen in museums like The Museum of Communications [4] in Seattle,
Washington, and the Science Museum in London.
Changing nomenclature can confuse: in current American terminology a "switch" now frequently refers to a system
which is also called a "telephone exchange" (the usual term in English)—that is, a large collection of selectors of
some sort within a building. For most of the twentieth century a "Strowger switch" or a "crossbar switch" referred to
an individual piece of mechanical equipment making up part of an exchange. Hence the pictures above show a
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"crossbar switch" using the earlier meaning.

Semiconductor
Semiconductor implementations of crossbar switches typically consist of a set of input amplifiers or retimers
connected to a series of metalizations or "bars" within a semiconductor device. A similar set of metalizations or
"bars" are connected to output amplifiers or retimers. At each cross-point where the "bars" cross, a pass transistor is
implemented which connects the bars. When the pass transistor is enabled, the input is connected to the output.
As computer technologies have improved, crossbar switches have found uses in systems such as the multistage
interconnection networks that connect the various processing units in a uniform memory access parallel processor to
the array of memory elements.

Arbitration
A standard problem in using crossbar switches is that of setting the cross-points. In the classic telephony application
of cross-bars, the crosspoints are closed and open as the telephone calls come and go. In Asynchronous Transfer
Mode or packet switching applications, the crosspoints must be made and broken at each decision interval. In
high-speed switches, the settings of all of the cross-points must be determined and then set millions or billions of
times per second. One approach for making these decisions quickly is through the use of a wavefront arbiter.
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1XB (http://www.telephonetribute.com/switches_survey_chapter_6.html)
5XB (http://www.telephonetribute.com/switches_survey_chapter_7.html)
4XB (http://www.telephonetribute.com/switches_survey_chapter_8.html)
XBT (http://www.telephonetribute.com/switches_survey_chapter_9.html)
Ericsson ARF (in Dutch) (http://www.actw.nl/Openbare centrales/ARF.htm)
Photos of Bell System crossbar switches and equipment (http://xy3.com/phone/your calls and mine.shtml)
Crossbar switch diagram in paraller processing (http://img85.imageshack.us/img85/1050/crossbarswitcher.
png)
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A mesh network is a network topology in which each node (called a
mesh node) relays data for the network. All nodes cooperate in the
distribution of data in the network.
A mesh network can be designed using a flooding technique or a
routing technique. When using a routing technique, the message is
propagated along a path, by hopping from node to node until the
destination is reached. To ensure all its paths' availability, a routing
network must allow for continuous connections and reconfiguration
around broken or blocked paths, using self-healing algorithms. A mesh
network whose nodes are all connected to each other is a fully
connected network. Fully connected wired networks have the
Illustration of a mesh network.
advantages of security and reliability: problems in a cable affect only
the two nodes attached to it. However, in such networks, the number of cables, and therefore the cost, goes up
rapidly as the number of nodes increases.
Mesh networks can be seen as one type of ad hoc network. Mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs) and mesh networks
are therefore closely related, but a MANET also must deal with problems introduced by the mobility of the nodes.
The self-healing capability enables a routing-based network to operate when one node breaks down or a connection
goes bad. As a result, the network is typically quite reliable, as there is often more than one path between a source
and a destination in the network. Although mostly used in wireless situations, this concept is also applicable to wired
networks and software interaction.

Wireless mesh networks
Wireless mesh networks were originally developed for military applications. Mesh networks are typically wireless.
Over the past decade, the size, cost, and power requirements of radios has declined, enabling multiple radios to be
contained within a single mesh node, thus allowing for greater modularity; each can handle multiple frequency bands
and support a variety of functions as needed—such as client access, backhaul service, and scanning (required for
high-speed handoff in mobile applications)—even customized sets of them.Wikipedia:Please clarify
Work in this field has been aided by the use of game theory methods to analyze strategies for the allocation of
resources and routing of packets.

Examples
In rural Catalonia, Guifi.net was developed in 2004 as a response to the lack of broadband internet, where
commercial internet providers weren't providing a connection or a very poor one. Nowadays with more than 30,000
nodes it is only halfway a fully connected network, but following a peer to peer agreement it remained an open, free
and neutral network with extensive redundancy.
Zigbee digital radios are incorporated into some consumer appliances, including battery-powered appliances. Zigbee
radios spontaneously organize a mesh network, using AODV routing; transmission and reception are synchronized.
This means the radios can be off much of the time, and thus conserve power.
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In early 2007, the US-based firm Meraki launched a mini wireless
mesh router. This is an example of a wireless mesh network (on a
claimed speed of up to 50 megabits per second). The 802.11 radio
within the Meraki Mini has been optimized for long-distance
communication, providing coverage over 250 metres.
This is an example of a single-radio mesh network being used within a
community as opposed to multi-radio long range mesh networks like
BelAir or MeshDynamics that provide multifunctional infrastructure,
typically using tree based topologies and their advantages in O(n)
routing.
The Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey CA, demonstrated such
wireless mesh networks for border security. In a pilot system, aerial
cameras kept aloft by balloons relayed real time high resolution video
to ground personnel via a mesh network.
An MIT Media Lab project has developed the XO-1 laptop or
Building a Rural Wireless Mesh Network: A DIY
"OLPC"(One Laptop per Child) which is intended for disadvantaged
Guide (PDF)
schools in developing nations and uses mesh networking (based on the
IEEE 802.11s standard) to create a robust and inexpensive
infrastructure. The instantaneous connections made by the laptops are claimed by the project to reduce the need for
an external infrastructure such as the Internet to reach all areas, because a connected node could share the connection
with nodes nearby. A similar concept has also been implemented by Greenpacket with its application called
SONbuddy.
In Cambridge, UK, on 3 June 2006, mesh networking was used at the “Strawberry Fair” to run mobile live television,
radio and Internet services to an estimated 80,000 people.
The Champaign-Urbana Community Wireless Network (CUWiN) project is developing mesh networking software
based on open source implementations of the Hazy-Sighted Link State Routing Protocol and Expected Transmission
Count metric. Additionally, the Wireless Networking Group in the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign are
developing a multichannel, multi-radio wireless mesh testbed, called Net-X as a proof of concept implementation of
some of the multichannel protocols being developed in that group. The implementations are based on an architecture
that allows some of the radios to switch channels to maintain network connectivity, and includes protocols for
channel allocation and routing.
FabFi is an open-source, city-scale, wireless mesh networking system originally developed in 2009 in Jalalabad,
Afghanistan to provide high-speed internet to parts of the city and designed for high performance across multiple
hops. It is an inexpensive framework for sharing wireless internet from a central provider across a town or city. A
second larger implementation followed a year later near Nairobi, Kenya with a "freemium"Wikipedia:Please clarify
pay model to support network growth. Both projects were undertaken by the Fablab users of the respective cities.
SMesh is an 802.11 multi-hop wireless mesh network developed by the Distributed System and Networks Lab at
Johns Hopkins University. A fast handoff scheme allows mobile clients to roam in the network without interruption
in connectivity, a feature suitable for real-time applications, such as VoIP.
Many mesh networks operate across multiple radio bands. For example Firetide and Wave Relay mesh networks
have the option to communicate node to node on 5.2 GHz or 5.8 GHz, but communicate node to client on 2.4 GHz
(802.11). This is accomplished using software-defined radio (SDR).
The SolarMESH project examined the potential of powering 802.11-based mesh networks using solar power and
rechargeable batteries. Legacy 802.11 access points were found to be inadequate due to the requirement that they be
continuously powered.[1] The IEEE 802.11s standardization efforts are considering power save options, but
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solar-powered applications might involve single radio nodes where relay-link power saving will be inapplicable.
The WING project [2] (sponsored by the Italian Ministry of University and Research and led by CREATE-NET and
Technion) developed a set of novel algorithms and protocols for enabling wireless mesh networks as the standard
access architecture for next generation Internet. Particular focus has been given to interference and traffic aware
channel assignment, multi-radio/multi-interface support, and opportunistic scheduling and traffic aggregation in
highly volatile environments.
WiBACK Wireless Backhaul Technology has been developed by the Fraunhofer Institute for Open Communication
Systems (FOKUS) in Berlin. Powered by solar cells and designed to support all existing wireless technologies,
networks are due to be rolled out to several countries in sub-Saharan Africa in summer 2012.
Recent standards for wired communications have also incorporated concepts from Mesh Networking. An example is
ITU-T G.hn, a standard that specifies a high-speed (up to 1 Gbit/s) local area network using existing home wiring
(power lines, phone lines and coaxial cables). In noisy environments such as power lines (where signals can be
heavily attenuated and corrupted by noise) it's common that mutual visibility between devices in a network is not
complete. In those situations, one of the nodes has to act as a relay and forward messages between those nodes that
cannot communicate directly, effectively creating a mesh network. In G.hn, relaying is performed at the Data Link
Layer.
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External links
• Battelle Institute AoA (http://www.slideshare.net/DaCostaFrancis/
battelle-aoa-evaluation-report-on-military-mesh-network-products) Comparative Ratings for popular mesh
network providers, specific to mission critical military programs.
• MIT Roofnet (http://www.pdos.lcs.mit.edu/roofnet/) A research project at MIT that forms the basis of
roofnet / Meraki mesh networks
• WING Project (http://www.wing-project.org) Wireless Mesh Network distribution based on the roofnet source
code
• First, Second and Third Generation Mesh Architectures (http://www.meshdynamics.com/documents/
MDThirdGenerationMesh.pdf) History and evolution of Mesh Networking Architectures
• DARPA's ITMANET program and the FLoWS Project (http://www.mit.edu/~medard/itmanet) Investigating
Fundamental Performance Limits of MANETS
• Robin Chase discusses Zipcar and Mesh networking (http://www.ted.com/talks/view/id/212) Robin Chase
talks at the Ted conference about the future of mesh networking and eco-technology
• Dynamic And Persistent Mesh Networks (http://www.slideshare.net/DaCostaFrancis/
military-defense-and-public-safety-mesh-networks) Hybrid mesh networks for military, homeland security and
public safety
• Mesh Networks Research Group (http://www.mesh-networks.org/) Projects and tutorials' compilation related
to the Wireless Mesh Networks
• Phantom (http://code.google.com/p/phantom/) anonymous, decentralized network, isolated from the Internet
• Qaul Project (http://www.qaul.net/) Text messaging, file sharing and voice calls independent of internet and
cellular networks.
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The hypercube graph Q4
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In graph theory, the hypercube graph Qn is a regular graph with 2n vertices, 2n−1n edges, and n edges touching each
vertex. It can be obtained as the one-dimensional skeleton of the geometric hypercube; for instance, Q3 is the graph
formed by the 8 vertices and 12 edges of a three-dimensional cube. Alternatively, it can be obtained from the family
of subsets of a set with n elements, by making a vertex for each possible subset and joining two vertices by an edge
whenever the corresponding subsets differ in a single element.
Hypercube graphs should not be confused with cubic graphs, which are graphs that have exactly three edges
touching each vertex. The only hypercube that is a cubic graph is Q3.
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Construction

Construction of Q3 by connecting pairs of corresponding vertices
in two copies of Q2

The hypercube graph Qn may be constructed from the
family of subsets of a set with n elements, by making a
vertex for each possible subset and joining two vertices
by an edge whenever the corresponding subsets differ in
a single element. Equivalently, it may be constructed
using 2n vertices labeled with n-bit binary numbers and
connecting two vertices by an edge whenever the
Hamming distance of their labels is 1. These two
constructions are closely related: a binary number may be
interpreted as a set (the set of positions where it has a 1
digit), and two such sets differ in a single element
whenever the corresponding two binary numbers have
Hamming distance 1.

Alternatively, Qn+1 may be constructed from the disjoint
union of two hypercubes Qn, by adding an edge from each vertex in one copy of Qn to the corresponding vertex in
the other copy, as shown in the figure. The joining edges form a perfect matching.
Another definition of Qn is the Cartesian product of n two-vertex complete graphs K2.

Examples
The graph Q0 consists of a single vertex, while Q1 is the complete graph on two vertices and Q2 is a cycle of length
4.
The graph Q3 is the 1-skeleton of a cube, a planar graph with eight vertices and twelve edges.
The graph Q4 is the Levi graph of the Möbius configuration.

Properties
Bipartiteness
Every hypercube graph is bipartite: it can be colored with only two colors. The two colors of this coloring may be
found from the subset construction of hypercube graphs, by giving one color to the subsets that have an even number
of elements and the other color to the subsets with an odd number of elements.

Hamiltonicity
Every hypercube Qn with n > 1 has a Hamiltonian cycle, a cycle that visits each vertex exactly once. Additionally, a
Hamiltonian path exists between two vertices u,v if and only if have different colors in a 2-coloring of the graph.
Both facts are easy to prove using the principle of induction on the dimension of the hypercube, and the construction
of the hypercube graph by joining two smaller hypercubes with a matching.
Hamiltonicity of the hypercube is tightly related to the theory of Gray codes. More precisely there is a bijective
correspondence between the set of n-bit cyclic Gray codes and the set of Hamiltonian cycles in the hypercube Qn. An
analogous property holds for acyclic n-bit Gray codes and Hamiltonian paths.
A lesser known fact is that every perfect matching in the hypercube extends to a Hamiltonian cycle. The question
whether every matching extends to a Hamiltonian cycle remains an open problem.[2]

Hypercube graph
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Other properties
The hypercube graph Qn (n > 1) :
• is the Hasse diagram of a finite Boolean algebra.
• is a median graph. Every median graph is an isometric subgraph of a hypercube, and can be formed as a retraction
of a hypercube.
• has more than 22n-2 perfect matchings. (this is another consequence that follows easily from the inductive
construction.)
• is arc transitive and symmetric. The symmetries of hypercube graphs can be represented as signed permutations.
• contains all the cycles of length 4, 6, ..., 2n and is thus a bipancyclic graph.
• can be drawn as a unit distance graph in the Euclidean plane by choosing a unit vector for each set element and
placing each vertex corresponding to a set S at the sum of the vectors in S.
• is a n-vertex-connected graph, by Balinski's theorem
• is planar (can be drawn with no crossings) if and only if n ≤ 3. For larger values of n, the hypercube has genus
.
• has exactly

spanning trees.

• The family Qn (n > 1) is a Lévy family of graphs
• The achromatic number of Qn is known to be proportional to

, but the constant of proportionality is not

known precisely.
• The bandwidth of Qn is exactly

.[3]

• The eigenvalues of the adjacency matrix are (-n,-n+2,-n+4,...,n-4,n-2,n) and the eigenvalues of its Laplacian are
(0,2,...,2n). The k-th eigenvalue has multiplicity

in both cases.

• The isoperimetric number is h(G)=1

Problems
The problem of finding the longest path or cycle that is an induced subgraph of a given hypercube graph is known as
the snake-in-the-box problem.
Szymanski's conjecture concerns the suitability of a hypercube as an network topology for communications. It states
that, no matter how one chooses a permutation connecting each hypercube vertex to another vertex with which it
should be connected, there is always a way to connect these pairs of vertices by paths that do not share any directed
edge.

Hypercube graph

Notes
[1] http:/ / en. wikipedia. org/ w/ index. php?title=Template:Infobox_graph& action=edit
[2] Ruskey, F. and Savage, C. Matchings extend to Hamiltonian cycles in hypercubes (http:/ / garden. irmacs. sfu. ca/ ?q=op/
matchings_extends_to_hamilton_cycles_in_hypercubes) on Open Problem Garden. 2007.
[3] Optimal Numberings and Isoperimetric Problems on Graphs, L.H. Harper, Journal of Combinatorial Theory, 1, 385–393,
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Multi-core processor
A multi-core processor is a single computing component with two
or more independent actual central processing units (called "cores"),
which are the units that read and execute program instructions. The
instructions are ordinary CPU instructions such as add, move data,
and branch, but the multiple cores can run multiple instructions at
the same time, increasing overall speed for programs amenable to
parallel computing.[1] Manufacturers typically integrate the cores
onto a single integrated circuit die (known as a chip multiprocessor
or CMP), or onto multiple dies in a single chip package.
Processors were originally developed with only one core. Multi-core
processors were developed in the early 2000s by Intel, AMD and
others. Multicore processors may have two cores (dual-core CPUs,
for example AMD Phenom II X2 and Intel Core Duo), four cores
(quad-core CPUs, for example AMD Phenom II X4, Intel's i5 and i7
Diagram of a generic dual-core processor, with
processors), six cores (hexa-core CPUs, for example AMD Phenom
CPU-local level 1 caches, and a shared, on-die level
2 cache.
II X6 and Intel Core i7 Extreme Edition 980X), eight cores
(octo-core CPUs, for example Intel Xeon E7-2820 and AMD
FX-8350), ten cores (for example, Intel Xeon E7-2850), or more. A
multi-core processor implements multiprocessing in a single physical
package. Designers may couple cores in a multi-core device tightly
or loosely. For example, cores may or may not share caches, and
they may implement message passing or shared memory inter-core
communication methods. Common network topologies to
interconnect cores include bus, ring, two-dimensional mesh, and
An Intel Core 2 Duo E6750 dual-core
crossbar. Homogeneous multi-core systems include only identical
processor.
cores, heterogeneous multi-core systems have cores that are not
identical. Just as with single-processor systems, cores in multi-core
systems may implement architectures such as superscalar, VLIW, vector processing, SIMD, or multithreading.
Multi-core processors are widely used across many application domains including general-purpose, embedded,
network, digital signal processing (DSP), and graphics.
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The improvement in performance gained by the use of a multi-core processor
depends very much on the software algorithms used and their
implementation. In particular, possible gains are limited by the fraction of the
software that can be run in parallel simultaneously on multiple cores; this
effect is described by Amdahl's law. In the best case, so-called
embarrassingly parallel problems may realize speedup factors near the
number of cores, or even more if the problem is split up enough to fit within
each core's cache(s), avoiding use of much slower main system memory.
Most applications, however, are not accelerated so much unless programmers
invest a prohibitive amount of effort in re-factoring the whole problem. The
parallelization of software is a significant ongoing topic of research.
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An AMD Athlon X2 6400+ dual-core
processor.

Terminology
The terms multi-core and dual-core most commonly refer to some sort of central processing unit (CPU), but are
sometimes also applied to digital signal processors (DSP) and system-on-a-chip (SoC). The terms are generally used
only to refer to multi-core microprocessors that are manufactured on the same integrated circuit die; separate
microprocessor dies in the same package are generally referred to by another name, such as multi-chip module. This
article uses the terms "multi-core" and "dual-core" for CPUs manufactured on the same integrated circuit, unless
otherwise noted.
In contrast to multi-core systems, the term multi-CPU refers to multiple physically separate processing-units (which
often contain special circuitry to facilitate communication between each other).
The terms many-core and massively multi-core are sometimes used to describe multi-core architectures with an
especially high number of cores (tens or hundreds).[2]
Some systems use many soft microprocessor cores placed on a single FPGA. Each "core" can be considered a
"semiconductor intellectual property core" as well as a CPU coreWikipedia:Citation needed.

Development
While manufacturing technology improves, reducing the size of individual gates, physical limits of
semiconductor-based microelectronics have become a major design concern. These physical limitations can cause
significant heat dissipation and data synchronization problems. Various other methods are used to improve CPU
performance. Some instruction-level parallelism (ILP) methods such as superscalar pipelining are suitable for many
applications, but are inefficient for others that contain difficult-to-predict code. Many applications are better suited to
thread level parallelism (TLP) methods, and multiple independent CPUs are commonly used to increase a system's
overall TLP. A combination of increased available space (due to refined manufacturing processes) and the demand
for increased TLP led to the development of multi-core CPUs.

Commercial incentives
Several business motives drive the development of multi-core architectures. For decades, it was possible to improve
performance of a CPU by shrinking the area of the integrated circuit, which drove down the cost per device on the
IC. Alternatively, for the same circuit area, more transistors could be utilized in the design, which increased
functionality, especially for CISC architectures. Clock rates also increased by orders of magnitude in the decades of
the late 20th century, from several megahertz in the 1980s to several gigahertz in the early 2000s.
As the rate of clock speed improvements slowed, increased use of parallel computing in the form of multi-core
processors has been pursued to improve overall processing performance. Multiple cores were used on the same CPU
chip, which could then lead to better sales of CPU chips with two or more cores. Intel has produced a 48-core
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processor for research in cloud computing; each core has an X86 architecture. Intel has loaded Linux on each core.

Technical factors
Since computer manufacturers have long implemented symmetric multiprocessing (SMP) designs using discrete
CPUs, the issues regarding implementing multi-core processor architecture and supporting it with software are well
known.
Additionally:
• Utilizing a proven processing-core design without architectural changes reduces design risk significantly.
• For general-purpose processors, much of the motivation for multi-core processors comes from greatly diminished
gains in processor performance from increasing the operating frequency. This is due to three primary factors:
1. The memory wall; the increasing gap between processor and memory speeds. This effect pushes cache sizes
larger in order to mask the latency of memory. This helps only to the extent that memory bandwidth is not the
bottleneck in performance.
2. The ILP wall; the increasing difficulty of finding enough parallelism in a single instruction stream to keep a
high-performance single-core processor busy.
3. The power wall; the trend of consuming exponentially increasing power with each factorial increase of
operating frequency. This increase can be mitigated by "shrinking" the processor by using smaller traces for
the same logic. The power wall poses manufacturing, system design and deployment problems that have not
been justified in the face of the diminished gains in performance due to the memory wall and ILP wall.
In order to continue delivering regular performance improvements for general-purpose processors, manufacturers
such as Intel and AMD have turned to multi-core designs, sacrificing lower manufacturing-costs for higher
performance in some applications and systems. Multi-core architectures are being developed, but so are the
alternatives. An especially strong contender for established markets is the further integration of peripheral functions
into the chip.

Advantages
The proximity of multiple CPU cores on the same die allows the cache coherency circuitry to operate at a much
higher clock-rate than is possible if the signals have to travel off-chip. Combining equivalent CPUs on a single die
significantly improves the performance of cache snoop (alternative: Bus snooping) operations. Put simply, this
means that signals between different CPUs travel shorter distances, and therefore those signals degrade less. These
higher-quality signals allow more data to be sent in a given time period, since individual signals can be shorter and
do not need to be repeated as often.
Assuming that the die can physically fit into the package, multi-core CPU designs require much less printed circuit
board (PCB) space than do multi-chip SMP designs. Also, a dual-core processor uses slightly less power than two
coupled single-core processors, principally because of the decreased power required to drive signals external to the
chip. Furthermore, the cores share some circuitry, like the L2 cache and the interface to the front side bus (FSB). In
terms of competing technologies for the available silicon die area, multi-core design can make use of proven CPU
core library designs and produce a product with lower risk of design error than devising a new wider core-design.
Also, adding more cache suffers from diminishing returns.Wikipedia:Citation needed
Multi-core chips also allow higher performance at lower energy. This can be a big factor in mobile devices that
operate on batteries. Since each and every core in multi-core is generally more energy-efficient, the chip becomes
more efficient than having a single large monolithic core. This allows higher performance with less energy. The
challenge of writing parallel code clearly offsets this benefit.
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Disadvantages
Maximizing the utilization of the computing resources provided by multi-core processors requires adjustments both
to the operating system (OS) support and to existing application software. Also, the ability of multi-core processors
to increase application performance depends on the use of multiple threads within applications. The situation is
improving: for example the Valve Corporation's Source engine offers multi-core support,[3][4] and Crytek has
developed similar technologies for CryEngine 2, which powers their game, Crysis. Emergent Game Technologies'
Gamebryo engine includes their Floodgate technology,[5] which simplifies multi-core development across game
platforms. In addition, Apple Inc.'s OS X, starting with Mac OS X Snow Leopard, and iOS starting with iOS 4, have
a built-in multi-core facility called Grand Central Dispatch.
Integration of a multi-core chip drives chip production yields down and they are more difficult to manage thermally
than lower-density single-chip designs. Intel has partially countered this first problem by creating its quad-core
designs by combining two dual-core on a single die with a unified cache, hence any two working dual-core dies can
be used, as opposed to producing four cores on a single die and requiring all four to work to produce a quad-core.
From an architectural point of view, ultimately, single CPU designs may make better use of the silicon surface area
than multiprocessing cores, so a development commitment to this architecture may carry the risk of obsolescence.
Finally, raw processing power is not the only constraint on system performance. Two processing cores sharing the
same system bus and memory bandwidth limits the real-world performance advantage. It has been
claimedWikipedia:Manual of Style/Words to watch#Unsupported attributions that if a single core is close to being
memory-bandwidth limited, then going to dual-core might give 30% to 70% improvement; if memory bandwidth is
not a problem, then a 90% improvement can be expected; however, Amdahl's law makes this claim dubious. It would
be possible for an application that used two CPUs to end up running faster on one dual-core if communication
between the CPUs was the limiting factor, which would count as more than 100% improvement.

Hardware
Trends
The general trend in processor development has moved from dual-, tri-, quad-, hex-, oct-core chips to ones with tens
or even hundreds of cores.Wikipedia:Citation needed In addition, multi-core chips mixed with simultaneous
multithreading, memory-on-chip, and special-purpose "heterogeneous" cores promise further performance and
efficiency gains, especially in processing multimedia, recognition and networking applications. There is also a trend
of improving energy-efficiency by focusing on performance-per-watt with advanced fine-grain or ultra fine-grain
power management and dynamic voltage and frequency scaling (i.e. laptop computers and portable media players).

Architecture
The composition and balance of the cores in multi-core architecture show great variety. Some architectures use one
core design repeated consistently ("homogeneous"), while others use a mixture of different cores, each optimized for
a different, "heterogeneous" role.
The article "CPU designers debate multi-core future" by Rick Merritt, EE Times 2008, includes these comments:
Chuck Moore [...] suggested computers should be more like cellphones, using a variety of specialty cores to
run modular software scheduled by a high-level applications programming interface.
[...] Atsushi Hasegawa, a senior chief engineer at Renesas, generally agreed. He suggested the cellphone's use
of many specialty cores working in concert is a good model for future multi-core designs.
[...] Anant Agarwal, founder and chief executive of startup Tilera, took the opposing view. He said multi-core
chips need to be homogeneous collections of general-purpose cores to keep the software model simple.
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Software impact
An outdated version of an anti-virus application may create a new thread for a scan process, while its GUI thread
waits for commands from the user (e.g. cancel the scan). In such cases, a multi-core architecture is of little benefit for
the application itself due to the single thread doing all the heavy lifting and the inability to balance the work evenly
across multiple cores. Programming truly multithreaded code often requires complex co-ordination of threads and
can easily introduce subtle and difficult-to-find bugs due to the interweaving of processing on data shared between
threads (thread-safety). Consequently, such code is much more difficult to debug than single-threaded code when it
breaks. There has been a perceived lack of motivation for writing consumer-level threaded applications because of
the relative rarity of consumer-level demand for maximum use of computer hardware. Although threaded
applications incur little additional performance penalty on single-processor machines, the extra overhead of
development has been difficult to justify due to the preponderance of single-processor machines. Also, serial tasks
like decoding the entropy encoding algorithms used in video codecs are impossible to parallelize because each result
generated is used to help create the next result of the entropy decoding algorithm.
Given the increasing emphasis on multi-core chip design, stemming from the grave thermal and power consumption
problems posed by any further significant increase in processor clock speeds, the extent to which software can be
multithreaded to take advantage of these new chips is likely to be the single greatest constraint on computer
performance in the future. If developers are unable to design software to fully exploit the resources provided by
multiple cores, then they will ultimately reach an insurmountable performance ceiling.
The telecommunications market had been one of the first that needed a new design of parallel datapath packet
processing because there was a very quick adoption of these multiple-core processors for the datapath and the control
plane. These MPUs are going to replace[6] the traditional Network Processors that were based on proprietary microor pico-code.
Parallel programming techniques can benefit from multiple cores directly. Some existing parallel programming
models such as Cilk Plus, OpenMP, OpenHMPP, FastFlow, Skandium, MPI, and Erlang can be used on multi-core
platforms. Intel introduced a new abstraction for C++ parallelism called TBB. Other research efforts include the
Codeplay Sieve System, Cray's Chapel, Sun's Fortress, and IBM's X10.
Multi-core processing has also affected the ability of modern computational software development. Developers
programming in newer languages might find that their modern languages do not support multi-core functionality.
This then requires the use of numerical libraries to access code written in languages like C and Fortran, which
perform math computations faster than newer languages like C#. Intel's MKL and AMD's ACML are written in these
native languages and take advantage of multi-core processing. Balancing the application workload across processors
can be problematic, especially if they have different performance characteristics. There are different conceptual
models to deal with the problem, for example using a coordination language and program building blocks
(programming libraries or higher-order functions). Each block can have a different native implementation for each
processor type. Users simply program using these abstractions and an intelligent compiler chooses the best
implementation based on the context.
Managing concurrency acquires a central role in developing parallel applications. The basic steps in designing
parallel applications are:
Partitioning
The partitioning stage of a design is intended to expose opportunities for parallel execution. Hence, the focus
is on defining a large number of small tasks in order to yield what is termed a fine-grained decomposition of a
problem.
Communication
The tasks generated by a partition are intended to execute concurrently but cannot, in general, execute
independently. The computation to be performed in one task will typically require data associated with another
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task. Data must then be transferred between tasks so as to allow computation to proceed. This information
flow is specified in the communication phase of a design.
Agglomeration
In the third stage, development moves from the abstract toward the concrete. Developers revisit decisions
made in the partitioning and communication phases with a view to obtaining an algorithm that will execute
efficiently on some class of parallel computer. In particular, developers consider whether it is useful to
combine, or agglomerate, tasks identified by the partitioning phase, so as to provide a smaller number of tasks,
each of greater size. They also determine whether it is worthwhile to replicate data and computation.
Mapping
In the fourth and final stage of the design of parallel algorithms, the developers specify where each task is to
execute. This mapping problem does not arise on uniprocessors or on shared-memory computers that provide
automatic task scheduling.
On the other hand, on the server side, multi-core processors are ideal because they allow many users to connect to a
site simultaneously and have independent threads of execution. This allows for Web servers and application servers
that have much better throughput.

Licensing
Some software may be licensed "per processor". This gives rise to an ambiguity, because a "processor" may be either
a core or a combination of cores. Microsoft has stated that it would treat a socket as a single processor.[7] Oracle
counts an AMD X2 or Intel dual-core CPU as a single processor but has other numbers for other types, especially for
processors with more than two cores.Wikipedia:Citation needed

Embedded applications
Embedded computing operates in an area of processor technology distinct from that of "mainstream" PCs. The same
technological drivers towards multi-core apply here too. Indeed, in many cases the application is a "natural" fit for
multi-core technologies, if the task can easily be partitioned between the different processors.
In addition, embedded software is typically developed for a specific hardware release, making issues of software
portability, legacy code or supporting independent developers less critical than is the case for PC or enterprise
computing. As a result, it is easier for developers to adopt new technologies and as a result there is a greater variety
of multi-core processing architectures and suppliers.
As of 2010[8], multi-core network processing devices have become mainstream, with companies such as Freescale
Semiconductor, Cavium Networks, Wintegra and Broadcom all manufacturing products with eight processors. For
the system developer, a key challenge is how to exploit all the cores in these devices to achieve maximum
networking performance at the system level, despite the performance limitations inherent in an SMP operating
system. To address this issue, companies such as 6WIND provide portable packet processing software designed so
that the networking data plane runs in a fast path environment outside the OS, while retaining full compatibility with
standard OS APIs.[9]
In digital signal processing the same trend applies: Texas Instruments has the three-core TMS320C6488 and
four-core TMS320C5441, Freescale the four-core MSC8144 and six-core MSC8156 (and both have stated they are
working on eight-core successors). Newer entries include the Storm-1 family from Stream Processors, Inc [10] with
40 and 80 general purpose ALUs per chip, all programmable in C as a SIMD engine and Picochip with
three-hundred processors on a single die, focused on communication applications.
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Hardware examples
Commercial
•
•
•
•
•

Adapteva Epiphany, a many-core processor architecture with up to 4096 processors on-chip
Aeroflex Gaisler LEON3, a multi-core SPARC that also exists in a fault-tolerant version.
Ageia PhysX, a multi-core physics processing unit.
Ambric Am2045, a 336-core Massively Parallel Processor Array (MPPA)
AMD
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

A-Series, dual-, triple-, and quad-core of Accelerated Processor Units (APU).
Athlon 64, Athlon 64 FX and Athlon 64 X2 family, dual-core desktop processors.
Athlon II, dual-, triple-, and quad-core desktop processors.
FX-Series, quad-, 6-, and 8-core desktop processors.
Opteron, dual-, quad-, 6-, 8-, 12-, and 16-core server/workstation processors.
Phenom, dual-, triple-, and quad-core processors.
Phenom II, dual-, triple-, quad-, and 6-core desktop processors.
Sempron X2, dual-core entry level processors.
Turion 64 X2, dual-core laptop processors.

• Radeon and FireStream multi-core GPU/GPGPU (10 cores, 16 5-issue wide superscalar stream processors per
core)
Analog Devices Blackfin BF561, a symmetrical dual-core processor
ARM MPCore is a fully synthesizable multi-core container for ARM11 MPCore and ARM Cortex-A9 MPCore
processor cores, intended for high-performance embedded and entertainment applications.
ASOCS ModemX, up to 128 cores, wireless applications.
Azul Systems

• Vega 1, a 24-core processor, released in 2005.
• Vega 2, a 48-core processor, released in 2006.
• Vega 3, a 54-core processor, released in 2008.
• Broadcom SiByte SB1250, SB1255 and SB1455.
• ClearSpeed
•
•
•
•
•

• CSX700, 192-core processor, released in 2008 (32/64-bit floating point; Integer ALU)
Cradle Technologies CT3400 and CT3600, both multi-core DSPs.
Cavium Networks Octeon, a 16-core MIPS MPU.
Freescale Semiconductor QorIQ series processors, up to 8 cores, Power Architecture MPU.
Hewlett-Packard PA-8800 and PA-8900, dual core PA-RISC processors.
IBM

• POWER4, the world's first non-embedded dual-core processor, released in 2001.
• POWER5, a dual-core processor, released in 2004.
• POWER6, a dual-core processor, released in 2007.
• POWER7, a 4,6,8-core processor, released in 2010.
• POWER8, a 12-core processor, released in 2013.
• PowerPC 970MP, a dual-core processor, used in the Apple Power Mac G5.
• Xenon, a triple-core, SMT-capable, PowerPC microprocessor used in the Microsoft Xbox 360 game console.
• Kalray
• MPPA-256, 256-core processor, released 2012 (256 usable VLIW cores, Network-on-Chip (NoC), 32/64-bit
IEEE 754 compliant FPU)
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• Sony/IBM/Toshiba's Cell processor, a nine-core processor with one general purpose PowerPC core and eight
specialized SPUs (Synergystic Processing Unit) optimized for vector operations used in the Sony PlayStation 3
• Infineon Danube, a dual-core, MIPS-based, home gateway processor.
• Intel
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Atom, single and dual-core processors for netbook systems.
Celeron Dual-Core, the first dual-core processor for the budget/entry-level market.
Core Duo, a dual-core processor.
Core 2 Duo, a dual-core processor.
Core 2 Quad, 2 dual-core dies packaged in a multi-chip module.
Core i3, Core i5 and Core i7, a family of multi-core processors, the successor of the Core 2 Duo and the Core 2
Quad.
Itanium 2, a dual-core processor.
Pentium D, 2 single-core dies packaged in a multi-chip module.
Pentium Extreme Edition, 2 single-core dies packaged in a multi-chip module.
Pentium Dual-Core, a dual-core processor.
Teraflops Research Chip (Polaris), a 3.16 GHz, 80-core processor prototype, which the company originally
stated would be released by 2011.[11]

• Xeon dual-, quad-, 6-, 8-, and 10-core processors.
• Xeon Phi 57-core, 60-core and 61-core processors.
• IntellaSys
• SEAforth 40C18, a 40-core processor[12]
• SEAforth24, a 24-core processor designed by Charles H. Moore
• NetLogic Microsystems
• XLP, a 32-core, quad-threaded MIPS64 processor
• XLR, an eight-core, quad-threaded MIPS64 processor
• XLS, an eight-core, quad-threaded MIPS64 processor
• Nvidia

•
•
•
•
•
•

• GeForce 9 multi-core GPU (8 cores, 16 scalar stream processors per core)
• GeForce 200 multi-core GPU (10 cores, 24 scalar stream processors per core)
• Tesla multi-core GPGPU (10 cores, 24 scalar stream processors per core)
Parallax Propeller P8X32, an eight-core microcontroller.
picoChip PC200 series 200–300 cores per device for DSP & wireless
Plurality HAL series tightly coupled 16-256 cores, L1 shared memory, hardware synchronized processor.
Rapport Kilocore KC256, a 257-core microcontroller with a PowerPC core and 256 8-bit "processing elements".
SiCortex "SiCortex node" has six MIPS64 cores on a single chip.
Sun Microsystems

• MAJC 5200, two-core VLIW processor
• UltraSPARC IV and UltraSPARC IV+, dual-core processors.
• UltraSPARC T1, an eight-core, 32-thread processor.
• UltraSPARC T2, an eight-core, 64-concurrent-thread processor.
• UltraSPARC T3, a sixteen-core, 128-concurrent-thread processor.
• SPARC T4, an eight-core, 64-concurrent-thread processor.
• SPARC T5, a sixteen-core, 128-concurrent-thread processor.
• Texas Instruments
• TMS320C80 MVP, a five-core multimedia video processor.
• TMS320TMS320C66, 2,4,8 core dsp.
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• Tilera
• TILE64, a 64-core 32-bit processor
• TILE-Gx, a 72-core 64-bit processor
• XMOS Software Defined Silicon quad-core XS1-G4

Free
• OpenSPARC

Academic
• MIT, 16-core RAW [13] processor
• University of California, Davis, Asynchronous array of simple processors (AsAP)
• 36-core 610 MHz AsAP
• 167-core 1.2 GHz AsAP2
• University of Washington, Wavescalar [14] processor
• University of Texas, Austin, TRIPS processor
• Linköping University, Sweden, ePUMA processor

Notes
1. ^ Digital signal processors (DSPs) have utilized multi-core architectures for much longer than high-end
general-purpose processors. A typical example of a DSP-specific implementation would be a combination of a
RISC CPU and a DSP MPU. This allows for the design of products that require a general-purpose processor for
user interfaces and a DSP for real-time data processing; this type of design is common in mobile phones. In other
applications, a growing number of companies have developed multi-core DSPs with very large numbers of
processors.
2. ^ Two types of operating systems are able to utilize a dual-CPU multiprocessor: partitioned multiprocessing and
symmetric multiprocessing (SMP). In a partitioned architecture, each CPU boots into separate segments of
physical memory and operate independently; in an SMP OS, processors work in a shared space, executing threads
within the OS independently.
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External links
• Embedded moves to multicore (http://embedded-computing.com/embedded-moves-multicore)
• Multicore News blog (http://www.multicorezone.com)
• IEEE: Multicore Is Bad News For Supercomputers (http://spectrum.ieee.org/nov08/6912)

Symmetric multiprocessing
Symmetric multiprocessing (SMP) involves a symmetric
multiprocessor system hardware and software architecture where two
or more identical processors connect to a single, shared main memory,
have full access to all I/O devices, and are controlled by a single
operating system instance that treats all processors equally, reserving
none for special purposes. Most multiprocessor systems today use an
SMP architecture. In the case of multi-core processors, the SMP
architecture applies to the cores, treating them as separate processors.

Diagram of a symmetric multiprocessing system

SMP systems are tightly coupled multiprocessor systems with a pool of
homogeneous processors running independently, each processor executing different programs and working on
different data and with capability of sharing common resources (memory, I/O device, interrupt system and so on)
and connected using a system bus or a crossbar.

Design
SMP systems have centralized shared memory called Main Memory (MM) operating under a single operating system
with two or more homogeneous processors. Usually each processor has an associated private high-speed memory
known as cache memory (or cache) to speed-up the MM data access and to reduce the system bus traffic.
Processors may be interconnected using buses, crossbar switches or on-chip mesh networks. The bottleneck in the
scalability of SMP using buses or crossbar switches is the bandwidth and power consumption of the interconnect
among the various processors, the memory, and the disk arrays. Mesh architectures avoid these bottlenecks, and
provide nearly linear scalability to much higher processor counts at the sacrifice of programmability:
Serious programming challenges remain with this kind of architecture because it requires two distinct
modes of programming, one for the CPUs themselves and one for the interconnect between the CPUs. A
single programming language would have to be able to not only partition the workload, but also
comprehend the memory locality, which is severe in a mesh-based architecture.
SMP systems allow any processor to work on any task no matter where the data for that task are located in memory,
provided that each task in the system is not in execution on two or more processors at the same time; with proper
operating system support, SMP systems can easily move tasks between processors to balance the workload
efficiently.

Symmetric multiprocessing

History
IBM offered dual-processor computer systems based on its System/360 model 65 and the closely related model 67.
and 67-2 The operating systems that ran on these machines were OS/360 M65MP[1] and TSS/360. Other software,
developed at universities, used both CPUs—notably MTS. Both processors could access data channels and initiate
I/O.
In OS/360 M65MP, since the operating system kernel ran on both processors (though with a "big lock" around the
I/O handler) and peripherals could generally be attached to either processor.[2]
The MTS supervisor (UMMPS) ran on either or both CPUs of the IBM System/360 model 67-2. Supervisor locks
were small and were used to protect individual common data structures that might be accessed simultaneously from
either CPU.[3]
Digital Equipment Corporation's first multi-processor VAX system, the VAX-11/782, was asymmetric,[4] but later
VAX multiprocessor systems were SMP.[5]
The first commercial Unix SMP implementation was the NUMA based Honeywell Information Systems Italy
XPS-100 designed by Dan Gielan of VAST Corporation in 1985. Its design supported up to 14 processors although
due to electrical limitations the largest marketed version was a dual processor system. The operating system was
derived and ported by VAST Corporation from AT&T 3B20 Unix SysVr3 code used internally within AT&T.

Uses
Time-sharing and server systems can often use SMP without changes to applications, as they may have multiple
processes running in parallel, and a system with more than one process running can run different processes on
different processors.
On personal computers, SMP is less useful for applications that have not been modified. If the system rarely runs
more than one process at a time, SMP is useful only for applications that have been modified for multithreaded
(multitasked) processing. Custom-programmed software can be written or modified to use multiple threads, so that it
can make use of multiple processors. However, most consumer products such as word processors and computer
games are written in such a manner that they cannot gain large benefits from concurrent systems. For games this is
usually because writing a program to increase performance on SMP systems can produce a performance loss on
uniprocessor systems. Recently[6], however, multi-core chips are becoming more common in new computers, and
the balance between installed uni- and multi-core computers may change in the coming years.
Multithreaded programs can also be used in time-sharing and server systems that support multithreading, allowing
them to make more use of multiple processors.

Programming
Uniprocessor and SMP systems require different programming methods to achieve maximum performance.
Programs running on SMP systems may experience a performance increase even when they have been written for
uniprocessor systems. This is because hardware interrupts that usually suspend program execution while the kernel
handles them can execute on an idle processor instead. The effect in most applications (e.g. games) is not so much a
performance increase as the appearance that the program is running much more smoothly. Some applications,
particularly compilers and some distributed computing projects, run faster by a factor of (nearly) the number of
additional processorsWikipedia:Citation needed.
Systems programmers must build support for SMP into the operating system: otherwise, the additional processors
remain idle and the system functions as a uniprocessor system.
SMP systems can also lead to more complexity regarding instruction sets. A homogeneous processor system
typically requires extra registers for "special instructions" such as SIMD (MMX, SSE, etc.), while a heterogeneous
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system can implement different types of hardware for different instructions/uses.

Performance
When more than one program executes at the same time, an SMP system has considerably better performance than a
uni-processor, because different programs can run on different CPUs simultaneously.
In cases where an SMP environment processes many jobs, administrators often experience a loss of hardware
efficiency. Software programs have been developed to schedule jobs so that the processor utilization reaches its
maximum potential. Good software packages can achieve this maximum potential by scheduling each CPU
separately, as well as being able to integrate multiple SMP machines and clusters.
Access to RAM is serialized; this and cache coherency issues causes performance to lag slightly behind the number
of additional processors in the system.

Systems
Entry-level systems
Before about 2006, entry-level servers and workstations with two processors dominated the SMP market. With the
introduction of dual-core devices, SMP is found in most new desktop machines and in many laptop machines. The
most popular entry-level SMP systems use the x86 instruction set architecture and are based on Intel’s Xeon,
Pentium D, Core Duo, and Core 2 Duo based processors or AMD’s Athlon64 X2, Quad FX or Opteron 200 and 2000
series processors. Servers use those processors and other readily available non-x86 processor choices, including the
Sun Microsystems UltraSPARC, Fujitsu SPARC64 III and later, SGI MIPS, Intel Itanium, Hewlett Packard
PA-RISC, Hewlett-Packard (merged with Compaq, which acquired first Digital Equipment Corporation) DEC
Alpha, IBM POWER and PowerPC (specifically G4 and G5 series, as well as earlier PowerPC 604 and 604e series)
processors. In all cases, these systems are available in uniprocessor versions as well.
Earlier SMP systems used motherboards that have two or more CPU sockets. More recently[6], microprocessor
manufacturers introduced CPU devices with two or more processors in one device, for example, the Itanium,
POWER, UltraSPARC, Opteron, Athlon, Core 2, and Xeon all have multi-core variants. Athlon and Core 2 Duo
multiprocessors are socket-compatible with uniprocessor variants, so an expensive dual socket motherboard is no
longer needed to implement an entry-level SMP machine. It should also be noted that dual socket Opteron designs
are technically ccNUMA designs, though they can be programmed as SMP for a slight loss in performance. Software
based SMP systems can be created by linking smaller systems together. An example of this is the software developed
by ScaleMP.
With the introduction of ARM Cortex-A9 multi-core SoCs, low-cost symmetric multiprocessing embedded systems
began to flourish in the form of smartphones and tablet computers with a multi-core processor.

Mid-level systems
The Burroughs D825 first implemented SMP in 1962. It was implemented later on other mainframes. Mid-level
servers, using between four and eight processors, can be found using the Intel Xeon MP, AMD Opteron 800 and
8000 series and the above-mentioned UltraSPARC, SPARC64, MIPS, Itanium, PA-RISC, Alpha and POWER
processors. High-end systems, with sixteen or more processors, are also available with all of the above processors.
Sequent Computer Systems built large SMP machines using Intel 80386 (and later 80486) processors. Some smaller
80486 systems existed, but the major x86 SMP market began with the Intel Pentium technology supporting up to two
processors. The Intel Pentium Pro expanded SMP support with up to four processors natively. Later, the Intel
Pentium II, and Intel Pentium III processors allowed dual CPU systems, except for the respective Celerons. This was
followed by the Intel Pentium II Xeon and Intel Pentium III Xeon processors, which could be used with up to four
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processors in a system natively. In 2001 AMD released their Athlon MP, or MultiProcessor CPU, together with the
760MP motherboard chipset as their first offering in the dual processor marketplace. Although several much larger
systems were built, they were all limited by the physical memory addressing limitation of 64 GiB. With the
introduction of 64-bit memory addressing on the AMD64 Opteron in 2003 and Intel 64 (EM64T) Xeon in 2005,
systems are able to address much larger amounts of memory; their addressable limitation of 16 EiB is not expected
to be reached in the foreseeable future.

Alternatives
SMP using a single shared system bus
represents one of the earliest styles of
multiprocessor machine architectures,
typically used for building smaller
computers with up to 8 processors.
Larger computer systems might use
newer architectures such as NUMA
(Non-Uniform
Memory
Access),
which dedicates different memory
Diagram of a typical SMP system. Three processors are connected to the same memory
banks to different processors. In a
module through a system bus or crossbar switch
NUMA architecture, processors may
access local memory quickly and
remote memory more slowly. This can dramatically improve memory throughput as long as the data are localized to
specific processes (and thus processors). On the downside, NUMA makes the cost of moving data from one
processor to another, as in workload balancing, more expensive. The benefits of NUMA are limited to particular
workloads, notably on servers where the data are often associated strongly with certain tasks or users.
Finally, there is computer clustered multiprocessing (such as Beowulf), in which not all memory is available to all
processors. Clustering techniques are used fairly extensively to build very large supercomputers.
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Practical Parallel Programming in Pascal (http://www.cs.bris.ac.uk/~alan/book.html)
Linux and Multiprocessing (http://www.ibm.com/developerworks/library/l-linux-smp/)
Multicore News blog (http://www.multicorezone.com)
AMD (http://www.amd.com/us-en/Processors/ProductInformation/0,,30_118,00.html)

Distributed computing
"Distributed Information Processing" redirects here. For the computer company, see DIP Research.
Distributed computing is a field of computer science that studies distributed systems. A distributed system is a
software system in which components located on networked computers communicate and coordinate their actions by
passing messages. The components interact with each other in order to achieve a common goal. Three significant
characteristics of distributed systems are: concurrency of components, lack of a global clock, and independent failure
of components. Examples of distributed systems vary from SOA-based systems to massively multiplayer online
games to peer-to-peer applications.
A computer program that runs in a distributed system is called a distributed program, and distributed programming
is the process of writing such programs.[1] There are many alternatives for the message passing mechanism,
including RPC-like connectors and message queues. An important goal and challenge of distributed systems is
location transparency.
Distributed computing also refers to the use of distributed systems to solve computational problems. In distributed
computing, a problem is divided into many tasks, each of which is solved by one or more computers, which
communicate with each other by message passing.[2]

Introduction
The word distributed in terms such as "distributed system", "distributed programming", and "distributed algorithm"
originally referred to computer networks where individual computers were physically distributed within some
geographical area.[3] The terms are nowadays used in a much wider sense, even referring to autonomous processes
that run on the same physical computer and interact with each other by message passing. While there is no single
definition of a distributed system,[4] the following defining properties are commonly used:
• There are several autonomous computational entities, each of which has its own local memory.[5]
• The entities communicate with each other by message passing.[6]
In this article, the computational entities are called computers or nodes.
A distributed system may have a common goal, such as solving a large computational problem.[7] Alternatively, each
computer may have its own user with individual needs, and the purpose of the distributed system is to coordinate the
use of shared resources or provide communication services to the users.[8]
Other typical properties of distributed systems include the following:
• The system has to tolerate failures in individual computers.[9]
• The structure of the system (network topology, network latency, number of computers) is not known in advance,
the system may consist of different kinds of computers and network links, and the system may change during the
execution of a distributed program.[10]
• Each computer has only a limited, incomplete view of the system. Each computer may know only one part of the
input.[11]
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Architecture
Client/Server System : The Client-server architecture
is a way to dispense a service from a central source.
There is a single server that provides a service, and
many clients that communicate with the server to
consume its products. In this architecture, clients and
servers have different jobs. The server's job is to
respond to service requests from clients, while a
client's job is to use the data provided in response in
order to perform some task.
Peer-to-Peer System : The term peer-to-peer is used
to describe distributed systems in which labor is
divided among all the components of the system. All
the computers send and receive data, and they all
contribute some processing power and memory. As a
distributed system increases in size, its capacity of
computational resources increases. In a peer-to-peer
system, all components of the system contribute
some processing power and memory to a distributed
computation.

Parallel and distributed computing

(a)–(b) A distributed system.
(c) A parallel system.

Distributed systems are groups of networked
computers, which have the same goal for their work.
The terms "concurrent computing", "parallel computing", and "distributed computing" have a lot of overlap, and no
clear distinction exists between them.[12] The same system may be characterised both as "parallel" and "distributed";
the processors in a typical distributed system run concurrently in parallel.[13] Parallel computing may be seen as a
particular tightly coupled form of distributed computing,[14] and distributed computing may be seen as a loosely
coupled form of parallel computing. Nevertheless, it is possible to roughly classify concurrent systems as "parallel"
or "distributed" using the following criteria:
• In parallel computing, all processors may have access to a shared memory to exchange information between
processors.[15]
• In distributed computing, each processor has its own private memory (distributed memory). Information is
exchanged by passing messages between the processors.[16]
The figure on the right illustrates the difference between distributed and parallel systems. Figure (a) is a schematic
view of a typical distributed system; as usual, the system is represented as a network topology in which each node is
a computer and each line connecting the nodes is a communication link. Figure (b) shows the same distributed
system in more detail: each computer has its own local memory, and information can be exchanged only by passing
messages from one node to another by using the available communication links. Figure (c) shows a parallel system
in which each processor has a direct access to a shared memory.
The situation is further complicated by the traditional uses of the terms parallel and distributed algorithm that do not
quite match the above definitions of parallel and distributed systems; see the section Theoretical foundations below
for more detailed discussion. Nevertheless, as a rule of thumb, high-performance parallel computation in a
shared-memory multiprocessor uses parallel algorithms while the coordination of a large-scale distributed system

Distributed computing
uses distributed algorithms.

History
During the earliest years of computing, any tasks that required large computations and massive processings were left
up the government or a handful of large companies. These entities could afford to buy massive supercomputers and
the infrastructure needed to support them.
As the price of personal computing declined rapidly and the Internet was introduced, an alternative was needed.
Distributed Computing gave the answer.
The use of concurrent processes that communicate by message-passing has its roots in operating system architectures
studied in the 1960s.[17] The first widespread distributed systems were local-area networks such as Ethernet, which
was invented in the 1970s.[18]
ARPANET, the predecessor of the Internet, was introduced in the late 1960s, and ARPANET e-mail was invented in
the early 1970s. E-mail became the most successful application of ARPANET,[19] and it is probably the earliest
example of a large-scale distributed application. In addition to ARPANET, and its successor, the Internet, other early
worldwide computer networks included Usenet and FidoNet from 1980s, both of which were used to support
distributed discussion systems.
The study of distributed computing became its own branch of computer science in the late 1970s and early 1980s.
The first conference in the field, Symposium on Principles of Distributed Computing (PODC), dates back to 1982,
and its European counterpart International Symposium on Distributed Computing (DISC) was first held in 1985.

Applications
Reasons for using distributed systems and distributed computing may include:
1. The very nature of an application may require the use of a communication network that connects several
computers: for example, data produced in one physical location and required in another location.
2. There are many cases in which the use of a single computer would be possible in principle, but the use of a
distributed system is beneficial for practical reasons. For example, it may be more cost-efficient to obtain the
desired level of performance by using a cluster of several low-end computers, in comparison with a single
high-end computer. A distributed system can provide more reliability than a non-distributed system, as there is no
single point of failure. Moreover, a distributed system may be easier to expand and manage than a monolithic
uniprocessor system.[20]
Ghaemi et al. define a distributed query as a query "that selects data from databases located at multiple sites in a
network" and offer as an SQL example:
SELECT ename, dname
FROM company.emp e, company.dept@sales.goods d
WHERE e.deptno = d.deptno
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Examples
Examples of distributed systems and applications of distributed computing include the following:[21]
• Telecommunication networks:
• Telephone networks and cellular networks
• Computer networks such as the Internet
• Wireless sensor networks
• Routing algorithms
• Network applications:
• World wide web and peer-to-peer networks
• Massively multiplayer online games and virtual reality communities
• Distributed databases and distributed database management systems
• Network file systems
• Distributed information processing systems such as banking systems and airline reservation systems
• Real-time process control:
• Aircraft control systems
• Industrial control systems
• Parallel computation:
• Scientific computing, including cluster computing and grid computing and various volunteer computing
projects; see the list of distributed computing projects
• Distributed rendering in computer graphics

Theoretical foundations
Main article: Distributed algorithm

Models
Many tasks that we would like to automate by using a computer are of question–answer type: we would like to ask a
question and the computer should produce an answer. In theoretical computer science, such tasks are called
computational problems. Formally, a computational problem consists of instances together with a solution for each
instance. Instances are questions that we can ask, and solutions are desired answers to these questions.
Theoretical computer science seeks to understand which computational problems can be solved by using a computer
(computability theory) and how efficiently (computational complexity theory). Traditionally, it is said that a problem
can be solved by using a computer if we can design an algorithm that produces a correct solution for any given
instance. Such an algorithm can be implemented as a computer program that runs on a general-purpose computer:
the program reads a problem instance from input, performs some computation, and produces the solution as output.
Formalisms such as random access machines or universal Turing machines can be used as abstract models of a
sequential general-purpose computer executing such an algorithm.
The field of concurrent and distributed computing studies similar questions in the case of either multiple computers,
or a computer that executes a network of interacting processes: which computational problems can be solved in such
a network and how efficiently? However, it is not at all obvious what is meant by “solving a problem” in the case of a
concurrent or distributed system: for example, what is the task of the algorithm designer, and what is the concurrent
or distributed equivalent of a sequential general-purpose computer?
The discussion below focuses on the case of multiple computers, although many of the issues are the same for
concurrent processes running on a single computer.
Three viewpoints are commonly used:
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Parallel algorithms in shared-memory model
• All computers have access to a shared memory. The algorithm designer chooses the program executed by each
computer.
• One theoretical model is the parallel random access machines (PRAM) that are used.[22] However, the classical
PRAM model assumes synchronous access to the shared memory.
• A model that is closer to the behavior of real-world multiprocessor machines and takes into account the use of
machine instructions, such as Compare-and-swap (CAS), is that of asynchronous shared memory. There is a wide
body of work on this model, a summary of which can be found in the literature.[23]
Parallel algorithms in message-passing model
• The algorithm designer chooses the structure of the network, as well as the program executed by each computer.
• Models such as Boolean circuits and sorting networks are used.[24] A Boolean circuit can be seen as a computer
network: each gate is a computer that runs an extremely simple computer program. Similarly, a sorting network
can be seen as a computer network: each comparator is a computer.
Distributed algorithms in message-passing model
• The algorithm designer only chooses the computer program. All computers run the same program. The system
must work correctly regardless of the structure of the network.
• A commonly used model is a graph with one finite-state machine per node.
In the case of distributed algorithms, computational problems are typically related to graphs. Often the graph that
describes the structure of the computer network is the problem instance. This is illustrated in the following example.

An example
Consider the computational problem of finding a coloring of a given graph G. Different fields might take the
following approaches:
Centralized algorithms
• The graph G is encoded as a string, and the string is given as input to a computer. The computer program finds a
coloring of the graph, encodes the coloring as a string, and outputs the result.
Parallel algorithms
• Again, the graph G is encoded as a string. However, multiple computers can access the same string in parallel.
Each computer might focus on one part of the graph and produce a coloring for that part.
• The main focus is on high-performance computation that exploits the processing power of multiple computers in
parallel.
Distributed algorithms
• The graph G is the structure of the computer network. There is one computer for each node of G and one
communication link for each edge of G. Initially, each computer only knows about its immediate neighbors in the
graph G; the computers must exchange messages with each other to discover more about the structure of G. Each
computer must produce its own color as output.
• The main focus is on coordinating the operation of an arbitrary distributed system.
While the field of parallel algorithms has a different focus than the field of distributed algorithms, there is a lot of
interaction between the two fields. For example, the Cole–Vishkin algorithm for graph coloring[25] was originally
presented as a parallel algorithm, but the same technique can also be used directly as a distributed algorithm.
Moreover, a parallel algorithm can be implemented either in a parallel system (using shared memory) or in a
distributed system (using message passing).[26] The traditional boundary between parallel and distributed algorithms
(choose a suitable network vs. run in any given network) does not lie in the same place as the boundary between
parallel and distributed systems (shared memory vs. message passing).
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Complexity measures
In parallel algorithms, yet another resource in addition to time and space is the number of computers. Indeed, often
there is a trade-off between the running time and the number of computers: the problem can be solved faster if there
are more computers running in parallel (see speedup). If a decision problem can be solved in polylogarithmic time by
using a polynomial number of processors, then the problem is said to be in the class NC.[27] The class NC can be
defined equally well by using the PRAM formalism or Boolean circuits – PRAM machines can simulate Boolean
circuits efficiently and vice versa.[28]
In the analysis of distributed algorithms, more attention is usually paid on communication operations than
computational steps. Perhaps the simplest model of distributed computing is a synchronous system where all nodes
operate in a lockstep fashion. During each communication round, all nodes in parallel (1) receive the latest messages
from their neighbours, (2) perform arbitrary local computation, and (3) send new messages to their neighbours. In
such systems, a central complexity measure is the number of synchronous communication rounds required to
complete the task.[29]
This complexity measure is closely related to the diameter of the network. Let D be the diameter of the network. On
the one hand, any computable problem can be solved trivially in a synchronous distributed system in approximately
2D communication rounds: simply gather all information in one location (D rounds), solve the problem, and inform
each node about the solution (D rounds).
On the other hand, if the running time of the algorithm is much smaller than D communication rounds, then the
nodes in the network must produce their output without having the possibility to obtain information about distant
parts of the network. In other words, the nodes must make globally consistent decisions based on information that is
available in their local neighbourhood. Many distributed algorithms are known with the running time much smaller
than D rounds, and understanding which problems can be solved by such algorithms is one of the central research
questions of the field.[30]
Other commonly used measures are the total number of bits transmitted in the network (cf. communication
complexity).

Other problems
Traditional computational problems take the perspective that we ask a question, a computer (or a distributed system)
processes the question for a while, and then produces an answer and stops. However, there are also problems where
we do not want the system to ever stop. Examples of such problems include the dining philosophers problem and
other similar mutual exclusion problems. In these problems, the distributed system is supposed to continuously
coordinate the use of shared resources so that no conflicts or deadlocks occur.
There are also fundamental challenges that are unique to distributed computing. The first example is challenges that
are related to fault-tolerance. Examples of related problems include consensus problems,[31] Byzantine fault
tolerance,[32] and self-stabilisation.[33]
A lot of research is also focused on understanding the asynchronous nature of distributed systems:
• Synchronizers can be used to run synchronous algorithms in asynchronous systems.[34]
• Logical clocks provide a causal happened-before ordering of events.[35]
• Clock synchronization algorithms provide globally consistent physical time stamps.[36]
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Properties of distributed systems
So far the focus has been on designing a distributed system that solves a given problem. A complementary research
problem is studying the properties of a given distributed system.
The halting problem is an analogous example from the field of centralised computation: we are given a computer
program and the task is to decide whether it halts or runs forever. The halting problem is undecidable in the general
case, and naturally understanding the behaviour of a computer network is at least as hard as understanding the
behaviour of one computer.
However, there are many interesting special cases that are decidable. In particular, it is possible to reason about the
behaviour of a network of finite-state machines. One example is telling whether a given network of interacting
(asynchronous and non-deterministic) finite-state machines can reach a deadlock. This problem is
PSPACE-complete,[37] i.e., it is decidable, but it is not likely that there is an efficient (centralised, parallel or
distributed) algorithm that solves the problem in the case of large networks.

Coordinator Election
Coordinator election (sometimes called leader election) is the process of designating a single process as the
organizer of some task distributed among several computers (nodes). Before the task is begun, all network nodes are
either unaware which node will serve as the "coordinator" (or leader) of the task, or unable to communicate with the
current coordinator. After a coordinator election algorithm has been run, however, each node throughout the network
recognizes a particular, unique node as the task coordinator.
The network nodes communicate among themselves in order to decide which of them will get into the "coordinator"
state. For that, they need some method in order to break the symmetry among them. For example, if each node has
unique and comparable identities, then the nodes can compare their identities, and decide that the node with the
highest identity is the coordinator.
The definition of this problem is often attributed to LeLann, who formalized it as a method to create a new token in a
token ring network in which the token has been lost.
Coordinator election algorithms are designed to be economical in terms of total bytes transmitted, and time. The
algorithm suggested by Gallager, Humblet, and Spira for general undirected graphs has had a strong impact on the
design of distributed algorithms in general, and won the Dijkstra Prize for an influential paper in distributed
computing.
Many other algorithms were suggested for different kind of network graphs, such as undirected rings, unidirectional
rings, complete graphs, grids, directed Euler graphs, and others. A general method that decouples the issue of the
graph family from the design of the coordinator election algorithm was suggested by Korach, Kutten, and Moran.
In order to perform coordination, distributed systems employ the concept of coordinators. The coordinator election
problem is to choose a process from among a group of processes on different processors in a distributed system to
act as the central coordinator. Several central coordinator election algorithms exist.
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Bully algorithm
When using the Bully algorithm, any process sends a message to the current coordinator. If there is no response
within a given time limit, the process tries to elect itself as leader.

Chang and Roberts algorithm
The Chang and Roberts algorithm (or "Ring Algorithm") is a ring-based election algorithm used to find a process
with the largest unique identification number .

Architectures
Various hardware and software architectures are used for distributed computing. At a lower level, it is necessary to
interconnect multiple CPUs with some sort of network, regardless of whether that network is printed onto a circuit
board or made up of loosely coupled devices and cables. At a higher level, it is necessary to interconnect processes
running on those CPUs with some sort of communication system.
Distributed programming typically falls into one of several basic architectures or categories: client–server, 3-tier
architecture, n-tier architecture, distributed objects, loose coupling, or tight coupling.
• Client–server: Smart client code contacts the server for data then formats and displays it to the user. Input at the
client is committed back to the server when it represents a permanent change.
• 3-tier architecture: Three tier systems move the client intelligence to a middle tier so that stateless clients can be
used. This simplifies application deployment. Most web applications are 3-Tier.
• n-tier architecture: n-tier refers typically to web applications which further forward their requests to other
enterprise services. This type of application is the one most responsible for the success of application servers.
• highly coupled (clustered): refers typically to a cluster of machines that closely work together, running a shared
process in parallel. The task is subdivided in parts that are made individually by each one and then put back
together to make the final result.
• Peer-to-peer: an architecture where there is no special machine or machines that provide a service or manage the
network resources. Instead all responsibilities are uniformly divided among all machines, known as peers. Peers
can serve both as clients and servers.
• Space based: refers to an infrastructure that creates the illusion (virtualization) of one single address-space. Data
are transparently replicated according to application needs. Decoupling in time, space and reference is achieved.
Another basic aspect of distributed computing architecture is the method of communicating and coordinating work
among concurrent processes. Through various message passing protocols, processes may communicate directly with
one another, typically in a master/slave relationship. Alternatively, a "database-centric" architecture can enable
distributed computing to be done without any form of direct inter-process communication, by utilizing a shared
database.
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Computer cluster
Not to be confused with data cluster or computer lab.
A computer cluster consists of a set of loosely connected or tightly
connected computers that work together so that in many respects they
can be viewed as a single system.
The components of a cluster are usually connected to each other
through fast local area networks ("LAN"), with each node (computer
used as a server) running its own instance of an operating system.
Computer clusters emerged as a result of convergence of a number of
computing trends including the availability of low cost
microprocessors, high speed networks, and software for high
performance distributed computing.

Technicians working on a large Linux cluster at
the Chemnitz University of Technology,
Germany

Clusters are usually deployed to improve performance and availability
over that of a single computer, while typically being much more
cost-effective than single computers of comparable speed or
availability.
Computer clusters have a wide range of applicability and deployment,
ranging from small business clusters with a handful of nodes to some
of the fastest supercomputers in the world such as IBM's Sequoia.

Sun Microsystems Solaris Cluster
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Basic concepts
The desire to get more computing power and better reliability by
orchestrating a number of low cost commercial off-the-shelf computers has
given rise to a variety of architectures and configurations.
The computer clustering approach usually (but not always) connects a number
of readily available computing nodes (e.g. personal computers used as
servers) via a fast local area network.[1] The activities of the computing nodes
are orchestrated by "clustering middleware", a software layer that sits atop the
nodes and allows the users to treat the cluster as by and large one cohesive
computing unit, e.g. via a single system image concept.
Computer clustering relies on a centralized management approach which
makes the nodes available as orchestrated shared servers. It is distinct from
other approaches such as peer to peer or grid computing which also use many
nodes, but with a far more distributed nature.

A simple, home-built Beowulf cluster.

A computer cluster may be a simple two-node system which just connects
two personal computers, or may be a very fast supercomputer. A basic approach to building a cluster is that of a
Beowulf cluster which may be built with a few personal computers to produce a cost-effective alternative to
traditional high performance computing. An early project that showed the viability of the concept was the 133 nodes
Stone Soupercomputer. The developers used Linux, the Parallel Virtual Machine toolkit and the Message Passing
Interface library to achieve high performance at a relatively low cost.
Although a cluster may consist of just a few personal computers connected by a simple network, the cluster
architecture may also be used to achieve very high levels of performance. The TOP500 organization's semiannual list
of the 500 fastest supercomputers often includes many clusters, e.g. the world's fastest machine in 2011 was the K
computer which has a distributed memory, cluster architecture.[2][3]

History
Main article: History of computer clusters
See also: History of supercomputing
Greg Pfister has stated that clusters were not invented by any specific vendor
but by customers who could not fit all their work on one computer, or needed
a backup. Pfister estimates the date as some time in the 1960s. The formal
engineering basis of cluster computing as a means of doing parallel work of
any sort was arguably invented by Gene Amdahl of IBM, who in 1967
published what has come to be regarded as the seminal paper on parallel
processing: Amdahl's Law.
The history of early computer clusters is more or less directly tied into the
history of early networks, as one of the primary motivations for the
development of a network was to link computing resources, creating a de
facto computer cluster.
The first commercial clustering product was ARCnet, developed by Datapoint
in 1977. Clustering per se did not really take off until Digital Equipment
Corporation released their VAXcluster product in 1984 for the VAX/VMS

A VAX 11/780, c. 1977

operating system. The ARCnet and VAXcluster products not only supported parallel computing, but also shared file
systems and peripheral devices. The idea was to provide the advantages of parallel processing, while maintaining
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data reliability and uniqueness. Two other noteworthy early commercial clusters were the Tandem Himalayan (a
circa 1994 high-availability product) and the IBM S/390 Parallel Sysplex (also circa 1994, primarily for business
use).
Within the same time frame, while computer clusters used parallelism outside the computer on a commodity
network, supercomputers began to use them within the same computer. Following the success of the CDC 6600 in
1964, the Cray 1 was delivered in 1976, and introduced internal parallelism via vector processing.[4] While early
supercomputers excluded clusters and relied on shared memory, in time some of the fastest supercomputers (e.g. the
K computer) relied on cluster architectures.

Attributes of clusters
Computer clusters may be configured for different purposes ranging from general purpose business needs such as
web-service support, to computation-intensive scientific calculations. In either case, the cluster may use a
high-availability approach. Note that the attributes described below are not exclusive and a "compute cluster" may
also use a high-availability approach, etc.
"Load-balancing" clusters are configurations in which cluster-nodes
share computational workload to provide better overall performance.
For example, a web server cluster may assign different queries to
different nodes, so the overall response time will be optimized.[5]
However, approaches to load-balancing may significantly differ among
applications, e.g. a high-performance cluster used for scientific
computations would balance load with different algorithms from a
web-server cluster which may just use a simple round-robin method by
assigning each new request to a different node.
A load balancing cluster with two servers and N

"Computer clusters" are used for computation-intensive purposes,
user stations
rather than handling IO-oriented operations such as web service or
databases.[6] For instance, a computer cluster might support computational simulations of vehicle crashes or weather.
Very tightly coupled computer clusters are designed for work that may approach "supercomputing".
"High-availability clusters" (also known as failover clusters, or HA clusters) improve the availability of the cluster
approach. They operate by having redundant nodes, which are then used to provide service when system components
fail. HA cluster implementations attempt to use redundancy of cluster components to eliminate single points of
failure. There are commercial implementations of High-Availability clusters for many operating systems. The
Linux-HA project is one commonly used free software HA package for the Linux operating system.

Benefits
Low Cost: Customers can eliminate the cost and complexity of procuring, configuring and operating HPC clusters
with low, pay-as-you-go pricing. Further, you can optimize costs by leveraging one of several pricing models: On
Demand, Reserved or Spot Instances.
Elasticity: You can add and remove computer resources to meet the size and time requirements for your workloads.
Run Jobs Anytime, Anywhere: You can launch compute jobs using simple APIs or management tools and
automate workflows for maximum efficiency and scalability. You can increase your speed of innovation by
accessing computer resources in minutes instead of spending time in queues.
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Design and configuration
One of the issues in designing a cluster is how tightly coupled the individual nodes may be. For instance, a single
computer job may require frequent communication among nodes: this implies that the cluster shares a dedicated
network, is densely located, and probably has homogeneous nodes. The other extreme is where a computer job uses
one or few nodes, and needs little or no inter-node communication, approaching grid computing.

A typical Beowulf configuration

In a Beowulf system, the application programs never see
the computational nodes (also called slave computers) but
only interact with the "Master" which is a specific
computer handling the scheduling and management of the
slaves. In a typical implementation the Master has two
network interfaces, one that communicates with the
private Beowulf network for the slaves, the other for the
general purpose network of the organization. The slave
computers typically have their own version of the same
operating system, and local memory and disk space.
However, the private slave network may also have a large
and shared file server that stores global persistent data,
accessed by the slaves as needed.

By contrast, the special purpose 144 node DEGIMA cluster is tuned to running astrophysical N-body simulations
using the Multiple-Walk parallel treecode, rather than general purpose scientific computations.[7]
Due to the increasing computing power of each generation of game consoles, a novel use has emerged where they
are repurposed into High-performance computing (HPC) clusters. Some examples of game console clusters are Sony
PlayStation clusters and Microsoft Xbox clusters. Another example of consumer game product is the Nvidia Tesla
Personal Supercomputer workstation, which uses multiple graphics accelerator processor chips.
Computer clusters have historically run on separate physical computers with the same operating system. With the
advent of virtualization, the cluster nodes may run on separate physical computers with different operating systems
which are painted above with a virtual layer to look similar.Wikipedia:Citation neededWikipedia:Please clarify The
cluster may also be virtualized on various configurations as maintenance takes place. An example implementation is
Xen as the virtualization manager with Linux-HA.[8]
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Data sharing and communication
Data sharing
As the computer clusters were appearing during the 1980s, so were
supercomputers. One of the elements that distinguished the three
classes at that time was that the early supercomputers relied on shared
memory. To date clusters do not typically use physically shared
memory, while many supercomputer architectures have also
abandoned it.
However, the use of a clustered file system is essential in modern
computer clusters.Wikipedia:Citation needed Examples include the
IBM General Parallel File System, Microsoft's Cluster Shared Volumes
or the Oracle Cluster File System.

Message passing and communication
A NEC Nehalem cluster

Main article: Message passing in computer clusters
Two widely used approaches for communication between cluster nodes
are MPI, the Message Passing Interface and PVM, the Parallel Virtual Machine.[9]

PVM was developed at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory around 1989 before MPI was available. PVM must be
directly installed on every cluster node and provides a set of software libraries that paint the node as a "parallel
virtual machine". PVM provides a run-time environment for message-passing, task and resource management, and
fault notification. PVM can be used by user programs written in C, C++, or Fortran, etc.
MPI emerged in the early 1990s out of discussions among 40 organizations. The initial effort was supported by
ARPA and National Science Foundation. Rather than starting anew, the design of MPI drew on various features
available in commercial systems of the time. The MPI specifications then gave rise to specific implementations. MPI
implementations typically use TCP/IP and socket connections. MPI is now a widely available communications
model that enables parallel programs to be written in languages such as C, Fortran, Python, etc.[] Thus, unlike PVM
which provides a concrete implementation, MPI is a specification which has been implemented in systems such as
MPICH and Open MPI.

Cluster management
One of the challenges in the use of a computer cluster is the cost of
administrating it which can at times be as high as the cost of
administrating N independent machines, if the cluster has N nodes.[10]
In some cases this provides an advantage to shared memory
architectures with lower administration costs. This has also made
virtual machines popular, due to the ease of administration.

Task scheduling

Low-cost and low energy tiny-cluster of

Cubieboards, using Apache Hadoop on Lubuntu
When a large multi-user cluster needs to access very large amounts of
data, task scheduling becomes a challenge. In a heterogeneous
CPU-GPU cluster, which has a complex application environment the performance of each job depends on the
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characteristics of the underlying cluster, mapping tasks onto CPU cores and GPU devices provides significant
challenges. This is an area of ongoing research and algorithms that combine and extend MapReduce and Hadoop
have been proposed and studied.[]

Node failure management
When a node in a cluster fails, strategies such as "fencing" may be employed to keep the rest of the system
operational.[11][12] Fencing is the process of isolating a node or protecting shared resources when a node appears to
be malfunctioning. There are two classes of fencing methods; one disables a node itself, and the other disallows
access to resources such as shared disks.
The STONITH method stands for "Shoot The Other Node In The Head", meaning that the suspected node is disabled
or powered off. For instance, power fencing uses a power controller to turn off an inoperable node.
The resources fencing approach disallows access to resources without powering off the node. This may include
persistent reservation fencing via the SCSI3, fibre Channel fencing to disable the fibre channel port, or global
network block device (GNBD) fencing to disable access to the GNBD server.

Software development and administration
Parallel programming
Load balancing clusters such as web servers use cluster architectures to support a large number of users and typically
each user request is routed to a specific node, achieving task parallelism without multi-node cooperation, given that
the main goal of the system is providing rapid user access to shared data. However, "computer clusters" which
perform complex computations for a small number of users need to take advantage of the parallel processing
capabilities of the cluster and partition "the same computation" among several nodes.
Automatic parallelization of programs continues to remain a technical challenge, but parallel programming models
can be used to effectuate a higher degree of parallelism via the simultaneous execution of separate portions of a
program on different processors.[][13]

Debugging and monitoring
The development and debugging of parallel programs on a cluster requires parallel language primitives as well as
suitable tools such as those discussed by the High Performance Debugging Forum (HPDF) which resulted in the
HPD specifications.[14] Tools such as TotalView were then developed to debug parallel implementations on
computer clusters which use MPI or PVM for message passing.
The Berkeley NOW (Network of Workstations) system gathers cluster data and stores them in a database, while a
system such as PARMON, developed in India, allows for the visual observation and management of large clusters.
Application checkpointing can be used to restore a given state of the system when a node fails during a long
multi-node computation.[15] This is essential in large clusters, given that as the number of nodes increases, so does
the likelihood of node failure under heavy computational loads. Checkpointing can restore the system to a stable
state so that processing can resume without having to recompute results.

Some implementations
The GNU/Linux world supports various cluster software; for application clustering, there is distcc, and MPICH.
Linux Virtual Server, Linux-HA - director-based clusters that allow incoming requests for services to be distributed
across multiple cluster nodes. MOSIX, openMosix, Kerrighed, OpenSSI are full-blown clusters integrated into the
kernel that provide for automatic process migration among homogeneous nodes. OpenSSI, openMosix and
Kerrighed are single-system image implementations.
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Microsoft Windows Compute Cluster Server 2003 based on the Windows Server platform provides pieces for High
Performance Computing like the Job Scheduler, MSMPI library and management tools.
gLite is a set of middleware technologies created by the Enabling Grids for E-sciencE (EGEE) project.
slurm is also used to schedule and manage some of the largest supercomputer clusters (see top500 list.)

Other approaches
Although most computer clusters are permanent fixtures, attempts at flash mob computing have been made to build
short-lived clusters for specific computations. However, larger scale volunteer computing systems such as
BOINC-based systems have had more followers.
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Massively parallel (computing)
"Massively parallel" redirects here. For other uses, see Massively parallel (disambiguation).
In computing, massively parallel refers to the use of a large number of processors (or separate computers) to
perform a set of coordinated computations in parallel.
In one approach, e.g., in grid computing the processing power of a large number of computers in distributed, diverse
administrative domains, is opportunistically used whenever a computer is available.[1] An example is BOINC, a
volunteer-based, opportunistic grid system.[2]
In another approach, a large number of processors are used in close proximity to each other, e.g., in a computer
cluster. In such a centralized system the speed and flexibility of the interconnect becomes very important, and
modern supercomputers have used various approaches ranging from enhanced Infiniband systems to
three-dimensional torus interconnects.[3]
The term also applies to massively parallel processor arrays (MPPAs) a type of integrated circuit with an array of
hundreds or thousands of CPUs and RAM banks. These processors pass work to one another through a
reconfigurable interconnect of channels. By harnessing a large number of processors working in parallel, an MPPA
chip can accomplish more demanding tasks than conventional chips. MPPAs are based on a software parallel
programming model for developing high-performance embedded system applications.
Goodyear MPP was an early implementation of a massively parallel computer (MPP architecture). MPP
architectures are the second most common supercomputer implementations after clusters, as of November 2013.[4]
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Reconfigurable computing
Reconfigurable computing is a computer architecture combining some of the flexibility of software with the high
performance of hardware by processing with very flexible high speed computing fabrics like field-programmable
gate arrays (FPGAs). The principal difference when compared to using ordinary microprocessors is the ability to
make substantial changes to the datapath itself in addition to the control flow. On the other hand, the main difference
with custom hardware, i.e. application-specific integrated circuits (ASICs) is the possibility to adapt the hardware
during runtime by "loading" a new circuit on the reconfigurable fabric.

History and properties
The concept of reconfigurable computing has existed since the 1960s, when Gerald Estrin's landmark paper proposed
the concept of a computer made of a standard processor and an array of "reconfigurable" hardware.[1][2] The main
processor would control the behavior of the reconfigurable hardware. The latter would then be tailored to perform a
specific task, such as image processing or pattern matching, as quickly as a dedicated piece of hardware. Once the
task was done, the hardware could be adjusted to do some other task. This resulted in a hybrid computer structure
combining the flexibility of software with the speed of hardware; unfortunately this idea was far ahead of its time in
needed electronic technology.
In the 1980s and 1990s there was a renaissance in this area of research with many proposed reconfigurable
architectures developed in industry and academia,[3] such as: COPACOBANA [4], Matrix, Garp [5],[6] Elixent, PACT
XPP, Silicon Hive, Montium, Pleiades, Morphosys, PiCoGA.[7] Such designs were feasible due to the constant
progress of silicon technology that let complex designs be implemented on one chip. The world's first commercial
reconfigurable computer, the Algotronix CHS2X4, was completed in 1991. It was not a commercial success, but was
promising enough that Xilinx (the inventor of the Field-Programmable Gate Array, FPGA) bought the technology
and hired the Algotronix staff.[8]

Reconfigurable computing as a paradigm shift: using the Anti Machine
Table 1: Nick Tredennick’s Paradigm Classification Scheme
Early Historic Computers:
Programming Source
Resources fixed

none

Algorithms fixed

none

von Neumann Computer:
Programming Source
Resources fixed

none

Algorithms variable Software (instruction streams)
Reconfigurable Computing Systems:
Programming Source
Resources variable

Configware (configuration)

Algorithms variable Flowware (data streams)

Computer scientist Reiner Hartenstein describes reconfigurable computing in terms of an anti machine that,
according to him, represents a fundamental paradigm shift away from the more conventional von Neumann machine.

Reconfigurable computing
[9]

Hartenstein calls it Reconfigurable Computing Paradox, that software-to-configware migration
(software-to-FPGA migration) results in reported speed-up factors of up to more than four orders of magnitude, as
well as a reduction in electricity consumption by up to almost four orders of magnitude—although the technological
parameters of FPGAs are behind the Gordon Moore curve by about four orders of magnitude, and the clock
frequency is substantially lower than that of microprocessors. This paradox is due to a paradigm shift, and is also
partly explained by the Von Neumann syndrome.
The fundamental model of the reconfigurable computing machine paradigm, the data-stream-based anti machine is
well illustrated by the differences to other machine paradigms that were introduced earlier, as shown by Nick
Tredennick's following classification scheme of computing paradigms (see "Table 1: Nick Tredennick’s Paradigm
Classification Scheme"). [10]
The fundamental model of a Reconfigurable Computing Machine, the data-stream-based anti machine (also called
Xputer), is the counterpart of the instruction-stream-based von Neumann machine paradigm. This is illustrated by a
simple reconfigurable system (not dynamically reconfigurable), which has no instruction fetch at run time. The
reconfiguration (before run time) can be considered as a kind of super instruction fetch. An anti machine does not
have a program counter. The anti machine has data counters instead, since it is data-stream-driven. Here the
definition of the term data streams is adopted from the systolic array scene, which defines, at which time which data
item has to enter or leave which port, here of the reconfigurable system, which may be fine-grained (e. g. using
FPGAs) or coarse-grained, or a mixture of both.
The systolic array scene, originally (early 1980s) mainly mathematicians, only defined one half of the anti machine:
the data path: the systolic array (also see Super systolic array). But they did not define nor model the data sequencer
methodology, considering that this is not their job to take care where the data streams come from or end up. The data
sequencing part of the anti machine is modeled as distributed memory, preferably on chip, which consists of
auto-sequencing memory (ASM) blocks. Each ASM block has a sequencer including a data counter. An example is
the Generic Address Generator (GAG), which is a generalization of the DMA.

Example of a streaming model of computation
Problem: We are given 2 character arrays of length 256: A[] and B[]. We need to compute the array C[] such that
C[i]=B[B[B[B[B[B[B[B[A[i]]]]]]]]]. Though this problem is hypothetical, similar problems exist which
have some applications.Wikipedia:Citation needed
Consider a software solution (C code) for the above problem:
for(int i=0;i<256;i++){
char a=A[i];
for(int j=0;j<8;j++)
a=B[a];
C[i]=a;
}
This program will take about 256*10*CPI cycles for the CPU, where CPI is the number of cycles per instruction.
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Now, consider the hardware implementation shown here, say on an FPGA. Here, one element from the array 'A' is
'streamed' by a microprocessor into the circuit every cycle. The array 'B' is implemented as a ROM, perhaps in the
BRAMs of the FPGA. The wire going into the ROMs labelled 'B' are the address lines and the wires out are the
values stored in the ROM at that address. The blue boxes are registers used for storing temporary values Clearly, this
is a pipeline and will output 1 value (a useful C[i] value) after the 8th cycle. Hence the output is also a 'stream'.
The hardware implementation takes 256+8 cycles. Hence, we can expect a speedup of about 10*CPI over the
software implementation. However, the speedup is much less than this value due to the slow clock of the FPGA.

Reconfigurable computing as a hobby
With the advent of affordable FPGA boards, there is an ever increasing number of students' and hobbyists' projects
that seek to recreate vintage computers or implement more novel architectures, such as the RISC Wikipedia:Link rot
.

An FPGA board is being
used to recreate the
Vector-06C computer

Game being played on the FPGA Vector-06C
computer

The C-One emulating an Amstrad CPC
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• BYU Configurable Computing Laboratory's FPGA CAD tool set (http://www.jhdl.org/)
• The Morphware Forum (http://morphware.net/)
• NSF Center for High-Performance Reconfigurable Computing (CHREC) (http://www.chrec.org/)
• The OpenFPGA effort (http://www.openfpga.org/)
• RC Education Workshop (http://helios.informatik.uni-kl.de/RCeducation/)
• Reconfigurable Architectures Workshop (http://xputers.informatik.uni-kl.de/raw/index_raw.html#raw_06)
• The George Washington University High Performance Computing Laboratory (http://hpcl.seas.gwu.edu/)
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• The University of Florida High-Performance Computing & Simulation Research Laboratory (http://www.hcs.
ufl.edu/)
• The University of Kansas Hybridthreads Project - OS for Hybrid CPU/FPGA chips (http://www.ittc.ku.edu/
hybridthreads)
• Reconfigurable computing tools and O/S Support from the University of Wisconsin (http://www.ece.wisc.edu/
~kati/research.html)
• Circuits and Systems Group, Imperial College London (http://cas.ee.ic.ac.uk)
• Why we need reconfigurable computing education (http://isvlsi06.itiv.uni-karlsruhe.de/RCe-i1.pdf)
• The on-line version of the 2D/3D MEANDER FPGA design framework (http://proteas.microlab.ntua.gr)
• FHPCA: FPGA High Performance Computing Alliance (http://www.fhpca.org/)
• Website of the DRESD (Dynamic Reconfigurability in Embedded System Design) research project (http://www.
dresd.org/)
• Advanced topics in computer architecture: chip multiprocessors and polymorphic processors (2003) (http://
www.stanford.edu/class/ee392c/)
• UT Austin TRIPS multiprocessor (http://www.cs.utexas.edu/users/cart/trips/)
• UNC Charlotte reconfigurable computing cluster (http://rcs.uncc.edu/wiki/index.php/Main_Page)
• XiRisc/PiCoGA project at University of Bologna, Italy (http://www.arces.unibo.it/content/view/31/243)
• COPACOBANA Project, Germany (http://www.sciengines.com/copacobana/)
• "Reconfigurable Computing" course in University of Erlangen, Germany (http://www12.informatik.
uni-erlangen.de/edu/rc/)

Field-programmable gate array
"FPGA" redirects here. It is not to be confused with Flip-chip pin grid array.
A field-programmable gate array (FPGA) is an integrated circuit
designed to be configured by a customer or a designer after
manufacturing – hence "field-programmable". The FPGA
configuration is generally specified using a hardware description
language (HDL), similar to that used for an application-specific
integrated circuit (ASIC) (circuit diagrams were previously used to
specify the configuration, as they were for ASICs, but this is
increasingly rare).
A FPGA from Altera

Contemporary FPGAs have large resources of logic gates and RAM
blocks to implement complex digital computations. As FPGA designs
employ very fast I/Os and bidirectional data buses it becomes a challenge to verify correct timing of valid data
within setup time and hold time. Floor planning enables resources allocation within FPGA to meet these time
constraints. FPGAs can be used to implement any logical function that an ASIC could perform. The ability to update
the functionality after shipping, partial re-configuration of a portion of the design and the low non-recurring
engineering costs relative to an ASIC design (notwithstanding the generally higher unit cost), offer advantages for
many applications.[1]

Field-programmable gate array

FPGAs contain programmable logic components called "logic blocks",
and a hierarchy of reconfigurable interconnects that allow the blocks to
be "wired together" – somewhat like many (changeable) logic gates
that can be inter-wired in (many) different configurations. Logic blocks
can be configured to perform complex combinational functions, or
merely simple logic gates like AND and XOR. In most FPGAs, the
logic blocks also include memory elements, which may be simple
flip-flops or more complete blocks of memory.
Some FPGAs have analog features in addition to digital functions. The
most common analog feature is programmable slew rate and drive
strength on each output pin, allowing the engineer to set slow rates on
lightly loaded pins that would otherwise ring unacceptably, and to set
FPGA from Xilinx
stronger, faster rates on heavily loaded pins on high-speed channels
that would otherwise run too slowly.[2][3] Another relatively common
analog feature is differential comparators on input pins designed to be connected to differential signaling channels. A
few "mixed signal FPGAs" have integrated peripheral analog-to-digital converters (ADCs) and digital-to-analog
converters (DACs) with analog signal conditioning blocks allowing them to operate as a system-on-a-chip.[4] Such
devices blur the line between an FPGA, which carries digital ones and zeros on its internal programmable
interconnect fabric, and field-programmable analog array (FPAA), which carries analog values on its internal
programmable interconnect fabric.

History
The FPGA industry sprouted from programmable read-only memory (PROM) and programmable logic devices
(PLDs). PROMs and PLDs both had the option of being programmed in batches in a factory or in the field (field
programmable). However programmable logic was hard-wired between logic gates.[5]
In the late 1980s the Naval Surface Warfare Department funded an experiment proposed by Steve Casselman to
develop a computer that would implement 600,000 reprogrammable gates. Casselman was successful and a patent
related to the system was issued in 1992.
Some of the industry’s foundational concepts and technologies for programmable logic arrays, gates, and logic
blocks are founded in patents awarded to David W. Page and LuVerne R. Peterson in 1985.[6][7]
Xilinx co-founders Ross Freeman and Bernard Vonderschmitt invented the first commercially viable field
programmable gate array in 1985 – the XC2064.[8] The XC2064 had programmable gates and programmable
interconnects between gates, the beginnings of a new technology and market.[9] The XC2064 boasted a mere 64
configurable logic blocks (CLBs), with two 3-input lookup tables (LUTs).[10] More than 20 years later, Freeman was
entered into the National Inventors Hall of Fame for his invention.[11]
Xilinx continued unchallenged and quickly growing from 1985 to the mid-1990s, when competitors sprouted up,
eroding significant market-share. By 1993, Actel was serving about 18 percent of the market.
The 1990s were an explosive period of time for FPGAs, both in sophistication and the volume of production. In the
early 1990s, FPGAs were primarily used in telecommunications and networking. By the end of the decade, FPGAs
found their way into consumer, automotive, and industrial applications.
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Modern developments
A recent trend has been to take the coarse-grained architectural approach a step further by combining the logic
blocks and interconnects of traditional FPGAs with embedded microprocessors and related peripherals to form a
complete "system on a programmable chip". This work mirrors the architecture by Ron Perlof and Hana Potash of
Burroughs Advanced Systems Group which combined a reconfigurable CPU architecture on a single chip called the
SB24. That work was done in 1982. Examples of such hybrid technologies can be found in the Xilinx Zynq™-7000
All Programmable SoC, which includes a 1.0 GHz dual-core ARM Cortex-A9 MPCore processor embedded within
the FPGA's logic fabric or in the Altera Arria V FPGA which includes an 800 MHz dual-core ARM Cortex-A9
MPCore. The Atmel FPSLIC is another such device, which uses an AVR processor in combination with Atmel's
programmable logic architecture. The Actel SmartFusion devices incorporate an ARM Cortex-M3 hard processor
core (with up to 512 kB of flash and 64 kB of RAM) and analog peripherals such as a multi-channel ADC and DACs
to their flash-based FPGA fabric.
In 2010, Xilinx Inc introduced the first All Programmable System on a Chip branded Zynq™-7000 that fused
features of an ARM high-end microcontroller (hard-core implementations of a 32-bit processor, memory, and I/O)
with an FPGA fabric to make FPGAs easier for embedded designers to use. By incorporating the ARM
processor-based platform into a 28 nm FPGA family, the extensible processing platform enables system architects
and embedded software developers to apply a combination of serial and parallel processing to their embedded
system designs, for which the general trend has been to progressively increasing complexity. The high level of
integration helps to reduce power consumption and dissipation, and the reduced parts count vs. using an FPGA with
a separate CPU chip leads to a lower parts cost, a smaller system, and higher reliability since most failures in modern
electronics occur on PCBs in the connections between chips instead of within the chips themselves.[12][13][14][15][16]
An alternate approach to using hard-macro processors is to make use of soft processor cores that are implemented
within the FPGA logic. Nios II, MicroBlaze and Mico32 are examples of popular softcore processors.
As previously mentioned, many modern FPGAs have the ability to be reprogrammed at "run time," and this is
leading to the idea of reconfigurable computing or reconfigurable systems — CPUs that reconfigure themselves to
suit the task at hand.
Additionally, new, non-FPGA architectures are beginning to emerge. Software-configurable microprocessors such as
the Stretch S5000 adopt a hybrid approach by providing an array of processor cores and FPGA-like programmable
cores on the same chip.

Gates
• 1982: 8192 gates, Burroughs Advances Systems Group, integrated into the S-Type 24 bit processor for
reprogrammable I/O.
• 1987: 9,000 gates, Xilinx
• 1992: 600,000, Naval Surface Warfare Department
• Early 2000s: Millions
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Market size
•
•
•
•
•

1985: First commercial FPGA : Xilinx XC2064
1987: $14 million
~1993: >$385 million
2005: $1.9 billion[17]
2010 estimates: $2.75 billion

FPGA design starts
• 2005: 80,000[18]
• 2008: 90,000[19]

FPGA comparisons
Historically, FPGAs have been slower, less energy efficient and generally achieved less functionality than their fixed
ASIC counterparts. An older study had shown that designs implemented on FPGAs need on average 40 times as
much area, draw 12 times as much dynamic power, and run at one third the speed of corresponding ASIC
implementations. More recently, FPGAs such as the Xilinx Virtex-7 or the Altera Stratix 5 have come to rival
corresponding ASIC and ASSP solutions by providing significantly reduced power, increased speed, lower materials
cost, minimal implementation real-estate, and increased possibilities for re-configuration 'on-the-fly'. Where
previously a design may have included 6 to 10 ASICs, the same design can now be achieved using only one FPGA.
Advantages include the ability to
re-program in the field to fix bugs, and may
include a shorter time to market and lower
non-recurring engineering costs. Vendors
can also take a middle road by developing
their hardware on ordinary FPGAs, but
manufacture their final version as an ASIC
so that it can no longer be modified after the
design has been committed.
Xilinx claims that several market and
technology dynamics are changing the
ASIC/FPGA paradigm:[20]

A Xilinx Zynq-7000 All Programmable System on a Chip.

• Integrated circuit costs are rising
aggressively
• ASIC complexity has lengthened development time
• R&D resources and headcount are decreasing
• Revenue losses for slow time-to-market are increasing
• Financial constraints in a poor economy are driving low-cost technologies
These trends make FPGAs a better alternative than ASICs for a larger number of higher-volume applications than
they have been historically used for, to which the company attributes the growing number of FPGA design starts (see
History).
Some FPGAs have the capability of partial re-configuration that lets one portion of the device be re-programmed
while other portions continue running.

Field-programmable gate array

Complex programmable logic devices (CPLD)
The primary differences between CPLDs (complex programmable logic devices) and FPGAs are architectural. A
CPLD has a somewhat restrictive structure consisting of one or more programmable sum-of-products logic arrays
feeding a relatively small number of clocked registers. The result of this is less flexibility, with the advantage of
more predictable timing delays and a higher logic-to-interconnect ratio. The FPGA architectures, on the other hand,
are dominated by interconnect. This makes them far more flexible (in terms of the range of designs that are practical
for implementation within them) but also far more complex to design for.
In practice, the distinction between FPGAs and CPLDs is often one of size as FPGAs are usually much larger in
terms of resources than CPLDs. Typically only FPGA's contain more complex embedded functions such as adders,
multipliers, memory, and serdes. Another common distinction is that CPLDs contain embedded flash to store their
configuration while FPGAs usually, but not always, require an external nonvolatile memory.

Security considerations
With respect to security, FPGAs have both advantages and disadvantages as compared to ASICs or secure
microprocessors. FPGAs' flexibility makes malicious modifications during fabrication a lower risk.[21] Previously,
for many FPGAs, the design bitstream is exposed while the FPGA loads it from external memory (typically on every
power-on). All major FPGA vendors now offer a spectrum of security solutions to designers such as bitstream
encryption and authentication. For example, Altera and Xilinx offer AES (up to 256 bit) encryption for bitstreams
stored in an external flash memory.
FPGAs that store their configuration internally in nonvolatile flash memory, such as Microsemi's ProAsic 3 or
Lattice's XP2 programmable devices, do not expose the bitstream and do not need encryption. In addition, flash
memory for LUT provides SEU protection for space applications.Wikipedia:Please clarify

Applications
Applications of FPGAs include digital signal processing, software-defined radio, ASIC prototyping, medical
imaging, computer vision, speech recognition, cryptography, bioinformatics, computer hardware emulation, radio
astronomy, metal detection and a growing range of other areas.
FPGAs originally began as competitors to CPLDs and competed in a similar space, that of glue logic for PCBs. As
their size, capabilities, and speed increased, they began to take over larger and larger functions to the state where
some are now marketed as full systems on chips (SoC). Particularly with the introduction of dedicated multipliers
into FPGA architectures in the late 1990s, applications which had traditionally been the sole reserve of DSPs began
to incorporate FPGAs instead.[22][23]
Traditionally, FPGAs have been reserved for specific vertical applications where the volume of production is small.
For these low-volume applications, the premium that companies pay in hardware costs per unit for a programmable
chip is more affordable than the development resources spent on creating an ASIC for a low-volume application.
Today, new cost and performance dynamics have broadened the range of viable applications.
Common FPGA Applications:
Aerospace and Defense
•
•
•
•

Avionics/DO-254
Communications
Missiles & Munitions
Secure Solutions

• Space
ASIC Prototyping
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Audio
•
•
•
•

Connectivity Solutions
Portable Electronics
Radio
Digital Signal Processing (DSP)

Automotive
•
•
•
•

High Resolution Video
Image Processing
Vehicle Networking and Connectivity
Automotive Infotainment

Broadcast
•
•
•
•
•

Real-Time Video Engine
EdgeQAM
Encoders
Displays
Switches and Routers

Consumer Electronics
•
•
•
•
•

Digital Displays
Digital Cameras
Multi-function Printers
Portable Electronics
Set-top Boxes

Distributed Monetary Systems
• Transaction verification
• BitCoin Mining
Data Center
•
•
•
•
•
•

Servers
Security
Routers
Switches
Gateways
Load Balancing

High Performance Computing
•
•
•
•
•
•

Servers
Super Computers
SIGINT Systems
High-end RADARS
High-end Beam Forming Systems
Data Mining Systems

Industrial
• Industrial Imaging
• Industrial Networking
• Motor Control
Medical
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Ultrasound
CT Scanner
MRI
X-ray
PET
Surgical Systems

Scientific Instruments
• Lock-in amplifiers
• Boxcar averagers
• Phase-locked loops
Security
• Industrial Imaging
• Secure Solutions
• Image Processing
Video & Image Processing
• High Resolution Video
• Video Over IP Gateway
• Digital Displays
• Industrial Imaging
Wired Communications
• Optical Transport Networks
• Network Processing
• Connectivity Interfaces
Wireless Communications
•
•
•
•

Baseband
Connectivity Interfaces
Mobile Backhaul
Radio

Architecture
The most common FPGA architecture consists of an array of logic blocks (called Configurable Logic Block, CLB, or
Logic Array Block, LAB, depending on vendor), I/O pads, and routing channels. Generally, all the routing channels
have the same width (number of wires). Multiple I/O pads may fit into the height of one row or the width of one
column in the array.
An application circuit must be mapped into an FPGA with adequate resources. While the number of CLBs/LABs and
I/Os required is easily determined from the design, the number of routing tracks needed may vary considerably even
among designs with the same amount of logic. For example, a crossbar switch requires much more routing than a
systolic array with the same gate count. Since unused routing tracks increase the cost (and decrease the performance)
of the part without providing any benefit, FPGA manufacturers try to provide just enough tracks so that most designs
that will fit in terms of Lookup tables (LUTs) and I/Os can be routed. This is determined by estimates such as those
derived from Rent's rule or by experiments with existing designs.
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In general, a logic block (CLB or
LAB) consists of a few logical cells
(called ALM, LE, Slice etc.). A typical
cell consists of a 4-input LUT, a Full
adder (FA) and a D-type flip-flop, as
shown below. The LUTs are in this
figure split into two 3-input LUTs. In
normal mode those are combined into
a 4-input LUT through the left mux. In
arithmetic mode, their outputs are fed
Simplified example illustration of a logic cell
to the FA. The selection of mode is
programmed into the middle multiplexer. The output can be either synchronous or asynchronous, depending on the
programming of the mux to the right, in the figure example. In practice, entire or parts of the FA are put as functions
into the LUTs in order to save space.[24][25]
ALMs and Slices usually contains 2 or 4 structures similar to the example figure, with some shared signals.
CLBs/LABs typically contains a few ALMs/LEs/Slices.
In recent years, manufacturers have started moving to 6-input LUTs in their high performance parts, claiming
increased performance.
Since clock signals (and often other high-fan-out signals) are normally
routed via special-purpose dedicated routing networks (i.e. global
buffers) in commercial FPGAs, they and other signals are separately
managed.
For this example architecture, the locations of the FPGA logic block
pins are shown to the right.
Each input is accessible from one side of the logic block, while the
output pin can connect to routing wires in both the channel to the right
and the channel below the logic block.
Each logic block output pin can connect to any of the wiring segments
in the channels adjacent to it.

Logic block pin locations

Similarly, an I/O pad can connect to any one of the wiring segments in
the channel adjacent to it. For example, an I/O pad at the top of the chip can connect to any of the W wires (where W
is the channel width) in the horizontal channel immediately below it.
Generally, the FPGA routing is unsegmented. That is, each wiring segment spans only one logic block before it
terminates in a switch box. By turning on some of the programmable switches within a switch box, longer paths can
be constructed. For higher speed interconnect, some FPGA architectures use longer routing lines that span multiple
logic blocks.

Field-programmable gate array

Whenever a vertical and a horizontal channel intersect,
there is a switch box. In this architecture, when a wire
enters a switch box, there are three programmable
switches that allow it to connect to three other wires in
adjacent channel segments. The pattern, or topology, of
switches used in this architecture is the planar or
domain-based switch box topology. In this switch box
topology, a wire in track number one connects only to
wires in track number one in adjacent channel
segments, wires in track number 2 connect only to
other wires in track number 2 and so on. The figure on
the right illustrates the connections in a switch box.
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Modern FPGA families expand upon the above capabilities to include higher level functionality fixed into the
silicon. Having these common functions embedded into the silicon reduces the area required and gives those
functions increased speed compared to building them from primitives. Examples of these include multipliers, generic
DSP blocks, embedded processors, high speed I/O logic and embedded memories.
FPGAs are also widely used for systems validation including pre-silicon validation, post-silicon validation, and
firmware development. This allows chip companies to validate their design before the chip is produced in the
factory, reducing the time-to-market.
To shrink the size and power consumption of FPGAs, vendors such as Tabula and Xilinx have introduced new 3D or
stacked architectures.[26][27] Following the introduction of its 28 nm 7-series FPGAs, Xilinx revealed that several of
the highest-density parts in those FPGA product lines will be constructed using multiple dies in one package,
employing technology developed for 3D construction and stacked-die assemblies. The technology stacks several
(three or four) active FPGA dice side-by-side on a silicon interposer – a single piece of silicon that carries passive
interconnect.[28]

FPGA design and programming
To define the behavior of the FPGA, the user provides a hardware description language (HDL) or a schematic
design. The HDL form is more suited to work with large structures because it's possible to just specify them
numerically rather than having to draw every piece by hand. However, schematic entry can allow for easier
visualisation of a design.
Then, using an electronic design automation tool, a technology-mapped netlist is generated. The netlist can then be
fitted to the actual FPGA architecture using a process called place-and-route, usually performed by the FPGA
company's proprietary place-and-route software. The user will validate the map, place and route results via timing
analysis, simulation, and other verification methodologies. Once the design and validation process is complete, the
binary file generated (also using the FPGA company's proprietary software) is used to (re)configure the FPGA. This
file is transferred to the FPGA/CPLD via a serial interface (JTAG) or to an external memory device like an
EEPROM.
The most common HDLs are VHDL and Verilog, although in an attempt to reduce the complexity of designing in
HDLs, which have been compared to the equivalent of assembly languages, there are moves to raise the abstraction
level through the introduction of alternative languages. National Instruments' LabVIEW graphical programming
language (sometimes referred to as "G") has an FPGA add-in module available to target and program FPGA
hardware.
To simplify the design of complex systems in FPGAs, there exist libraries of predefined complex functions and
circuits that have been tested and optimized to speed up the design process. These predefined circuits are commonly
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called IP cores, and are available from FPGA vendors and third-party IP suppliers (rarely free, and typically released
under proprietary licenses). Other predefined circuits are available from developer communities such as OpenCores
(typically released under free and open source licenses such as the GPL, BSD or similar license), and other sources.
In a typical design flow, an FPGA application developer will simulate the design at multiple stages throughout the
design process. Initially the RTL description in VHDL or Verilog is simulated by creating test benches to simulate
the system and observe results. Then, after the synthesis engine has mapped the design to a netlist, the netlist is
translated to a gate level description where simulation is repeated to confirm the synthesis proceeded without errors.
Finally the design is laid out in the FPGA at which point propagation delays can be added and the simulation run
again with these values back-annotated onto the netlist.

Basic process technology types
• SRAM - based on static memory technology. In-system programmable and re-programmable. Requires external
boot devices. CMOS. Currently Wikipedia:Manual of Style/Dates and numbers#Chronological items in use.
• Fuse - One-time programmable. Bipolar. Obsolete.
• Antifuse - One-time programmable. CMOS.
• PROM - Programmable Read-Only Memory technology. One-time programmable because of plastic packaging.
Obsolete.
• EPROM - Erasable Programmable Read-Only Memory technology. One-time programmable but with window,
can be erased with ultraviolet (UV) light. CMOS. Obsolete.
• EEPROM - Electrically Erasable Programmable Read-Only Memory technology. Can be erased, even in plastic
packages. Some but not all EEPROM devices can be in-system programmed. CMOS.
• Flash - Flash-erase EPROM technology. Can be erased, even in plastic packages. Some but not all flash devices
can be in-system programmed. Usually, a flash cell is smaller than an equivalent EEPROM cell and is therefore
less expensive to manufacture. CMOS.

Major manufacturers
Xilinx and Altera are the current FPGA market leaders and long-time industry rivals. Together, they control over 80
percent of the market.
Both Xilinx and Altera provide free Windows and Linux design software (ISE and Quartus) which provides limited
sets of devices.
Other competitors include Lattice Semiconductor (SRAM based with integrated configuration flash, instant-on, low
power, live reconfiguration), Actel (now Microsemi, antifuse, flash-based, mixed-signal), SiliconBlue Technologies
(extremely low power SRAM-based FPGAs with optional integrated nonvolatile configuration memory; acquired by
Lattice in 2011), Achronix (SRAM based, 1.5 GHz fabric speed), and QuickLogic (handheld focused CSSP, no
general purpose FPGAs).
In March 2010, Tabula announced their FPGA technology that uses time-multiplexed logic and interconnect that
claims potential cost savings for high-density applications.
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General-purpose computing on graphics
processing units
General-Purpose Computing on Graphics Processing Units (GPGPU, rarely GPGP or GP²U) is the utilization
of a graphics processing unit (GPU), which typically handles computation only for computer graphics, to perform
computation in applications traditionally handled by the central processing unit (CPU).[1][2][3] Any GPU providing a
functionally complete set of operations performed on arbitrary bits can compute any computable value. Additionally,
the use of multiple graphics cards in one computer, or large numbers of graphics chips, further parallelizes the
already parallel nature of graphics processing.[4]
OpenCL is the currently dominant open general-purpose GPU computing language. The dominant proprietary
framework is Nvidia's CUDA.[5]

Programmability
In principle, any boolean function can be built-up from a functionally complete set of logic operators. An early
example of general purpose computing with a GPU involved performing additions by using an early stream
processor called a blitter to invoke a special sequence of logical operations on bit vectors. Such methods are seldom
used today as modern GPUs now include support for more advanced mathematical operations including addition,
multiplication, and often certain transcendental functions.
The programmability of the pipelines have trendedWikipedia:Please clarify according to Microsoft’s DirectX
specification,Wikipedia:Citation needed with DirectX 8 introducing Shader Model 1.1, DirectX 8.1 Pixel Shader
Models 1.2, 1.3 and 1.4, and DirectX 9 defining Shader Model 2.x and 3.0. Each shader model increased the
programming model flexibilities and capabilities, ensuring the conforming hardware follows suit. The DirectX 10
specification introduces Shader Model 4.0 which unifies the programming specification for vertex, geometry
(“Geometry Shaders” are new to DirectX 10) and fragment processing allowing for a better fit for unified shader
hardware, thus providing one computational pool of programmable resource.Wikipedia:Vagueness
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Data types
Pre-DirectX 9 graphics cards only supported paletted or integer color types. Various formats are available, each
containing a red element, a green element, and a blue element.Wikipedia:Citation needed Sometimes an additional
alpha value is added, to be used for transparency. Common formats are:
• 8 bits per pixel – Sometimes palette mode, where each value is an index in a table with the real color value
specified in one of the other formats. Sometimes three bits for red, three bits for green, and two bits for blue.
• 16 bits per pixel – Usually allocated as five bits for red, six bits for green, and five bits for blue.
• 24 bits per pixel – eight bits for each of red, green, and blue
• 32 bits per pixel – eight bits for each of red, green, blue, and alpha
For early fixed-function or limited programmability graphics (i.e. up to and including DirectX 8.1-compliant GPUs)
this was sufficient because this is also the representation used in displays. This representation does have certain
limitations, however. Given sufficient graphics processing power even graphics programmers would like to use
better formats, such as floating point data formats, to obtain effects such as high dynamic range imaging. Many
GPGPU applications require floating point accuracy, which came with graphics cards conforming to the DirectX 9
specification.
DirectX 9 Shader Model 2.x suggested the support of two precision types: full and partial precision. Full precision
support could either be FP32 or FP24 (floating point 32- or 24-bit per component) or greater, while partial precision
was FP16. ATI’s R300 series of GPUs supported FP24 precision only in the programmable fragment pipeline
(although FP32 was supported in the vertex processors) while Nvidia’s NV30 series supported both FP16 and FP32;
other vendors such as S3 Graphics and XGI supported a mixture of formats up to FP24.
Shader Model 3.0 altered the specification, increasing full precision requirements to a minimum of FP32 support in
the fragment pipeline. ATI’s Shader Model 3.0 compliant R5xx generation (Radeon X1000 series) supports just
FP32 throughout the pipeline while Nvidia’s NV4x and G7x series continued to support both FP32 full precision and
FP16 partial precisions. Although not stipulated by Shader Model 3.0, both ATI and Nvidia’s Shader Model 3.0
GPUs introduced support for blendable FP16 render targets, more easily facilitating the support for High Dynamic
Range Rendering.Wikipedia:Citation needed
The implementations of floating point on Nvidia GPUs are mostly IEEE compliant; however, this is not true across
all vendors.[6] This has implications for correctness which are considered important to some scientific applications.
While 64-bit floating point values (double precision float) are commonly available on CPUs, these are not
universally supported on GPUs; some GPU architectures sacrifice IEEE compliance while others lack
double-precision altogether. There have been efforts to emulate double-precision floating point values on GPUs;
however, the speed tradeoff negates any benefit to offloading the computation onto the GPU in the first place.[7]
Most operations on the GPU operate in a vectorized fashion: one operation can be performed on up to four values at
once. For instance, if one color <R1, G1, B1> is to be modulated by another color <R2, G2, B2>, the GPU can
produce the resulting color <R1*R2, G1*G2, B1*B2> in one operation. This functionality is useful in graphics
because almost every basic data type is a vector (either 2-, 3-, or 4-dimensional). Examples include vertices, colors,
normal vectors, and texture coordinates. Many other applications can put this to good use, and because of their
higher performance, vector instructions (SIMD) have long been available on CPUs.
In 2002, James Fung et al developed OpenVIDIA at University of Toronto, and demonstrated this work, which was
later published in 2003, 2004, and 2005,[8] in conjunction with a collaboration between University of Toronto and
nVIDIA. In November 2006 Nvidia launched CUDA, an SDK and API that allows using the C programming
language to code algorithms for execution on Geforce 8 series GPUs. OpenCL, an open standard defined by the
Khronos Group[9] provides a cross-platform GPGPU platform that additionally supports data parallel compute on
CPUs. OpenCL is actively supported on Intel, AMD, Nvidia and ARM platforms. GPGPU compared, for example,
to traditional floating point accelerators such as the 64-bit CSX700 boards from ClearSpeed that are used in today's
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supercomputers, current top-end GPUs from AMD and Nvidia emphasize single-precision (32-bit) computation;
double-precision (64-bit) computation executes more slowly.Wikipedia:Citation needed

GPGPU programming concepts
GPUs are designed specifically for graphics and thus are very restrictive in operations and programming. Due to
their design, GPUs are only effective for problems that can be solved using stream processing and the hardware can
only be used in certain ways.

Stream processing
Main article: Stream processing
GPUs can only process independent vertices and fragments, but can process many of them in parallel. This is
especially effective when the programmer wants to process many vertices or fragments in the same way. In this
sense, GPUs are stream processors – processors that can operate in parallel by running one kernel on many records
in a stream at once.
A stream is simply a set of records that require similar computation. Streams provide data parallelism. Kernels are
the functions that are applied to each element in the stream. In the GPUs, vertices and fragments are the elements in
streams and vertex and fragment shaders are the kernels to be run on them. Since GPUs process elements
independently there is no way to have shared or static data. For each element we can only read from the input,
perform operations on it, and write to the output. It is permissible to have multiple inputs and multiple outputs, but
never a piece of memory that is both readable and writable. Wikipedia:Vagueness
Arithmetic intensity is defined as the number of operations performed per word of memory transferred. It is
important for GPGPU applications to have high arithmetic intensity else the memory access latency will limit
computational speedup.[10]
Ideal GPGPU applications have large data sets, high parallelism, and minimal dependency between data elements.

GPU programming concepts
Computational resources
There are a variety of computational resources available on the GPU:
• Programmable processors – Vertex, primitive, and fragment pipelines allow programmer to perform kernel on
streams of data
• Rasterizer – creates fragments and interpolates per-vertex constants such as texture coordinates and color
• Texture Unit – read only memory interface
• Framebuffer – write only memory interface
In fact, the programmer can substitute a write only texture for output instead of the framebuffer. This is
accomplished either through Render to Texture (RTT), Render-To-Backbuffer-Copy-To-Texture (RTBCTT), or the
more recent stream-out.
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Textures as stream
The most common form for a stream to take in GPGPU is a 2D grid because this fits naturally with the rendering
model built into GPUs. Many computations naturally map into grids: matrix algebra, image processing, physically
based simulation, and so on.
Since textures are used as memory, texture lookups are then used as memory reads. Certain operations can be done
automatically by the GPU because of this.
Kernels
Kernels can be thought of as the body of loops. For example, a programmer operating on a grid on the CPU might
have code that looks like this:
// Input and output grids have 10000 x 10000 or 100 million elements.
void transform_10k_by_10k_grid(float in[10000][10000], float
out[10000][10000])
{
for (int x = 0; x < 10000; x++) {
for (int y = 0; y < 10000; y++) {
// The next line is executed 100 million times
out[x][y] = do_some_hard_work(in[x][y]);
}
}
}
On the GPU, the programmer only specifies the body of the loop as the kernel and what data to loop over by
invoking geometry processing.
Flow control
In sequential code it is possible to control the flow of the program using if-then-else statements and various forms of
loops. Such flow control structures have only recently been added to GPUs.[11] Conditional writes could be
accomplished using a properly crafted series of arithmetic/bit operations, but looping and conditional branching were
not possible.
Recent GPUs allow branching, but usually with a performance penalty. Branching should generally be avoided in
inner loops, whether in CPU or GPU code, and various methods, such as static branch resolution, pre-computation,
predication, loop splitting,[12] and Z-cull[13] can be used to achieve branching when hardware support does not exist.

GPU methods
Map
Main article: Map (higher-order function)
The map operation simply applies the given function (the kernel) to every element in the stream. A simple example
is multiplying each value in the stream by a constant (increasing the brightness of an image). The map operation is
simple to implement on the GPU. The programmer generates a fragment for each pixel on screen and applies a
fragment program to each one. The result stream of the same size is stored in the output buffer.
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Reduce
Main article: Fold (higher-order function)
Some computations require calculating a smaller stream (possibly a stream of only 1 element) from a larger stream.
This is called a reduction of the stream. Generally a reduction can be accomplished in multiple steps. The results
from the prior step are used as the input for the current step and the range over which the operation is applied is
reduced until only one stream element remains.
Stream filtering
Stream filtering is essentially a non-uniform reduction. Filtering involves removing items from the stream based on
some criteria.
Scatter
The scatter operation is most naturally defined on the vertex processor. The vertex processor is able to adjust the
position of the vertex, which allows the programmer to control where information is deposited on the grid. Other
extensions are also possible, such as controlling how large an area the vertex affects.
The fragment processor cannot perform a direct scatter operation because the location of each fragment on the grid is
fixed at the time of the fragment's creation and cannot be altered by the programmer. However, a logical scatter
operation may sometimes be recast or implemented with an additional gather step. A scatter implementation would
first emit both an output value and an output address. An immediately following gather operation uses address
comparisons to see whether the output value maps to the current output slot.
Gather
The fragment processor is able to read textures in a random access fashion, so it can gather information from any
grid cell, or multiple grid cells, as desired.Wikipedia:Vagueness
Sort
The sort operation transforms an unordered set of elements into an ordered set of elements. The most common
implementation on GPUs is using sorting networks.
Search
The search operation allows the programmer to find a particular element within the stream, or possibly find
neighbors of a specified element. The GPU is not used to speed up the search for an individual element, but instead
is used to run multiple searches in parallel.Wikipedia:Citation needed
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Data structures
A variety of data structures can be represented on the GPU:
• Dense arrays
• Sparse arrays – static or dynamic
• Adaptive structures (union type)

Applications
Research: Higher Education and Supercomputing
Computational Chemistry and Biology
Bioinformatics[14]
Application

BarraCUDA

CUDASW++

CUSHAW

Description

Sequence mapping software

Supported Features

Expected
Speed Up†

GPU‡

Multi-GPU
Support

Release
Status

Alignment of short sequencing 6–10x
reads

T 2075,
2090, K10,
K20, K20X

Yes

Available
now Version
0.6.2

Open source software for
Smith-Waterman protein database
searches on GPUs

Parallel search of
Smith-Waterman database

T 2075,
2090, K10,
K20, K20X

Yes

Available
now Version
2.0.8

Parallelized short read aligner

Parallel, accurate long read
10x
aligner – gapped alignments to
large genomes

T 2075,
2090, K10,
K20, K20X

Yes

Available
now Version
1.0.40

10–50x

GPU-BLAST

Local search with fast k-tuple
heuristic

Protein alignment according to 3–4x
blastp, multi CPU threads

T 2075,
2090, K10,
K20, K20X

GPU-HMMER

Parallelized local and global
search with profile Hidden
Markov models

Parallel local and global search 60–100x
of Hidden Markov Models

T 2075,
2090, K10,
K20, K20X

Yes

Available
now Version
2.3.2

mCUDA-MEME Ultrafast scalable motif discovery
algorithm based on MEME

Scalable motif discovery
algorithm based on MEME

4–10x

T 2075,
2090, K10,
K20, K20X

Yes

Available
now Version
3.0.12

SeqNFind

A GPU Accelerated Sequence
Analysis Toolset

Reference assembly, blast,
Smith–Waterman, hmm, de
novo assembly

400x

T 2075,
2090, K10,
K20, K20X

Yes

Opensource Smith–Waterman for
SSE/CUDA, Suffix array based
repeats finder and dotplot

Fast short read alignment

6–8x

T 2075,
2090, K10,
K20, K20X

Yes

Available
now Version
1.11

Fits numerous linear models to a
fixed design and response

Parallel linear regression on
multiple similarly-shaped
models

T 2075,
2090, K10,
K20, K20X

Yes

Available
now Version
0.1-1

UGENE

WideLM

150x

Single only

Available
now Version
2.2.26

Available
now
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Molecular Dynamics
Application

Description

Supported Features

Expected
Speed Up†

GPU‡

Multi-GPU
Support

Release Status

Single Only

Available now
Version 1.8.48

Abalone

Models molecular dynamics Explicit and implicit solvent, Hybrid
of biopolymers for
Monte Carlo
simulations of proteins,
DNA and ligands

4–29x

T 2075,
2090,
K10,
K20,
K20X

ACEMD

GPU simulation of
molecular mechanics force
fields, implicit and explicit
solvent

Written for use on GPUs

160 ns/day
GPU version
only

T 2075,
2090,
K10,
K20,
K20X

Suite of programs to
simulate molecular
dynamics on biomolecule

PMEMD: explicit and implicit
solvent

89.44 ns/day
JAC NVE

T 2075,
2090,
K10,
K20,
K20X

AMBER

DL-POLY

Simulate macromolecules,
Two-body forces, Link-cell pairs,
polymers, ionic systems,
Ewald SPME forces, Shake VV
etc. on a distributed memory
parallel computer

4x

MD package to simulate
molecular dynamics on
biomolecule.

Implicit (5x), Explicit (2x) Solvent
via OpenMM

TBD

Simulation of biochemical
molecules with complicated
bond interactions

Implicit (5x), Explicit (2x) solvent

165 ns/Day
DHFR

T 2075,
2090,
K10,
K20,
K20X

HOOMD-Blue Particle dynamics package
written grounds up for
GPUs

Written for GPUs

2x

T 2075,
2090,
K10,
K20,
K20X

LAMMPS

Lennard-Jones, Morse, Buckingham,
CHARMM, Tabulated, Course grain
SDK, Anisotropic Gay-Bern,
RE-squared, “Hybrid”combinations

3–18x

Designed for
high-performance
simulation of large
molecular systems

100M atom capable

6.44 ns/days
STMV 585x
2050s

T 2075,
2090,
K10,
K20,
K20X

Library and application for
molecular dynamics for
HPC with GPUs

Implicit and explicit solvent, custom
forces

Implicit:
127–213
ns/day;
Explicit: 18–55
ns/day DHFR

T 2075,
2090,
K10,
K20,
K20X

CHARMM

GROMACS

NAMD

OpenMM

Classical molecular
dynamics package

T 2075,
2090,
K10,
K20,
K20X
T 2075,
2090,
K10,
K20,
K20X

T 2075,
2090,
K10,
K20,
K20X

Available now
Yes

Yes

Available now
Version 12 +
bugfix9

Yes

Available now,
Version 4.0
source only

In development
Q4/12
Yes

Single only

Available now
version 4.6 in
Q4/12

Available now
Yes

Available now
Yes

Available now,
version 2.9
Yes

Available now
version 4.1.1
Yes
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†Expected speedups are highly dependent on system configuration. GPU performance compared against multi-core
x86 CPU socket. GPU performance benchmarked on GPU supported features and may be a kernel to kernel
performance comparison. For details on configuration used, view application website. Speedups as per Nvidia
in-house testing or ISV's documentation .
‡ Q=Quadro GPU, T=Tesla GPU. Nvidia recommended GPUs for this application. Please check with developer /
ISV to obtain certification information.
The following are some of the areas where GPUs have been used for general purpose computing:
• MATLAB acceleration using the Parallel Computing Toolbox and MATLAB Distributed Computing Server, as
well as third-party packages like Jacket.
• Computer clusters or a variation of a parallel computing (utilizing GPU cluster technology) for highly
calculation-intensive tasks:
• High-performance computing clusters (HPC clusters) (often termed supercomputers)
• including cluster technologies like Message Passing Interface, and single-system image (SSI), distributed
computing, and Beowulf
• Grid computing (a form of distributed computing) (networking many heterogeneous computers to create a
virtual computer architecture)
• Load-balancing clusters (sometimes termed a server farm)
• Physical based simulation and physics engines (usually based on Newtonian physics models)
• Conway's Game of Life, cloth simulation, incompressible fluid flow by solution of Navier–Stokes equations
• Statistical physics
•
•
•
•
•
•

• Ising model
Lattice gauge theory
Segmentation – 2D and 3D
Level-set methods
CT reconstruction
Fast Fourier transform
k-nearest neighbor algorithm[15]

• fuzzy logic[16]
• Tone mapping
• Audio signal processing
• Audio and Sound Effects Processing, to use a GPU for DSP (digital signal processing)
• Analog signal processing
• Speech processing
• Digital image processing
• Video processing
• Hardware accelerated video decoding and post-processing
•
•
•
•
•
•

Motion compensation (mo comp)
Inverse discrete cosine transform (iDCT)
Variable-length decoding (VLD)
Inverse quantization (IQ)
In-loop deblocking
Bitstream processing (CAVLC/CABAC) using special purpose hardware for this task because this is a serial
task not suitable for regular GPGPU computation
• Deinterlacing
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• Spatial-temporal de-interlacing
• Noise reduction
• Edge enhancement
• Color correction
• Hardware accelerated video encoding and pre-processing
• Global illumination – ray tracing, photon mapping, radiosity among others, subsurface scattering
• Geometric computing – constructive solid geometry, distance fields, collision detection, transparency
computation, shadow generation
• Scientific computing
• Monte Carlo simulation of light propagation[17]
• Weather forecasting
• Climate research
• Molecular modeling on GPU
• Quantum mechanical physics
• Astrophysics[18]
• Bioinformatics[19]
• Computational finance
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Medical imaging
Computer vision
Digital signal processing / signal processing
Control engineering
Neural networks
Database operations[20]
Lattice Boltzmann methods
Cryptography and cryptanalysis

•
•
•
•

• Implementation of MD6
• Implementation of AES[21][22]
• Implementation of DES
• Implementation of RSA[23]
• Implementation of ECC
• Password cracking
Electronic Design Automation
Antivirus software[24]
Intrusion detection[25][26]
Increase computing power for distributed computing project like SETI@home, Einstein@home
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External links
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

openhmpp.org – New Open Standard for Many-Core (http://www.openhmpp.org/)
OCLTools (http://www.clusterchimps.org/ocltools.html) Open Source OpenCL Compiler and Linker
GPGPU.org – General-Purpose Computation Using Graphics Hardware (http://www.gpgpu.org/)
GPGPU Wiki (http://www.gpgpu.org/w/index.php/Main_Page)
SIGGRAPH 2005 GPGPU Course Notes (http://www.gpgpu.org/s2005)
IEEE VIS 2005 GPGPU Course Notes (http://www.gpgpu.org/vis2005)
NVIDIA Developer Zone (http://developer.nvidia.com)
AMD GPU Tools (http://developer.amd.com/GPU/Pages/default.aspx)
CPU vs. GPGPU (http://www.futurechips.org/chip-design-for-all/cpu-vs-gpgpu.html)
What is GPU Computing? (http://www.nvidia.com/object/GPU_Computing.html)
Tech Report article: "ATI stakes claims on physics, GPGPU ground" (http://techreport.com/onearticle.x/8887)
by Scott Wasson
• GPU accelerated Monte Carlo simulation of the 2D and 3D Ising model – porting a standard model to GPU
hardware (http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jcp.2009.03.018)
• GPGPU Computing @ Duke Statistical Science (http://www.stat.duke.edu/gpustatsci/)
• GPGPU Programming in F# (http://blogs.msdn.com/b/satnam_singh/archive/2009/12/15/
gpgpu-and-x64-multicore-programming-with-accelerator-from-f.aspx) using the Microsoft Research Accelerator
system.
• GPGPU Review (http://tobiaspreis.de/publications/p_epjst_2011_econophysics.pdf), Tobias Preis, European
Physical Journal Special Topics 194, 87–119 (2011)

Application-specific integrated circuit
"ASIC" redirects here. For other uses, see ASIC (disambiguation).
An application-specific integrated circuit (ASIC) /ˈeɪsɪk/, is an
integrated circuit (IC) customized for a particular use, rather than
intended for general-purpose use. For example, a chip designed to run
in a digital voice recorder or a high efficiency Bitcoin miner is an
ASIC. Application-specific standard products (ASSPs) are
intermediate between ASICs and industry standard integrated circuits
like the 7400 or the 4000 series.
As feature sizes have shrunk and design tools improved over the years,
the maximum complexity (and hence functionality) possible in an
ASIC has grown from 5,000 gates to over 100 million. Modern ASICs
often include entire microprocessors, memory blocks including ROM,
RAM, EEPROM, flash memory and other large building blocks. Such
an ASIC is often termed a SoC (system-on-chip). Designers of digital
ASICs often use a hardware description language (HDL), such as
Verilog or VHDL, to describe the functionality of ASICs.

A tray of Application-specific integrated circuit
(ASIC) chips.

Field-programmable gate arrays (FPGA) are the modern-day technology for building a breadboard or prototype from
standard parts; programmable logic blocks and programmable interconnects allow the same FPGA to be used in
many different applications. For smaller designs and/or lower production volumes, FPGAs may be more cost
effective than an ASIC design even in production. The non-recurring engineering (NRE) cost of an ASIC can run
into the millions of dollars.

Application-specific integrated circuit

History
The initial ASICs used gate array technology. Ferranti produced perhaps the first gate-array, the ULA (Uncommitted
Logic Array), around 1980. An early successful commercial application was the ULA circuitry found in the 8-bit
ZX81 and ZX Spectrum low-end personal computers, introduced in 1981 and 1982. These were used by Sinclair
Research (UK) essentially as a low-cost I/O solution aimed at handling the computer's graphics. Some versions of
ZX81/Timex Sinclair 1000 used just four chips (ULA, 2Kx8 RAM, 8Kx8 ROM, Z80A CPU) to implement an entire
mass-market personal computer with built-in BASIC interpreter.
Customization occurred by varying the metal interconnect mask. ULAs had complexities of up to a few thousand
gates. Later versions became more generalized, with different base dies customised by both metal and polysilicon
layers. Some base dies include RAM elements.

Standard-cell designs
Main article: standard cell
In the mid-1980s, a designer would choose an ASIC manufacturer and implement their design using the design tools
available from the manufacturer. While third-party design tools were available, there was not an effective link from
the third-party design tools to the layout and actual semiconductor process performance characteristics of the various
ASIC manufacturers. Most designers ended up using factory-specific tools to complete the implementation of their
designs. A solution to this problem, which also yielded a much higher density device, was the implementation of
standard cells. Every ASIC manufacturer could create functional blocks with known electrical characteristics, such
as propagation delay, capacitance and inductance, that could also be represented in third-party tools. Standard-cell
design is the utilization of these functional blocks to achieve very high gate density and good electrical performance.
Standard-cell design fits between Gate Array and Full Custom design in terms of both its non-recurring engineering
and recurring component cost.
By the late 1990s, logic synthesis tools became available. Such tools could compile HDL descriptions into a
gate-level netlist. Standard-cell integrated circuits (ICs) are designed in the following conceptual stages, although
these stages overlap significantly in practice.
1. A team of design engineers starts with a non-formal understanding of the required functions for a new ASIC,
usually derived from requirements analysis.
2. The design team constructs a description of an ASIC (application specific integrated circuits) to achieve these
goals using an HDL. This process is analogous to writing a computer program in a high-level language. This is
usually called the RTL (register-transfer level) design.
3. Suitability for purpose is verified by functional verification. This may include such techniques as logic
simulation, formal verification, emulation, or creating an equivalent pure software model (see Simics, for
example). Each technique has advantages and disadvantages, and often several methods are used.
4. Logic synthesis transforms the RTL design into a large collection of lower-level constructs called standard cells.
These constructs are taken from a standard-cell library consisting of pre-characterized collections of gates (such
as 2 input nor, 2 input nand, inverters, etc.). The standard cells are typically specific to the planned manufacturer
of the ASIC. The resulting collection of standard cells, plus the needed electrical connections between them, is
called a gate-level netlist.
5. The gate-level netlist is next processed by a placement tool which places the standard cells onto a region
representing the final ASIC. It attempts to find a placement of the standard cells, subject to a variety of specified
constraints.
6. The routing tool takes the physical placement of the standard cells and uses the netlist to create the electrical
connections between them. Since the search space is large, this process will produce a “sufficient” rather than
“globally optimal” solution. The output is a file which can be used to create a set of photomasks enabling a
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semiconductor fabrication facility (commonly called a 'fab') to produce physical ICs.
7. Given the final layout, circuit extraction computes the parasitic resistances and capacitances. In the case of a
digital circuit, this will then be further mapped into delay information, from which the circuit performance can be
estimated, usually by static timing analysis. This, and other final tests such as design rule checking and power
analysis (collectively called signoff) are intended to ensure that the device will function correctly over all
extremes of the process, voltage and temperature. When this testing is complete the photomask information is
released for chip fabrication.
These steps, implemented with a level of skill common in the industry, almost always produce a final device that
correctly implements the original design, unless flaws are later introduced by the physical fabrication process.
The design steps (or flow) are also common to standard product design. The significant difference is that
standard-cell design uses the manufacturer's cell libraries that have been used in potentially hundreds of other design
implementations and therefore are of much lower risk than full custom design. Standard cells produce a design
density that is cost effective, and they can also integrate IP cores and SRAM (Static Random Access Memory)
effectively, unlike Gate Arrays.

Gate-array design
Gate-array design is a manufacturing method in which the diffused
layers, i.e. transistors and other active devices, are predefined and
wafers containing such devices are held in stock prior to
metallization—in other words, unconnected. The physical design
process then defines the interconnections of the final device. For most
ASIC manufacturers, this consists of from two to as many as nine
metal layers, each metal layer running perpendicular to the one below
it. Non-recurring engineering costs are much lower, as
photolithographic masks are required only for the metal layers, and
production cycles are much shorter, as metallization is a comparatively
quick process.
Gate-array ASICs are always a compromise as mapping a given design
onto what a manufacturer held as a stock wafer never gives 100%
utilization. Often difficulties in routing the interconnect require
migration onto a larger array device with consequent increase in the
piece part price. These difficulties are often a result of the layout
software used to develop the interconnect.

Microscope photograph of a gate-array ASIC
showing the predefined logic cells and custom
interconnections. This particular design uses less
than 20% of available logic gates.

Pure, logic-only gate-array design is rarely implemented by circuit designers today, having been replaced almost
entirely by field-programmable devices, such as field-programmable gate arrays (FPGAs), which can be
programmed by the user and thus offer minimal tooling charges non-recurring engineering, only marginally
increased piece part cost, and comparable performance. Today, gate arrays are evolving into structured ASICs that
consist of a large IP core like a CPU, DSP unit, peripherals, standard interfaces, integrated memories SRAM, and a
block of reconfigurable, uncommited logic. This shift is largely because ASIC devices are capable of integrating
such large blocks of system functionality and "system-on-a-chip" requires far more than just logic blocks.
In their frequent usages in the field, the terms "gate array" and "semi-custom" are synonymous. Process engineers
more commonly use the term "semi-custom", while "gate-array" is more commonly used by logic (or gate-level)
designers.
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Full-custom design
Main article: Full custom
By contrast, full-custom ASIC design defines all the photolithographic
layers of the device. Full-custom design is used for both ASIC design
and for standard product design.
The benefits of full-custom design usually include reduced area (and
therefore recurring component cost), performance improvements, and
also the ability to integrate analog components and other pre-designed
— and thus fully verified — components, such as microprocessor
cores that form a system-on-chip.
The disadvantages of full-custom design can include increased
manufacturing and design time, increased non-recurring engineering
costs, more complexity in the computer-aided design (CAD) system,
and a much higher skill requirement on the part of the design team.

Microscope photograph of custom ASIC (486
chipset) showing gate-based design on top and
custom circuitry on bottom.

For digital-only designs, however, "standard-cell" cell libraries,
together with modern CAD systems, can offer considerable
performance/cost benefits with low risk. Automated layout tools are quick and easy to use and also offer the
possibility to "hand-tweak" or manually optimize any performance-limiting aspect of the design.
This is designed by using basic logic gates, circuits or layout specially for a design.

Structured design
Main article: Structured ASIC platform
Structured ASIC design (also referred to as "platform ASIC design"), is a relatively new term in the industry,
resulting in some variation in its definition. However, the basic premise of a structured ASIC is that both
manufacturing cycle time and design cycle time are reduced compared to cell-based ASIC, by virtue of there being
pre-defined metal layers (thus reducing manufacturing time) and pre-characterization of what is on the silicon (thus
reducing design cycle time). One definition states that
In a "structured ASIC" design, the logic mask-layers of a device are predefined by the ASIC vendor (or in
some cases by a third party). Design differentiation and customization is achieved by creating custom metal
layers that create custom connections between predefined lower-layer logic elements. "Structured ASIC"
technology is seen as bridging the gap between field-programmable gate arrays and "standard-cell" ASIC
designs. Because only a small number of chip layers must be custom-produced, "structured ASIC" designs
have much smaller non-recurring expenditures (NRE) than "standard-cell" or "full-custom" chips, which
require that a full mask set be produced for every design.Wikipedia:Citation needed
This is effectively the same definition as a gate array. What makes a structured ASIC different is that in a gate array,
the predefined metal layers serve to make manufacturing turnaround faster. In a structured ASIC, the use of
predefined metallization is primarily to reduce cost of the mask sets as well as making the design cycle time
significantly shorter. For example, in a cell-based or gate-array design the user must often design power, clock, and
test structures themselves; these are predefined in most structured ASICs and therefore can save time and expense
for the designer compared to gate-array. Likewise, the design tools used for structured ASIC can be substantially
lower cost and easier (faster) to use than cell-based tools, because they do not have to perform all the functions that
cell-based tools do. In some cases, the structured ASIC vendor requires that customized tools for their device (e.g.,
custom physical synthesis) be used, also allowing for the design to be brought into manufacturing more quickly.
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Cell libraries, IP-based design, hard and soft macros
Cell libraries of logical primitives are usually provided by the device manufacturer as part of the service. Although
they will incur no additional cost, their release will be covered by the terms of a non-disclosure agreement (NDA)
and they will be regarded as intellectual property by the manufacturer. Usually their physical design will be
pre-defined so they could be termed "hard macros".
What most engineers understand as "intellectual property" are IP cores, designs purchased from a third-party as
sub-components of a larger ASIC. They may be provided as an HDL description (often termed a "soft macro"), or as
a fully routed design that could be printed directly onto an ASIC's mask (often termed a hard macro). Many
organizations now sell such pre-designed cores — CPUs, Ethernet, USB or telephone interfaces — and larger
organizations may have an entire department or division to produce cores for the rest of the organization. Indeed, the
wide range of functions now available is a result of the phenomenal improvement in electronics in the late 1990s and
early 2000s; as a core takes a lot of time and investment to create, its re-use and further development cuts product
cycle times dramatically and creates better products. Additionally, organizations such as OpenCores are collecting
free IP cores, paralleling the open source software movement in hardware design.
Soft macros are often process-independent, i.e., they can be fabricated on a wide range of manufacturing processes
and different manufacturers. Hard macros are process-limited and usually further design effort must be invested to
migrate (port) to a different process or manufacturer.

Multi-project wafers
Some manufacturers offer multi-project wafers (MPW) as a method of obtaining low cost prototypes. Often called
shuttles, these MPW, containing several designs, run at regular, scheduled intervals on a "cut and go" basis, usually
with very little liability on the part of the manufacturer. The contract involves the assembly and packaging of a
handful of devices. The service usually involves the supply of a physical design data base i.e. masking information
or Pattern Generation (PG) tape. The manufacturer is often referred to as a "silicon foundry" due to the low
involvement it has in the process.
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Vector processor
"Array processor" redirects here. It is not to be confused with Array processing.
A vector processor, or array processor, is a central processing unit (CPU) that implements an instruction set
containing instructions that operate on one-dimensional arrays of data called vectors. This is in contrast to a scalar
processor, whose instructions operate on single data items. Vector processors can greatly improve performance on
certain workloads, notably numerical simulation and similar tasks. Vector machines appeared in the early 1970s and
dominated supercomputer design through the 1970s into the 90s, notably the various Cray platforms. The rapid rise
in the price-to-performance ratio of conventional microprocessor designs led to the vector supercomputer's demise in
the later 1990s.
Today, most commodity CPUs implement architectures that feature instructions for a form of vector processing on
multiple (vectorized) data sets, typically known as SIMD (Single Instruction, Multiple Data). Common examples
include VIS, MMX, SSE, AltiVec and AVX. Vector processing techniques are also found in video game console
hardware and graphics accelerators. In 2000, IBM, Toshiba and Sony collaborated to create the Cell processor,
consisting of one scalar processor and eight vector processors, which found use in the Sony PlayStation 3 among
other applications.
Other CPU designs may include some multiple instructions for vector processing on multiple (vectorised) data sets,
typically known as MIMD (Multiple Instruction, Multiple Data) and realized with VLIW. Such designs are usually
dedicated to a particular application and not commonly marketed for general purpose computing. In the Fujitsu FR-V
VLIW/vector processor both technologies are combined.

History
Early work
Vector processing development began in the early 1960s at Westinghouse in their Solomon project. Solomon's goal
was to dramatically increase math performance by using a large number of simple math co-processors under the
control of a single master CPU. The CPU fed a single common instruction to all of the arithmetic logic units (ALUs),
one per "cycle", but with a different data point for each one to work on. This allowed the Solomon machine to apply
a single algorithm to a large data set, fed in the form of an array.
In 1962, Westinghouse cancelled the project, but the effort was restarted at the University of Illinois as the ILLIAC
IV. Their version of the design originally called for a 1 GFLOPS machine with 256 ALUs, but, when it was finally
delivered in 1972, it had only 64 ALUs and could reach only 100 to 150 MFLOPS. Nevertheless it showed that the
basic concept was sound, and, when used on data-intensive applications, such as computational fluid dynamics, the
"failed" ILLIAC was the fastest machine in the world. The ILLIAC approach of using separate ALUs for each data
element is not common to later designs, and is often referred to under a separate category, massively parallel
computing.
A computer for operations with functions was presented and developed by Kartsev in 1967.

Supercomputers
The first successful implementation of vector processing appears to be the Control Data Corporation STAR-100 and
the Texas Instruments Advanced Scientific Computer (ASC). The basic ASC (i.e., "one pipe") ALU used a pipeline
architecture that supported both scalar and vector computations, with peak performance reaching approximately 20
MFLOPS, readily achieved when processing long vectors. Expanded ALU configurations supported "two pipes" or
"four pipes" with a corresponding 2X or 4X performance gain. Memory bandwidth was sufficient to support these
expanded modes. The STAR was otherwise slower than CDC's own supercomputers like the CDC 7600, but at data
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related tasks they could keep up while being much smaller and less expensive. However the machine also took
considerable time decoding the vector instructions and getting ready to run the process, so it required very specific
data sets to work on before it actually sped anything up.
The vector technique was first fully exploited in 1976 by the famous Cray-1. Instead of leaving the data in memory
like the STAR and ASC, the Cray design had eight "vector registers," which held sixty-four 64-bit words each. The
vector instructions were applied between registers, which is much faster than talking to main memory. The Cray
design used pipeline parallelism to implement vector instructions rather than multiple ALUs. In addition the design
had completely separate pipelines for different instructions, for example, addition/subtraction was implemented in
different hardware than multiplication. This allowed a batch of vector instructions themselves to be pipelined, a
technique they called vector chaining. The Cray-1 normally had a performance of about 80 MFLOPS, but with up to
three chains running it could peak at 240 MFLOPS – a respectable number even as of 2002.
Other examples followed. Control Data Corporation tried to re-enter
the high-end market again with its ETA-10 machine, but it sold poorly
and they took that as an opportunity to leave the supercomputing field
entirely. In the early and mid-1980s Japanese companies (Fujitsu,
Hitachi and Nippon Electric Corporation (NEC) introduced
register-based vector machines similar to the Cray-1, typically being
slightly faster and much smaller. Oregon-based Floating Point Systems
(FPS) built add-on array processors for minicomputers, later building
their own minisupercomputers. However Cray continued to be the
Cray J90 processor module with four
performance leader, continually beating the competition with a series
scalar/vector processors
of machines that led to the Cray-2, Cray X-MP and Cray Y-MP. Since
then, the supercomputer market has focused much more on massively
parallel processing rather than better implementations of vector processors. However, recognising the benefits of
vector processing IBM developed Virtual Vector Architecture for use in supercomputers coupling several scalar
processors to act as a vector processor.

SIMD
Vector processing techniques have since been added to almost all modern CPU designs, although they are typically
referred to as SIMD. In these implementations, the vector unit runs beside the main scalar CPU, and is fed data from
vector instruction aware programs.

Description
In general terms, CPUs are able to manipulate one or two pieces of data at a time. For instance, most CPUs have an
instruction that essentially says "add A to B and put the result in C". The data for A, B and C could be—in theory at
least—encoded directly into the instruction. However, in efficient implementation things are rarely that simple. The
data is rarely sent in raw form, and is instead "pointed to" by passing in an address to a memory location that holds
the data. Decoding this address and getting the data out of the memory takes some time, during which the CPU
traditionally would sit idle waiting for the requested data to show up. As CPU speeds have increased, this memory
latency has historically become a large impediment to performance; see Memory wall.
In order to reduce the amount of time consumed by these steps, most modern CPUs use a technique known as
instruction pipelining in which the instructions pass through several sub-units in turn. The first sub-unit reads the
address and decodes it, the next "fetches" the values at those addresses, and the next does the math itself. With
pipelining the "trick" is to start decoding the next instruction even before the first has left the CPU, in the fashion of
an assembly line, so the address decoder is constantly in use. Any particular instruction takes the same amount of
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time to complete, a time known as the latency, but the CPU can process an entire batch of operations much faster and
more efficiently than if it did so one at a time.
Vector processors take this concept one step further. Instead of pipelining just the instructions, they also pipeline the
data itself. The processor is fed instructions that say not just to add A to B, but to add all of the numbers "from here
to here" to all of the numbers "from there to there". Instead of constantly having to decode instructions and then fetch
the data needed to complete them, the processor reads a single instruction from memory, and it is simply implied in
the definition of the instruction itself that the instruction will operate again on another item of data, at an address one
increment larger than the last. This allows for significant savings in decoding time.
To illustrate what a difference this can make, consider the simple task of adding two groups of 10 numbers together.
In a normal programming language one would write a "loop" that picked up each of the pairs of numbers in turn, and
then added them. To the CPU, this would look something like this:
execute this loop 10 times
read the next instruction and decode it
fetch this number
fetch that number
add them
put the result here
end loop
But to a vector processor, this task looks considerably different:
read instruction and decode it
fetch these 10 numbers
fetch those 10 numbers
add them
put the results here
There are several savings inherent in this approach. For one, only two address translations are needed. Depending on
the architecture, this can represent a significant savings by itself. Another saving is fetching and decoding the
instruction itself, which has to be done only one time instead of ten. The code itself is also smaller, which can lead to
more efficient memory use.
But more than that, a vector processor may have multiple functional units adding those numbers in parallel. The
checking of dependencies between those numbers is not required as a vector instruction specifies multiple
independent operations. This simplifies the control logic required, and can improve performance by avoiding stalls.
As mentioned earlier, the Cray implementations took this a step further, allowing several different types of
operations to be carried out at the same time. Consider code that adds two numbers and then multiplies by a third; in
the Cray, these would all be fetched at once, and both added and multiplied in a single operation. Using the
pseudocode above, the Cray did:
read instruction and decode it
fetch these 10 numbers
fetch those 10 numbers
fetch another 10 numbers
add and multiply them
put the results here
The math operations thus completed far faster overall, the limiting factor being the time required to fetch the data
from memory.
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Not all problems can be attacked with this sort of solution. Adding these sorts of instructions necessarily adds
complexity to the core CPU. That complexity typically makes other instructions run slower—i.e., whenever it is not
adding up many numbers in a row. The more complex instructions also add to the complexity of the decoders, which
might slow down the decoding of the more common instructions such as normal adding.
In fact, vector processors work best only when there are large amounts of data to be worked on. For this reason,
these sorts of CPUs were found primarily in supercomputers, as the supercomputers themselves were, in general,
found in places such as weather prediction centres and physics labs, where huge amounts of data are "crunched".

Real world example: vector instructions usage with the x86 architecture
Shown below is an actual x86 architecture example for vector instruction usage with the SSE instruction set. The
example multiplies two arrays of single precision floating point numbers. It's written in the C language with inline
assembly code parts for compilation with GCC (32bit).
//SSE simd function for vectorized multiplication of 2 arrays with
single-precision floatingpoint numbers
//1st param pointer on source/destination array, 2nd param 2. source
array, 3rd param number of floats per array
void mul_asm(float* out, float* in, unsigned int leng)
{
unsigned int count, rest;
//compute if array is big enough for vector operation
rest = (leng*4)%16;
count = (leng*4)-rest;
// vectorized part; 4 floats per loop iteration
if (count>0){
__asm __volatile__ (".intel_syntax noprefix\n\t"
"loop:
\n\t"
"movups xmm0,[ebx+ecx] ;loads 4 floats in first register
(xmm0)\n\t"
"movups xmm1,[eax+ecx] ;loads 4 floats in second register
(xmm1)\n\t"
"mulps xmm0,xmm1
;multiplies both vector registers\n\t"
"movups [eax+ecx],xmm0 ;write back the result to memory\n\t"
"sub ecx,16
;increase address pointer by 4 floats\n\t"
"jnz loop
\n\t"
".att_syntax prefix
\n\t"
: : "a" (out), "b" (in), "c"(count), "d"(rest): "xmm0","xmm1");
}
// scalar part; 1 float per loop iteration
if (rest!=0)
{
__asm __volatile__ (".intel_syntax noprefix\n\t"
"add eax,ecx
\n\t"
"add ebx,ecx
\n\t"
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"rest:
\n\t"
"movss xmm0,[ebx+edx] ;load 1 float in first register
(xmm0)\n\t"
"movss xmm1,[eax+edx] ;load 1 float in second register
(xmm1)\n\t"
"mulss xmm0,xmm1
;multiplies both scalar parts of
registers\n\t"
"movss [eax+edx],xmm0 ;write back the result\n\t"
"sub edx,4
\n\t"
"jnz rest
\n\t"
".att_syntax prefix
\n\t"
: : "a" (out), "b" (in), "c"(count), "d"(rest): "xmm0","xmm1");
}
return;
}

Programming heterogeneous computing architectures
Various machines were designed to include both traditional processors and vector processors, such as the Fujitsu
AP1000 and AP3000. Programming such heterogeneous machines can be difficult since developing programs that
make best use of characteristics of different processors increases the programmer's burden. It increases code
complexity and decreases portability of the code by requiring hardware specific code to be interleaved throughout
application code. Balancing the application workload across processors can be problematic, especially given that
they typically have different performance characteristics. There are different conceptual models to deal with the
problem, for example using a coordination language and program building blocks (programming libraries or higher
order functions). Each block can have a different native implementation for each processor type. Users simply
program using these abstractions and an intelligent compiler chooses the best implementation based on the context.

References
External links
• The History of the Development of Parallel Computing (http://ei.cs.vt.edu/~history/Parallel.html) (from 1955
to 1993)
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List of concurrent and parallel programming
languages
This article lists concurrent and parallel programming languages, categorising them by a defining paradigm. A
concurrent language is defined as one which uses the concept of simultaneously executing processes or threads of
execution as a means of structuring a program. A parallel language is able to express programs that are executable on
more than one processor. Both types are listed as concurrency is a useful tool in expressing parallelism, but it is not
necessary. In both cases, the features must be part of the language syntax and not an extension such as a library.
The following categories aim to capture the main, defining feature of the languages contained, but they are not
necessarily orthogonal.

Actor model
Main article: Actor model
• Axum - a domain-specific language being developed by Microsoft.
• Elixir (runs on the Erlang VM)
•
•
•
•
•

Erlang
Janus
SALSA
Scala
Smalltalk

Coordination languages
•
•
•
•

Glenda
Linda coordination language
Millipede
CnC (Concurrent Collections)

Dataflow
Main article: Dataflow programming
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

E (also object-oriented)
Joule (also distributed)
SISAL
Lustre (also synchronous)
Signal (also synchronous)
LabView (also synchronous)
CAL
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Distributed
Main article: Distributed computing
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Limbo
Oz - Multi-paradigm language with particular support for constraint and distributed programming.
Sequoia
Bloom
Julia
SR
MPD

Event-driven and hardware description
Main article: Event-driven programming
Main article: Hardware Description Language
• Verilog
• VHDL
• SystemC
• Verilog-AMS - math modeling of continuous time systems (#true concurrency)
• Esterel (also synchronous)

Functional
Main article: Functional programming
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Concurrent Haskell
Concurrent ML
Clojure
Elixir
Erlang
Id
SequenceL
MultiLisp

GPU languages
Main article: General-Purpose Computing on Graphics Processing Units
• CUDA
• OpenCL
• OpenHMPP

Logic programming
Main article: Logic programming
• Parlog
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Multi-threaded
Main article: Thread (computer science) § Multithreading
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

C= [1]
Cilk
Cilk Plus
Clojure
Fork - Programming language for the PRAM model.
Go
Java
ParaSail
SequenceL

Object-oriented
Main article: Object-orientated programming
• Ada
• C*
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

C++ AMP
Charm++
D Programming Language
Eiffel SCOOP (Simple Concurrent Object-Oriented Programming)
Emerald (also distributed)
Java
ParaSail
Smalltalk
μC++

Partitioned global address space (PGAS)
Main article: Partitioned global address space
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Chapel
Coarray Fortran
Fortress
High Performance Fortran
Titanium
Unified Parallel C
X10
ZPL
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Process Calculi
Main article: Process calculus
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Occam
Occam-π
JoCaml
Join Java
Limbo
Alef
Ateji PX - An extension of Java with parallel primitives inspired from pi-calculus.
Concurrent Pascal
Ease
FortranM
Limbo (also distributed)
Joyce
Newsqueak
PyCSP [2]
SuperPascal

• XC - A C-based language developed by XMOS.

APIs
These application programming interfaces support parallelism in host languages.
• OpenMP for C, C++, and Fortran (shared memory and attached GPUs)

Unsorted
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

NESL
Orc
ABCPL
ActorScript
Afnix
APL
Curry
DAPPLE
Emrald
LabView
Modula-3
Nimrod
Pict
Polaris
Reia
Rust
SR
Stackless
Zounds

• PCN
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References
[1] http:/ / www. hoopoesnest. com/ cstripes/ cstripes-sketch. htm
[2] https:/ / code. google. com/ p/ pycsp/

Actor model
The actor model in computer science is a mathematical model of concurrent computation that treats "actors" as the
universal primitives of concurrent digital computation: in response to a message that it receives, an actor can make
local decisions, create more actors, send more messages, and determine how to respond to the next message
received. The actor model originated in 1973. It has been used both as a framework for a theoretical understanding of
computation, and as the theoretical basis for several practical implementations of concurrent systems. The
relationship of the model to other work is discussed in Indeterminacy in concurrent computation and Actor model
and process calculi.

History
Main article: History of the Actor model
According to Carl Hewitt, unlike previous models of computation, the Actor model was inspired by physics
including general relativity and quantum mechanics. It was also influenced by the programming languages Lisp,
Simula and early versions of Smalltalk, as well as capability-based systems and packet switching. Its development
was "motivated by the prospect of highly parallel computing machines consisting of dozens, hundreds or even
thousands of independent microprocessors, each with its own local memory and communications processor,
communicating via a high-performance communications network." Since that time, the advent of massive
concurrency through multi-core computer architectures has revived interest in the Actor model.
Following Hewitt, Bishop, and Steiger's 1973 publication, Irene Greif developed an operational semantics for the
Actors model as part of her doctoral research. Two years later, Henry Baker and Hewitt published a set of axiomatic
laws for Actor systems. Other major milestones include William Clinger's 1981 dissertation introducing a
denotational semantics based on power domains and Gul Agha's 1985 dissertation which further developed a
transition-based semantic model complementary to Clinger's. This resulted in the full development of actor model
theory.
Major software implementation work was done by Russ Atkinson, Giuseppe Attardi, Henry Baker, Gerry Barber,
Peter Bishop, Peter de Jong, Ken Kahn, Henry Lieberman, Carl Manning, Tom Reinhardt, Richard Steiger and Dan
Theriault in the Message Passing Semantics Group at Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT). Research groups
led by Chuck Seitz at California Institute of Technology (Caltech) and Bill Dally at MIT constructed computer
architectures that further developed the message passing in the model. See Actor model implementation.
Research on the Actor model has been carried out at California Institute of Technology, Kyoto University Tokoro
Laboratory, MCC, MIT Artificial Intelligence Laboratory, SRI, Stanford University, University of Illinois at
Urbana-Champaign, Pierre and Marie Curie University (University of Paris 6), University of Pisa, University of
Tokyo Yonezawa Laboratory, Centrum Wiskunde & Informatica (CWI) and elsewhere.
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Fundamental concepts
The Actor model adopts the philosophy that everything is an actor. This is similar to the everything is an object
philosophy used by some object-oriented programming languages, but differs in that object-oriented software is
typically executed sequentially, while the Actor model is inherently concurrent.
An actor is a computational entity that, in response to a message it receives, can concurrently:
• send a finite number of messages to other actors;
• create a finite number of new actors;
• designate the behavior to be used for the next message it receives.
There is no assumed sequence to the above actions and they could be carried out in parallel.
Decoupling the sender from communications sent was a fundamental advance of the Actor model enabling
asynchronous communication and control structures as patterns of passing messages.[1]
Recipients of messages are identified by address, sometimes called "mailing address". Thus an actor can only
communicate with actors whose addresses it has. It can obtain those from a message it receives, or if the address is
for an actor it has itself created.
The Actor model is characterized by inherent concurrency of computation within and among actors, dynamic
creation of actors, inclusion of actor addresses in messages, and interaction only through direct asynchronous
message passing with no restriction on message arrival order.

Formal systems
Over the years, several different formal systems have been developed which permit reasoning about systems in the
Actor model. These include:
•
•
•
•

Operational semantics
Laws for Actor systems
Denotational semantics
Transition semantics

There are also formalisms that are not fully faithful to the Actor model in that they do not formalize the guaranteed
delivery of messages including the following (See Attempts to relate Actor semantics to algebra and linear logic):
• Several different Actor algebras
• Linear logic

Applications
The Actors model can be used as a framework for modelling, understanding, and reasoning about, a wide range of
concurrent systems. For example:
• Electronic mail (e-mail) can be modeled as an Actor system. Accounts are modeled as Actors and email addresses
as Actor addresses.
• Web Services can be modeled with SOAP endpoints modeled as Actor addresses.
• Objects with locks (e.g. as in Java and C#) can be modeled as a Serializer, provided that their implementations
are such that messages can continually arrive (perhaps by being stored in an internal queue). A serializer is an
important kind of Actor defined by the property that it is continually available to the arrival of new messages;
every message sent to a serializer is guaranteed to arrive.
• Testing and Test Control Notation (TTCN), both TTCN-2 and TTCN-3, follows Actor model rather closely. In
TTCN, Actor is a test component: either parallel test component (PTC) or main test component (MTC). Test
components can send and receive messages to and from remote partners (peer test components or test system
interface), the latter being identified by its address. Each test component has a behaviour tree bound to it; test
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components run in parallel and can be dynamically created by parent test components. Built-in language
constructs allow the definition of actions to be taken when an expected message is received from the internal
message queue, like sending a message to another peer entity or creating new test components.

Message-passing semantics
The Actor model is about the semantics of message passing.

Unbounded nondeterminism controversy
Arguably, the first concurrent programs were interrupt handlers. During the course of its normal operation a
computer needed to be able to receive information from outside (characters from a keyboard, packets from a
network, etc). So when the information arrived the execution of the computer was "interrupted" and special code
called an interrupt handler was called to put the information in a buffer where it could be subsequently retrieved.
In the early 1960s, interrupts began to be used to simulate the concurrent execution of several programs on a single
processor. Having concurrency with shared memory gave rise to the problem of concurrency control. Originally, this
problem was conceived as being one of mutual exclusion on a single computer. Edsger Dijkstra developed
semaphores and later, between 1971 and 1973,[2] Tony Hoare[3] and Per Brinch Hansen[4] developed monitors to
solve the mutual exclusion problem. However, neither of these solutions provided a programming-language
construct that encapsulated access to shared resources. This encapsulation was later accomplished by the serializer
construct ([Hewitt and Atkinson 1977, 1979] and [Atkinson 1980]).
The first models of computation (e.g. Turing machines, Post productions, the lambda calculus, etc.) were based on
mathematics and made use of a global state to represent a computational step (later generalized in [McCarthy and
Hayes 1969] and [Dijkstra 1976] see Event orderings versus global state). Each computational step was from one
global state of the computation to the next global state. The global state approach was continued in automata theory
for finite state machines and push down stack machines, including their nondeterministic versions. Such
nondeterministic automata have the property of bounded nondeterminism; that is, if a machine always halts when
started in its initial state, then there is a bound on the number of states in which it halts.
Edsger Dijkstra further developed the nondeterministic global state approach. Dijkstra's model gave rise to a
controversy concerning unbounded nondeterminism. Unbounded nondeterminism (also called unbounded
indeterminacy), is a property of concurrency by which the amount of delay in servicing a request can become
unbounded as a result of arbitration of contention for shared resources while still guaranteeing that the request will
eventually be serviced. Hewitt argued that the Actor model should provide the guarantee of service. In Dijkstra's
model, although there could be an unbounded amount of time between the execution of sequential instructions on a
computer, a (parallel) program that started out in a well defined state could terminate in only a bounded number of
states [Dijkstra 1976]. Consequently, his model could not provide the guarantee of service. Dijkstra argued that it
was impossible to implement unbounded nondeterminism.
Hewitt argued otherwise: there is no bound that can be placed on how long it takes a computational circuit called an
arbiter to settle (see metastability in electronics).[5] Arbiters are used in computers to deal with the circumstance that
computer clocks operate asynchronously with input from outside, e.g. keyboard input, disk access, network input,
etc. So it could take an unbounded time for a message sent to a computer to be received and in the meantime the
computer could traverse an unbounded number of states.
The Actor Model features unbounded nondeterminism which was captured in a mathematical model by Will Clinger
using domain theory. There is no global state in the Actor model.Wikipedia:Disputed statement
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Direct communication and asynchrony
Messages in the Actor model are not necessarily buffered. This was a sharp break with previous approaches to
models of concurrent computation. The lack of buffering caused a great deal of misunderstanding at the time of the
development of the Actor model and is still a controversial issue. Some researchers argued that the messages are
buffered in the "ether" or the "environment". Also, messages in the Actor model are simply sent (like packets in IP);
there is no requirement for a synchronous handshake with the recipient.

Actor creation plus addresses in messages means variable topology
A natural development of the Actor model was to allow addresses in messages. Influenced by packet switched
networks [1961 and 1964], Hewitt proposed the development of a new model of concurrent computation in which
communications would not have any required fields at all: they could be empty. Of course, if the sender of a
communication desired a recipient to have access to addresses which the recipient did not already have, the address
would have to be sent in the communication.
A computation might need to send a message to a recipient from which it would later receive a response. The way to
do this is to send a communication which has the message along with the address of another actor called the
resumption (sometimes also called continuation or stack frame) along with the message. The recipient could then
cause a response message to be sent to the resumption.
Actor creation plus the inclusion of the addresses of actors in messages means that Actors have a potentially variable
topology in their relationship to one another much as the objects in Simula also had a variable topology in their
relationship to one another.

Inherently concurrent
As opposed to the previous approach based on composing sequential processes, the Actor model was developed as
an inherently concurrent model. In the Actor model sequentiality was a special case that derived from concurrent
computation as explained in Actor model theory.

No requirement on order of message arrival
Hewitt argued against adding the requirement that messages must arrive in the order in which they are sent to the
Actor. If output message ordering is desired, then it can be modeled by a queue Actor that provides this
functionality. Such a queue Actor would queue the messages that arrived so that they could be retrieved in FIFO
order. So if an Actor X sent a message M1 to an Actor Y, and later X sent another message M2 to Y, there is no
requirement that M1 arrives at Y before M2.
In this respect the Actor model mirrors packet switching systems which do not guarantee that packets must be
received in the order sent. Not providing the order of delivery guarantee allows packet switching to buffer packets,
use multiple paths to send packets, resend damaged packets, and to provide other optimizations.
For example, Actors are allowed to pipeline the processing of messages. What this means is that in the course of
processing a message M1, an Actor can designate the behavior to be used to process the next message, and then in
fact begin processing another message M2 before it has finished processing M1. Just because an Actor is allowed to
pipeline the processing of messages does not mean that it must pipeline the processing. Whether a message is
pipelined is an engineering tradeoff. How would an external observer know whether the processing of a message by
an Actor has been pipelined? There is no ambiguity in the definition of an Actor created by the possibility of
pipelining. Of course, it is possible to perform the pipeline optimization incorrectly in some implementations, in
which case unexpected behavior may occur.
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Locality
Another important characteristic of the Actor model is locality.
Locality means that in processing a message an Actor can send messages only to addresses that it receives in the
message, addresses that it already had before it received the message and addresses for Actors that it creates while
processing the message. (But see Synthesizing Addresses of Actors.)
Also locality means that there is no simultaneous change in multiple locations. In this way it differs from some other
models of concurrency, e.g., the Petri net model in which tokens are simultaneously removed from multiple locations
and placed in other locations.

Composing Actor Systems
The idea of composing Actor systems into larger ones is an important aspect of modularity that was developed in
Gul Agha's doctoral dissertation, developed later by Gul Agha, Ian Mason, Scott Smith, and Carolyn Talcott.

Behaviors
A key innovation was the introduction of behavior specified as a mathematical function to express what an Actor
does when it processes a message including specifying a new behavior to process the next message that arrives.
Behaviors provided a mechanism to mathematically model the sharing in concurrency.
Behaviors also freed the Actor model from implementation details, e.g., the Smalltalk-72 token stream interpreter.
However, it is critical to understand that the efficient implementation of systems described by the Actor model
require extensive optimization. See Actor model implementation for details.

Modeling other concurrency systems
Other concurrency systems (e.g. process calculi) can be modeled in the Actor model using a two-phase commit
protocol.[6]

Computational Representation Theorem
There is a Computational Representation Theorem in the Actor model for systems which are closed in the sense that
they do not receive communications from outside. The mathematical denotation denoted by a closed system S is
constructed from an initial behavior ⊥S and a behavior-approximating function progressionS. These obtain
increasingly better approximations and construct a denotation (meaning) for S as follows [Hewitt 2008; Clinger
1981]:
DenoteS ≡

progressionSi(⊥S)

In this way, S can be mathematically characterized in terms of all its possible behaviors (including those involving
unbounded nondeterminism). Although DenoteS is not an implementation of S, it can be used to prove a
generalization of the Church-Turing-Rosser-Kleene thesis [Kleene 1943]:
A consequence of the above theorem is that a finite Actor can nondeterministically respond with an
uncountable[clarify] number of different outputs.

Relationship to logic programming
One of the key motivations for the development of the actor model was to understand and deal with the control
structure issues that arose in development of the Planner programming language.Wikipedia:Citation needed Once the
actor model was initially defined, an important challenge was to understand the power of the model relative to
Robert Kowalski's thesis that "computation can be subsumed by deduction". Kowalski's thesis turned out to be false
for the concurrent computation in the actor model (see Indeterminacy in concurrent computation). This result
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reversed previous expectations because Kowalski's thesis is true for sequential computation and even some kinds of
parallel computation, such as the lambda calculus.
Nevertheless attempts were made to extend logic programming to concurrent computation. However, Hewitt and
Agha [1991] claimed that the resulting systems were not deductive in the following sense: computational steps of the
concurrent logic programming systems do not follow deductively from previous steps (see Indeterminacy in
concurrent computation). Recently, logic programming has been integrated into the actor model in a way that
maintains logical semantics.

Migration
Migration in the Actor model is the ability of Actors to change locations. E.g., in his dissertation, Aki Yonezawa
modeled a post office that customer Actors could enter, change locations within while operating, and exit. An Actor
that can migrate can be modeled by having a location Actor that changes when the Actor migrates. However the
faithfulness of this modeling is controversial and the subject of research.Wikipedia:Citation needed

Security
The security of Actors can be protected in the following ways:
•
•
•
•
•

hardwiring in which Actors are physically connected
computer hardware as in Burroughs B5000, Lisp machine, etc.
virtual machines as in Java virtual machine, Common Language Runtime, etc.
operating systems as in capability-based systems
signing and/or encryption of Actors and their addresses

Synthesizing addresses of actors
A delicate point in the Actor model is the ability to synthesize the address of an Actor. In some cases security can be
used to prevent the synthesis of addresses (see Security). However, if an Actor address is simply a bit string then
clearly it can be synthesized although it may be difficult or even infeasible to guess the address of an Actor if the bit
strings are long enough. SOAP uses a URL for the address of an endpoint where an Actor can be reached. Since a
URL is a character string, it can clearly be synthesized although encryption can make it virtually impossible to guess.
Synthesizing the addresses of Actors is usually modeled using mapping. The idea is to use an Actor system to
perform the mapping to the actual Actor addresses. For example, on a computer the memory structure of the
computer can be modeled as an Actor system that does the mapping. In the case of SOAP addresses, it's modeling
the DNS and rest of the URL mapping.

Contrast with other models of message-passing concurrency
Robin Milner's initial published work on concurrency[7] was also notable in that it was not based on composing
sequential processes. His work differed from the Actor model because it was based on a fixed number of processes
of fixed topology communicating numbers and strings using synchronous communication. The original
Communicating Sequential Processes model[8] published by Tony Hoare differed from the Actor model because it
was based on the parallel composition of a fixed number of sequential processes connected in a fixed topology, and
communicating using synchronous message-passing based on process names (see Actor model and process calculi
history). Later versions of CSP abandoned communication based on process names in favor of anonymous
communication via channels, an approach also used in Milner's work on the Calculus of Communicating Systems
and the π-calculus.
These early models by Milner and Hoare both had the property of bounded nondeterminism. Modern, theoretical
CSP ([Hoare 1985] and [Roscoe 2005]) explicitly provides unbounded nondeterminism.
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Petri nets and their extensions (e.g. coloured Petri nets) are like actors in that they are based on asynchronous
message passing and unbounded nondeterminism, while they are like early CSP in that they define fixed topologies
of elementary processing steps (transitions) and message repositories (places).

Influence
The Actor Model has been influential on both theory development and practical software development.

Theory
The Actor Model has influenced the development of the Pi-calculus and subsequent Process calculi. In his Turing
lecture, Robin Milner wrote:
Now, the pure lambda-calculus is built with just two kinds of thing: terms and variables. Can we achieve the
same economy for a process calculus? Carl Hewitt, with his Actors model, responded to this challenge long
ago; he declared that a value, an operator on values, and a process should all be the same kind of thing: an
Actor.
This goal impressed me, because it implies the homogeneity and completeness of expression ... But it was long
before I could see how to attain the goal in terms of an algebraic calculus...
So, in the spirit of Hewitt, our first step is to demand that all things denoted by terms or accessed by
names--values, registers, operators, processes, objects--are all of the same kind of thing; they should all be
processes.

Practice
The Actor Model has had extensive influence on commercial practice. For example Twitter has used actors for
scalability. Also, Microsoft has used the Actor Model in the development of its Asynchronous Agents Library.[9]
There are numerous other Actor libraries listed in the Actor Libraries and Frameworks section below.

Current issues
According to Hewitt [2006], the Actor model faces issues in computer and communications architecture, concurrent
programming languages, and Web Services including the following:
• scalability: the challenge of scaling up concurrency both locally and nonlocally.
• transparency: bridging the chasm between local and nonlocal concurrency. Transparency is currently a
controversial issue. Some researchers Wikipedia:Avoid weasel words have advocated a strict separation between
local concurrency using concurrent programming languages (e.g. Java and C#) from nonlocal concurrency using
SOAP for Web services. Strict separation produces a lack of transparency that causes problems when it is
desirable/necessary to change between local and nonlocal access to Web Services (see distributed computing).
• inconsistency: Inconsistency is the norm because all very large knowledge systems about human information
system interactions are inconsistent. This inconsistency extends to the documentation and specifications of very
large systems (e.g. Microsoft Windows software, etc.), which are internally inconsistent.
Many of the ideas introduced in the Actor model are now also finding application in multi-agent systems for these
same reasons [Hewitt 2006b 2007b]. The key difference is that agent systems (in most definitions) impose extra
constraints upon the Actors, typically requiring that they make use of commitments and goals.
The Actor model is also being applied to client cloud computing.
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Early Actor researchers
There is a growing community of researchers working on the Actor Model as it is becoming commercially more
important. Early Actor researchers included:
• Important contributions to the semantics of Actors have been made by: Gul Agha, Beppe Attardi, Henry Baker,
Will Clinger, Irene Greif, Carl Hewitt, Carl Manning, Ian Mason, Ugo Montanari, Maria Simi, Scott Smith,
Carolyn Talcott, Prasanna Thati, and Akinori Yonezawa.
• Important contributions to the implementation of Actors have been made by: Bill Athas, Russ Atkinson, Beppe
Attardi, Henry Baker, Gerry Barber, Peter Bishop, Nanette Boden, Jean-Pierre Briot, Bill Dally, Peter de Jong,
Jessie Dedecker, Travis Desell, Ken Kahn, Carl Hewitt, Henry Lieberman, Carl Manning, Tom Reinhardt, Chuck
Seitz, Richard Steiger, Dan Theriault, Mario Tokoro, Carlos Varela, Darrell Woelk.

Programming with Actors
A number of different programming languages employ the Actor model or some variation of it. These languages
include:

Early Actor programming languages
•
•
•
•
•

Act 1, 2 and 3
Acttalk[10]
Ani[11]
Cantor[12]
Rosette[13]

Later Actor programming languages
•

ABCL
[14]

•

Io
Ptolemy Project
Rebeca Modeling Language

•

AmbientTalk

•

•

Axum

•

•

CAL Actor Language •

Reia

•

D

•

Rust

•

E

•

SALSA

•

Elixir

•

Scala

•

Erlang

•

Scratch

•

Fantom

•

Humus

Actor libraries and frameworks
Actor libraries or frameworks have also been implemented to permit actor-style programming in languages that don't
have actors built-in. Among these frameworks are:
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Name

Status

Latest release

License

Languages

Actor [15]

Active

2013-05-30

MIT

Java

Actor Framework [16]

Active

2013-11-13

Apache 2.0

.NET

Akka (toolkit) [17]

Active

2014-03-26

Apache 2.0

Java and Scala

Akka.NET [18]

Active

2014-02-01

Apache 2.0

.NET

Remact.Net [19]

Active

2014-03-23

MIT

.NET

Ateji PX [20]

Active

?

?

Java

F# MailboxProcessor [21]

Active

same as F# (built-in
core library)

Apache License

F#

Korus [22]

Active

2010-02-01

GPL 3

Java

Kilim [23]

Active

2011-10-13

MIT

Java

ActorFoundry (based on Kilim) Active?

2008-12-28

?

Java

ActorKit [24]

Active

2011-09-14

BSD

Objective-C

Cloud Haskell [25]

Active

2012-11-07

BSD

Haskell

CloudI [26]

Active

2014-02-02

BSD

Erlang, C/C++, Java,
Python, Ruby

NAct [27]

Active

2012-02-28

LGPL 3.0

.NET

Retlang [28]

Active

2011-05-18

New BSD

.NET

JActor [29]

Active

2013-01-22

LGPL

Java

Jetlang [30]

Active

2012-02-14

New BSD

Java

Haskell-Actor [31]

Active?

2008

New BSD

Haskell

GPars [32]

Active

2012-12-19

Apache 2.0

Groovy

PARLEY [33]

Active?

2007-22-07

GPL 2.1

Python

Pulsar [34]

Active

2013-06-30

New BSD

Python

Pulsar [35]

Active

2013-07-19

LGPL/Eclipse

Clojure

Pykka [36]

Active

2013-07-15

Apache 2.0

Python

Termite Scheme [37]

Active?

2009

LGPL

Scheme (Gambit
implementation)

Theron [38]

Active

2012-08-20

MIT

C++

Quasar [39]

Active

2013-07-19

LGPL/Eclipse

Java

Libactor [40]

Active?

2009

GPL 2.0

C

Actor-CPP [41]

Active

2012-03-10

GPL 2.0

C++

S4 [42]

Active

2011-11-28

Apache 2.0

Java

libcppa [43]

Active

2014-04-21

LGPL 3.0

C++11
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2012-07-17

MIT

Ruby

2012-03-01

?

LabVIEW

2012-09-07

GPL 2.0 and commercial
(dual licensing)

C and C++

Active

2012-07-13

Apache 2.0

C++

Active

2014-01-04

New BSD

C++

Celluloid [44]

Active

LabVIEW Actor Framework
[45]

Active

QP frameworks for real-time
embedded systems

Active

libprocess [46]
SObjectizer [47]

Please note that not all frameworks and libraries are listed here.
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Procedural Libraries
• JavAct (http://www.irit.fr/PERSONNEL/SMAC/arcangeli/JavAct.html) - a Java library for programming
concurrent, distributed, and mobile applications using the actor model (and open implementation principles).
• Functional Java (http://functionaljava.org/) - a Java library of that includes an implementation of concurrent
actors with code examples in standard Java and Java 7 BGGA style.
• ActorFoundry (http://osl.cs.uiuc.edu/af) - a Java-based library for Actor programming. The familiar Java
syntax, an ant build file and a bunch of example make the entry barrier very low.
• ActiveJava (http://tristan.aubrey-jones.com/code/?project=third_year_project&dir=/) - a prototype Java
language extension for Actor programming.
• Akka (http://akka.io) - Actor based library in Scala and Java, from Typesafe Inc..
• GPars (http://gpars.codehaus.org) - a concurrency library for Groovy and Java
• Asynchronous Agents Library (http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/dd492627.aspx) - Microsoft actor
library for Visual C++. "The Agents Library is a C++ template library that promotes an actor-based programming
model and in-process message passing for coarse-grained dataflow and pipelining tasks. "

Linda (coordination language)
In computer science, Linda is a model of coordination and communication among several parallel processes
operating upon objects stored in and retrieved from shared, virtual, associative memory. Linda was developed by
David Gelernter and Nicholas Carriero at Yale University.

Model
This model is implemented as a "coordination language" in which several primitives operating on ordered sequence
of typed data objects, "tuples," are added to a sequential language, such as C, and a logically global associative
memory, called a tuplespace, in which processes store and retrieve tuples.
The original Linda model requires four operations that individual workers perform on the tuples and the tuplespace:
•
•
•
•

in atomically reads and removes—consumes—a tuple from tuplespace
rd non-destructively reads a tuplespace
out produces a tuple, writing it into tuplespace
eval creates new processes to evaluate tuples, writing the result into tuplespace

Evaluation
Compared to other parallel-processing models, Linda is more orthogonal in treating process coordination as a
separate activity from computation, and it is more general in being able to subsume various levels of
concurrency—uniprocessor, multi-threaded multiprocessor, or networked—under a single model. Its orthogonality
allows processes computing in different languages and platforms to interoperate using the same primitives. Its
generality allows a multi-threaded Linda system to be distributed across multiple computers without change.
Whereas message-passing models require tightly-coupled processes sending messages to each other in some
sequence or protocol, Linda processes are decoupled from other processes, communicating only through the
tuplespace; a process need have no notion of other processes except for the kinds of tuples consumed or produced
(data coupling).
Researchers have proposed more primitives to support different types of communication and co-ordination between
(open distributed) computer systems, and to solve particular problems arising from various uses of the model.
Researchers have also experimented with various means of implementing the virtual shared memory for this model.
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Many of these researchers proposed larger modifications to the original Linda model, developing a family of systems
known as Linda-like systems and implemented as orthogonal technology (unlike original version). An example of
this is the language Ease designed by Steven Ericsson-Zenith.

Implementations
Linda was originally implemented in C and Fortran, but has since been implemented in many programming
languages, including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

C: C-Linda, TCP-Linda [1], LinuxTuples [2]
C++: CppLinda [3]
Erlang: Erlinda [4]
Java: JavaSpaces, TSpaces [5], LightTS [6], LIME [7]
Lisp
Lua: LuaTS [8] Lua Lanes [9]
Prolog: SICStus Prolog Linda [10]
Python: PyLinda
Ruby: Rinda

Some of the more notable Linda implementations include:
• C-Linda or TCP-Linda - the earliest commercial and a widespread implementation of virtual shared memory for
supercomputers and clustered systems from Scientific Computing Associates, founded by Martin Schultz.
• JavaSpaces - a Java-based tuplespace implementation that helped popularize distributed computing.
• TSpaces [5] - a Java-based tuplespace platform from IBM.Wikipedia:Undue weight

Criticisms
Criticisms of Linda from the multiprocessing community tend to focus on the decreased speed of operations in Linda
systems as compared to MPI systems.Wikipedia:Citation needed While not without justification, these claims were
largely refuted for an important class of problems. Detailed criticisms of the Linda model can also be found in
Steven Ericsson-Zenith's book Process Interaction Models.

Name
Linda is named after Linda Lovelace, an actress in the porn movie Deep Throat, a pun on Ada's tribute to Ada
Lovelace.

Publications
• Gelernter, David; Carriero, Nicholas (1992). "Coordination Languages and their Significance". Communications
of the ACM. doi:10.1145/129630.129635 [11].
• Carriero, Nicholas; Gelernter, David; Mattson, Timothy; Sherman, Andrew (1994). "The Linda Alternative to
Message-Passing systems". Parallel Computing. doi:10.1016/0167-8191(94)90032-9 [12].
• Wells, George. "Coordination Languages: Back to the Future with Linda" [13] (PDF). Rhodes University.
• Sluga, Thomas Arkadius. "Modern C++ Implementation of the LINDA coordination language". University of
Hannover.
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External links
• Coordination Language (http://www.jpaulmorrison.com/cgi-bin/wiki.pl?CoordinationLanguage) - A small
discussion about the differences between the approach of Linda and that of Flow-based programming
• Linda for C++ (https://sourceforge.net/projects/cpplinda/)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Linda for C (http://www.comp.nus.edu.sg/~wongwf/linda.html)
Erlinda (for Erlang) (http://code.google.com/p/erlinda/)
Linda for Java (http://www.cs.bris.ac.uk/Publications/Papers/2000380.pdf)
Linda for Prolog (http://www.sics.se/sicstus/docs/3.7.1/html/sicstus_29.html)
PyLinda (for Python) (http://code.google.com/p/pylinda/)
Rinda (for Ruby) (http://segment7.net/projects/ruby/drb/rinda/)
Linda in a Mobile Environment (LIME) (http://lime.sourceforge.net/) (for nesC)
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Implementation language Scala
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JVM, LLVM
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Scala License (similar to BSD license)

Filename extension(s)

.scala

Website

www.scala-lang.org

•

[2]
Scala at Wikibooks

Scala (/ˈskɑːlə/ SKAH-lə) is an object-functional programming and scripting language for general software
applications. Scala has full support for functional programming (including currying, pattern matching, algebraic data
types, lazy evaluation, tail recursion, immutability, etc.) and a very strong static type system. This allows programs
written in Scala to be very concise and thus smaller in size than most general purpose programming languages. Many
of Scala's design decisions were inspired by criticism over the shortcomings of Java.
Scala source code is intended to be compiled to Java bytecode, so that the resulting executable code runs on a Java
virtual machine. Java libraries may be used directly in Scala code, and vice versa. Like Java, Scala is statically typed
and object-oriented, and uses a curly-brace syntax reminiscent of the C programming language. Unlike Java, Scala
has many features of functional programming languages like Scheme, Standard ML and Haskell, including
anonymous functions, type inference, list comprehensions, and lazy initialization. Scala also has extensive language
and library support for avoiding side-effects, pattern matching, delimited continuations, higher-order types, and
covariance and contravariance. Scala has a "unified type system", meaning that all types (including primitive types
like integer and boolean) are subclasses of the type Any. This is similar to C# but unlike Java. Scala likewise has
other features present in C# but not Java, including anonymous types, operator overloading, optional parameters,
named parameters, raw strings, and no checked exceptions.
The name Scala is a portmanteau of "scalable" and "language", signifying that it is designed to grow with the
demands of its users.
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History
The design of Scala started in 2001 at the École Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne (EPFL) by Martin Odersky,
following on from work on Funnel, a programming language combining ideas from functional programming and
Petri nets.[3] Odersky had previously worked on Generic Java and javac, Sun's Java compiler.
Scala was released internally in late 2003, before being released publicly in early 2004 on the Java platform, and on
the .NET platform in June 2004.[4] A second version of the language, v2.0, was released in March 2006. The .NET
support was officially dropped in 2012.[5]
On 17 January 2011 the Scala team won a five-year research grant of over €2.3 million from the European Research
Council.[6] On 12 May 2011, Odersky and collaborators launched Typesafe Inc., a company to provide commercial
support, training, and services for Scala. Typesafe received a $3 million investment from Greylock Partners.

Platforms and license
Scala runs on the Java platform (Java Virtual Machine) and is compatible with existing Java programs. It also runs
on Android smartphones.[7] There was an alternative implementation for the .NET platform, but it was dropped.
The Scala software distribution, including compiler and libraries, is released under a BSD license.

Examples
"Hello World" example
The Hello World program written in Scala has this form:
object HelloWorld extends App {
println("Hello, World!")
}
Unlike the stand-alone Hello World application for Java, there is no class declaration and nothing is declared to be
static; a singleton object created with the object keyword is used instead.
With the program saved in a file named HelloWorld.scala, it can be compiled from the command line:
$ scalac HelloWorld.scala
To run it:
$ scala HelloWorld (You may need to use the "-cp" key to set the classpath like in Java).
This is analogous to the process for compiling and running Java code. Indeed, Scala's compilation and execution
model is identical to that of Java, making it compatible with Java build tools such as Ant.
A shorter version of the "Hello World" Scala program is:
println("Hello, World!")
Saved in a file named HelloWorld2.scala, this can be run as a script without prior compilation using:
$ scala HelloWorld2.scala
Commands can also be entered directly into the Scala interpreter, using the option -e:
$ scala -e 'println("Hello, World!")'
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A basic example
The following example shows the differences between Java and Scala syntax:

font size="7.63">
/ Java:
nt mathFunction(int num) {
int numSquare = num*num;
return (int) (Math.cbrt(numSquare) +
Math.log(numSquare));

/font>

font size="7.63">
/ Scala: Direct conversion from Java

<font size="7.63">
// Scala: More idiomatic
// Uses type inference, omits `return` statemen
// uses `toInt` method

/ no import needed; scala.math
/ already imported as `math`
ef mathFunction(num: Int): Int = {
import math._
var numSquare: Int = num*num
def intRoot23(num: Int) = {
return (math.cbrt(numSquare) + math.log(numSquare)). val numSquare = num*num
asInstanceOf[Int]
(cbrt(numSquare) + log(numSquare)).toInt
}
/font>
</font>
Some syntactic differences in this code are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Scala does not require semicolons to end statements.
Value types are capitalized: Int, Double, Boolean instead of int, double, boolean.
Parameter and return types follow, as in Pascal, rather than precede as in C.
Functions must be preceded by def.
Local or class variables must be preceded by val (indicates an immutable variable) or var (indicates a mutable
variable).
The return operator is unnecessary in a function (although allowed); the value of the last executed statement
or expression is normally the function's value.
Instead of the Java cast operator (Type) foo, Scala uses foo.asInstanceOf[Type], or a specialized
function such as toDouble or toInt.
Instead of Java's import foo.*;, Scala uses import foo._.
Function or method foo() can also be called as just foo; method thread.send(signo) can also be
called as just thread send signo; and method foo.toString() can also be called as just foo
toString.

These syntactic relaxations are designed to allow support for domain-specific languages.
Some other basic syntactic differences:
• Array references are written like function calls, e.g. array(i) rather than array[i]. (Internally in Scala,
both arrays and functions are conceptualized as kinds of mathematical mappings from one object to another.)
• Generic types are written as e.g. List[String] rather than Java's List<String>.
• Instead of the pseudo-type void, Scala has the actual singleton class Unit (see below).
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An example with classes
The following example contrasts the definition of classes in Java and Scala.
<font size="7.94">
// Java:
public class Point {
private final double x, y;

<font size="7.94">
// Scala
class Point(
val x: Double, val y: Double,
addToGrid: Boolean = false
public Point(final double X, final double Y) { ) {
x = X;
import Point._
y = Y;
}
if (addToGrid)
grid.add(this)
public double getX() {
return x;
def this() {
}
this(0.0, 0.0)
}
public double getY() {
return y;
def distanceToPoint(other: Point) =
}
distanceBetweenPoints(x, y, other.x, other.y)
}
public Point(
final double X, final double Y,
object Point {
final boolean ADD2GRID
private val grid = new Grid()
) {
this(X, Y);
def distanceBetweenPoints(x1: Double, y1: Double,
x2: Double, y2: Double) = {
if (ADD2GRID)
math.hypot(x1 - x2, y1 - y2)
grid.add(this);
}
}
}
</font>
public Point() {
this(0.0, 0.0);
}
double distanceToPoint(final Point OTHER) {
return distanceBetweenPoints(x, y,
OTHER.x, OTHER.y);
}
private static Grid grid = new Grid();
static double distanceBetweenPoints(
final double X1, final double Y1,
final double X2, final double Y2
) {
return Math.hypot(X1 - X2, Y1 - Y2);
}

}
</font>
The above code shows some of the conceptual differences between Java and Scala's handling of classes:
• Scala has no static variables or methods. Instead, it has singleton objects, which are essentially classes with only
one object in the class. Singleton objects are declared using object instead of class. It is common to place
static variables and methods in a singleton object with the same name as the class name, which is then known as a
companion object. (The underlying class for the singleton object has a $ appended. Hence, for class Foo
with companion object object Foo, under the hood there's a class Foo$ containing the companion object's
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code, and a single object of this class is created, using the singleton pattern.)
• In place of constructor parameters, Scala has class parameters, which are placed on the class itself, similar to
parameters to a function. When declared with a val or var modifier, fields are also defined with the same
name, and automatically initialized from the class parameters. (Under the hood, external access to public fields
always goes through accessor (getter) and mutator (setter) methods, which are automatically created. The accessor
function has the same name as the field, which is why it's unnecessary in the above example to explicitly declare
accessor methods.) Note that alternative constructors can also be declared, as in Java. Code that would go into the
default constructor (other than initializing the member variables) goes directly at class level.
• Default visibility in Scala is public.

Features (with reference to Java)
Scala has the same compilation model as Java and C#, namely separate compilation and dynamic class loading, so
that Scala code can call Java libraries, or .NET libraries in the .NET implementation.
Scala's operational characteristics are the same as Java's. The Scala compiler generates byte code that is nearly
identical to that generated by the Java compiler. In fact, Scala code can be decompiled to readable Java code, with
the exception of certain constructor operations. To the JVM, Scala code and Java code are indistinguishable. The
only difference is a single extra runtime library, scala-library.jar.
Scala adds a large number of features compared with Java, and has some fundamental differences in its underlying
model of expressions and types, which make the language theoretically cleaner and eliminate a number of "corner
cases" in Java. From the Scala perspective, this is practically important because a number of additional features in
Scala are also available in C#. Examples include:

Syntactic flexibility
As mentioned above, Scala has a good deal of syntactic flexibility, compared with Java. The following are some
examples:
• Semicolons are unnecessary; lines are automatically joined if they begin or end with a token that cannot normally
come in this position, or if there are unclosed parentheses or brackets.
• Any method can be used as an infix operator, e.g. "%d apples".format(num) and "%d apples"
format num are equivalent. In fact, arithmetic operators like + and << are treated just like any other methods,
since function names are allowed to consist of sequences of arbitrary symbols (with a few exceptions made for
things like parens, brackets and braces that must be handled specially); the only special treatment that such
symbol-named methods undergo concerns the handling of precedence.
• Methods apply and update have syntactic short forms. foo()—where foo is a value (singleton object or
class instance)—is short for foo.apply(), and foo() = 42 is short for foo.update(42). Similarly,
foo(42) is short for foo.apply(42), and foo(4) = 2 is short for foo.update(4, 2). This is used
for collection classes and extends to many other cases, such as STM cells.
• Scala distinguishes between no-parens (def foo = 42) and empty-parens (def foo() = 42) methods.
When calling an empty-parens method, the parentheses may be omitted, which is useful when calling into Java
libraries which do not know this distinction, e.g., using foo.toString instead of foo.toString(). By
convention a method should be defined with empty-parens when it performs side effects.
• Method names ending in colon (:) expect the argument on the left-hand-side and the receiver on the
right-hand-side. For example, the 4 :: 2 :: Nil is the same as Nil.::(2).::(4), the first form
corresponding visually to the result (a list with first element 4 and second element 2).
• Class body variables can be transparently implemented as separate getter and setter methods. For trait
FooLike { var bar: Int }, an implementation may be object Foo extends FooLike {
private var x = 0; def bar = x; def bar_=(value: Int) { x = value }}. The call
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site will still be able to use a concise foo.bar = 42.
• The use of curly braces instead of parentheses is allowed in method calls. This allows pure library
implementations of new control structures.[8] For example, breakable { ... if (...) break() ...
} looks as if breakable was a language defined keyword, but really is just a method taking a thunk argument.
Methods that take thunks or functions often place these in a second parameter list, allowing to mix parentheses
and curly braces syntax: Vector.fill(4) { math.random } is the same as
Vector.fill(4)(math.random). The curly braces variant allows the expression to span multiple lines.
• For-expressions (explained further down) can accommodate any type that defines monadic methods such as map,
flatMap and filter.
By themselves, these may seem like questionable choices, but collectively they serve the purpose of allowing
domain-specific languages to be defined in Scala without needing to extend the compiler. For example, Erlang's
special syntax for sending a message to an actor, i.e. actor ! message can be (and is) implemented in a Scala
library without needing language extensions.

Unified type system
Java makes a sharp distinction between primitive types (e.g. int and boolean) and reference types (any class).
Only reference types are part of the inheritance scheme, deriving from java.lang.Object. In Scala, however,
all types inherit from a top-level class Any, whose immediate children are AnyVal (value types, such as Int and
Boolean) and AnyRef (reference types, as in Java). This means that the Java distinction between primitive types
and boxed types (e.g. int vs. Integer) is not present in Scala; boxing and unboxing is completely transparent to
the user. Scala 2.10 allows for new value types to be defined by the user.

For-expressions
Instead of the Java "foreach" loops for looping through an iterator, Scala has a much more powerful concept of
for-expressions. These are similar to list comprehensions in a languages such as Haskell, or a combination of list
comprehensions and generator expressions in Python. For-expressions using the yield keyword allow a new
collection to be generated by iterating over an existing one, returning a new collection of the same type. They are
translated by the compiler into a series of map, flatMap and filter calls. Where yield is not used, the code
approximates to an imperative-style loop, by translating to foreach.
A simple example is:
val s = for (x <- 1 to 25 if x*x > 50) yield 2*x
The result of running it is the following vector:
Vector(16, 18, 20, 22, 24, 26, 28, 30, 32, 34, 36, 38, 40, 42, 44, 46, 48,
50)
(Note that the expression 1 to 25 is not special syntax. The method to is rather defined in the standard Scala
library as an extension method on integers, using a technique known as implicit conversions that allows new
methods to be added to existing types.)
A more complex example of iterating over a map is:
// Given a map specifying Twitter users mentioned in a set of tweets,
// and number of times each user was mentioned, look up the users
// in a map of known politicians, and return a new map giving only the
// Democratic politicians (as objects, rather than strings).
val dem_mentions = for {
(mention, times) <- mentions
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account
<- accounts.get(mention)
if account.party == "Democratic"
} yield (account, times)
Expression (mention, times) <- mentions is an example of pattern matching (see below). Iterating over
a map returns a set of key-value tuples, and pattern-matching allows the tuples to easily be destructured into separate
variables for the key and value. Similarly, the result of the comprehension also returns key-value tuples, which are
automatically built back up into a map because the source object (from the variable mentions) is a map. Note that
if mentions instead held a list, set, array or other collection of tuples, exactly the same code above would yield a
new collection of the same type.

Functional tendencies
While supporting all of the object-oriented features available in Java (and in fact, augmenting them in various ways),
Scala also provides a large number of capabilities that are normally found only in functional programming
languages. Together, these features allow Scala programs to be written in an almost completely functional style, and
also allow functional and object-oriented styles to be mixed.
Examples are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

No distinction between statements and expressions
Type inference
Anonymous functions with capturing semantics (i.e. closures)
Immutable variables and objects
Lazy evaluation
Delimited continuations (since 2.8)
Higher-order functions
Nested functions
Currying
Pattern matching
Algebraic data types (through "case classes")
Tuples

Everything is an expression
Unlike C or Java, but similar to languages such as Lisp, Scala makes no distinction between statements and
expressions. All statements are in fact expressions that evaluate to some value. Functions that would be declared as
returning void in C or Java, and statements like while that logically do not return a value, are in Scala
considered to return the type Unit, which is a singleton type, with only one object of that type. Functions and
operators that never return at all (e.g. the throw operator or a function that always exits non-locally using an
exception) logically have return type Nothing, a special type containing no objects; that is, a bottom type, i.e. a
subclass of every possible type. (This in turn makes type Nothing compatible with every type, allowing type
inference to function correctly.)
Similarly, an if-then-else "statement" is actually an expression, which produces a value, i.e. the result of
evaluating one of the two branches. This means that such a block of code can be inserted wherever an expression is
desired, obviating the need for a ternary operator in Scala:

<font size="7.78">
<font size="7.78">
// Java:
// Scala:
int hexDigit = x >= 10 ? x + 'A' - 10 : x + '0'; val hexDigit = if (x >= 10) x + 'A' - 10 else x + '0
</font>
</font>
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For similar reasons, return statements are unnecessary in Scala, and in fact are discouraged. As in Lisp, the last
expression in a block of code is the value of that block of code, and if the block of code is the body of a function, it
will be returned by the function.
To make it clear that all expressions are functions, even methods that return Unit are written with an equals sign
def printValue(x: String): Unit = {
println("I ate a %s".format(x))
}
or equivalently (with type inference, and omitting the unnecessary braces):
def printValue(x: String) = println("I ate a %s" format x)
Type inference
Due to type inference, the type of variables, function return values, and many other expressions can typically be
omitted, as the compiler can deduce it. Examples are val x = "foo" (for an immutable, constant variable or
immutable object) or var x = 1.5 (for a variable whose value can later be changed). Type inference in Scala is
essentially local, in contrast to the more global Hindley-Milner algorithm used in Haskell, ML and other more purely
functional languages. This is done to facilitate object-oriented programming. The result is that certain types still need
to be declared (most notably, function parameters, and the return types of recursive functions), e.g.
def formatApples(x: Int) = "I ate %d apples".format(x)
or (with a return type declared for a recursive function)
def factorial(x: Int): Int =
if (x == 0)
1
else
x*factorial(x - 1)
Anonymous functions
In Scala, functions are objects, and a convenient syntax exists for specifying anonymous functions. An example is
the expression x => x < 2, which specifies a function with a single parameter, that compares its argument to see
if it is less than 2. It is equivalent to the Lisp form (lambda (x) (< x 2)). Note that neither the type of x nor
the return type need be explicitly specified, and can generally be inferred by type inference; but they can be
explicitly specified, e.g. as (x: Int) => x < 2 or even (x: Int) => (x < 2): Boolean.
Anonymous functions behave as true closures in that they automatically capture any variables that are lexically
available in the environment of the enclosing function. Those variables will be available even after the enclosing
function returns, and unlike in the case of Java's "anonymous inner classes" do not need to be declared as final. (It is
even possible to modify such variables if they are mutable, and the modified value will be available the next time the
anonymous function is called.)
An even shorter form of anonymous function uses placeholder variables: For example, the following:
list map { x => sqrt(x) }
can be written more concisely as
list map { sqrt(_) }
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Immutability
Scala enforces a distinction between immutable (unmodifiable, read-only) variables, whose value cannot be changed
once assigned, and mutable variables, which can be changed. A similar distinction is made between immutable and
mutable objects. The distinction must be made when a variable is declared: Immutable variables are declared with
val while mutable variables use var. Similarly, all of the collection objects (container types) in Scala, e.g. linked
lists, arrays, sets and hash tables, are available in mutable and immutable variants, with the immutable variant
considered the more basic and default implementation. The immutable variants are "persistent" data types in that
they create a new object that encloses the old object and adds the new member(s); this is similar to how linked lists
are built up in Lisp, where elements are prepended by creating a new "cons" cell with a pointer to the new element
(the "head") and the old list (the "tail"). Persistent structures of this sort essentially remember the entire history of
operations and allow for very easy concurrency — no locks are needed as no shared objects are ever modified.
Lazy (non-strict) evaluation
Evaluation is strict ("eager") by default. In other words, Scala evaluates expressions as soon as they are available,
rather than as needed. However, you can declare a variable non-strict ("lazy") with the lazy keyword, meaning
that the code to produce the variable's value will not be evaluated until the first time the variable is referenced.
Non-strict collections of various types also exist (such as the type Stream, a non-strict linked list), and any
collection can be made non-strict with the view method. Non-strict collections provide a good semantic fit to
things like server-produced data, where the evaluation of the code to generate later elements of a list (that in turn
triggers a request to a server, possibly located somewhere else on the web) only happens when the elements are
actually needed.
Tail recursion
Functional programming languages commonly provide tail call optimization to allow for extensive use of recursion
without stack overflow problems. Limitations in Java bytecode complicate tail call optimization on the JVM. In
general, a function that calls itself with a tail call can be optimized, but mutually recursive functions cannot.
Trampolines have been suggested as a workaround.[9] Trampoline support has been provided by the Scala library
with the object scala.util.control.TailCalls since Scala 2.8.0 (released July 14, 2010).
Case classes and pattern matching
Scala has built-in support for pattern matching, which can be thought of as a more sophisticated, extensible version
of a switch statement, where arbitrary data types can be matched (rather than just simple types like integers, booleans
and strings), including arbitrary nesting. A special type of class known as a case class is provided, which includes
automatic support for pattern matching and can be used to model the algebraic data types used in many functional
programming languages. (From the perspective of Scala, a case class is simply a normal class for which the compiler
automatically adds certain behaviors that could also be provided manually—e.g. definitions of methods providing for
deep comparisons and hashing, and destructuring a case class on its constructor parameters during pattern matching.)
An example of a definition of the quicksort algorithm using pattern matching is as follows:
def qsort(list: List[Int]): List[Int] = list match {
case Nil => Nil
case pivot :: tail =>
val (smaller, rest) = tail.partition(_ < pivot)
qsort(smaller) ::: pivot :: qsort(rest)
}
The idea here is that we partition a list into the elements less than a pivot and the elements not less, recursively sort
each part, and paste the results together with the pivot in between. This uses the same divide-and-conquer strategy of
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mergesort and other fast sorting algorithms.
The match operator is used to do pattern matching on the object stored in list. Each case expression is tried in
turn to see if it will match, and the first match determines the result. In this case, Nil only matches the literal object
Nil, but pivot :: tail matches a non-empty list, and simultaneously destructures the list according to the
pattern given. In this case, the associated code will have access to a local variable named pivot holding the head
of the list, and another variable tail holding the tail of the list. Note that these variables are read-only, and are
semantically very similar to variable bindings established using the let operator in Lisp and Scheme.
Pattern matching also happens in local variable declarations. In this case, the return value of the call to
tail.partition is a tuple — in this case, two lists. (Tuples differ from other types of containers, e.g. lists, in
that they are always of fixed size and the elements can be of differing types — although here they are both the
same.) Pattern matching is the easiest way of fetching the two parts of the tuple.
The form _ < pivot is a declaration of an anonymous function with a placeholder variable; see the section above
on anonymous functions.
The list operators :: (which adds an element onto the beginning of a list, similar to cons in Lisp and Scheme)
and ::: (which appends two lists together, similar to append in Lisp and Scheme) both appear. Despite
appearances, there is nothing "built-in" about either of these operators. As specified above, any string of symbols can
serve as function name, and a method applied to an object can be written "infix"-style without the period or
parentheses. The line above as written:
qsort(smaller) ::: pivot :: qsort(rest)
could also be written as follows:
qsort(rest).::(pivot).:::(qsort(smaller))
in more standard method-call notation. (Methods that end with a colon are right-associative and bind to the object to
the right.)
Partial functions
In the pattern-matching example above, the body of the match operator is a partial function, which consists of a
series of case expressions, with the first matching expression prevailing, similar to the body of a switch statement.
Partial functions are also used in the exception-handling portion of a try statement:
try {
...
} catch {
case nfe:NumberFormatException => { println(nfe); List(0) }
case _ => Nil
}
Finally, a partial function can be used by itself, and the result of calling it is equivalent to doing a match over it.
For example, the previous code for quicksort can be written as follows:
val qsort: List[Int] => List[Int] = {
case Nil => Nil
case pivot :: tail =>
val (smaller, rest) = tail.partition(_ < pivot)
qsort(smaller) ::: pivot :: qsort(rest)
}
Here a read-only variable is declared whose type is a function from lists of integers to lists of integers, and bind it to
a partial function. (Note that the single parameter of the partial function is never explicitly declared or named.)
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However, we can still call this variable exactly as if it were a normal function:
scala> qsort(List(6,2,5,9))
res32: List[Int] = List(2, 5, 6, 9)

Object-oriented extensions
Scala is a pure object-oriented language in the sense that every value is an object. Data types and behaviors of
objects are described by classes and traits. Class abstractions are extended by subclassing and by a flexible
mixin-based composition mechanism to avoid the problems of multiple inheritance.
Traits are Scala's replacement for Java's interfaces. Interfaces in Java versions under 8 are highly restricted, able only
to contain abstract function declarations. This has led to criticism that providing convenience methods in interfaces is
awkward (the same methods must be reimplemented in every implementation), and extending a published interface
in a backwards-compatible way is impossible. Traits are similar to mixin classes in that they have nearly all the
power of a regular abstract class, lacking only class parameters (Scala's equivalent to Java's constructor parameters),
since traits are always mixed in with a class. The super operator behaves specially in traits, allowing traits to be
chained using composition in addition to inheritance. The following example is a simple window system:
abstract class Window {
// abstract
def draw()
}
class SimpleWindow extends Window {
def draw() {
println("in SimpleWindow")
// draw a basic window
}
}
trait WindowDecoration extends Window { }
trait HorizontalScrollbarDecoration extends WindowDecoration {
// "abstract override" is needed here in order for "super()" to work
because the parent
// function is abstract. If it were concrete, regular "override"
would be enough.
abstract override def draw() {
println("in HorizontalScrollbarDecoration")
super.draw()
// now draw a horizontal scrollbar
}
}
trait VerticalScrollbarDecoration extends WindowDecoration {
abstract override def draw() {
println("in VerticalScrollbarDecoration")
super.draw()
// now draw a vertical scrollbar
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}
}
trait TitleDecoration extends WindowDecoration {
abstract override def draw() {
println("in TitleDecoration")
super.draw()
// now draw the title bar
}
}
A variable may be declared as follows:
val mywin = new SimpleWindow with VerticalScrollbarDecoration with
HorizontalScrollbarDecoration with TitleDecoration
The result of calling mywin.draw() is
in
in
in
in

TitleDecoration
HorizontalScrollbarDecoration
VerticalScrollbarDecoration
SimpleWindow

In other words, the call to draw first executed the code in TitleDecoration (the last trait mixed in), then
(through the super() calls) threaded back through the other mixed-in traits and eventually to the code in
Window itself, even though none of the traits inherited from one another. This is similar to the decorator pattern, but
is more concise and less error-prone, as it doesn't require explicitly encapsulating the parent window, explicitly
forwarding functions whose implementation isn't changed, or relying on run-time initialization of entity
relationships. In other languages, a similar effect could be achieved at compile-time with a long linear chain of
implementation inheritance, but with the disadvantage compared to Scala that one linear inheritance chain would
have to be declared for each possible combination of the mix-ins.

Expressive type system
Scala is equipped with an expressive static type system that enforces the safe and coherent use of abstractions. In
particular, the type system supports:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Classes and abstract types as object members
Structural types
Path-dependent types
Compound types
Explicitly typed self references
Generic classes
Polymorphic methods
Upper and lower type bounds
Variance
Annotation
Views

Scala is able to infer types by usage. This makes most static type declarations optional. Static types need not be
explicitly declared unless a compiler error indicates the need. In practice, some static type declarations are included
for the sake of code clarity.
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Type enrichment
A common technique in Scala, known as "enrich my library" (formerly "pimp my library", now discouraged due to
its connotation), allows new methods to be used as if they were added to existing types. This is similar to the C#
concept of extension methods but more powerful, because the technique is not limited to adding methods and can for
instance also be used to implement new interfaces. In Scala, this technique involves declaring an implicit conversion
from the type "receiving" the method to a new type (typically, a class) that wraps the original type and provides the
additional method. If a method cannot be found for a given type, the compiler automatically searches for any
applicable implicit conversions to types that provide the method in question.
This technique allows new methods to be added to an existing class using an add-on library such that only code that
imports the add-on library gets the new functionality, and all other code is unaffected.
The following example shows the enrichment of type Int with methods isEven and isOdd:
object MyExtensions {
implicit class IntPredicates(i: Int) {
def isEven = i % 2 == 0
def isOdd = !isEven
}
}
import MyExtensions._
4.isEven // -> true

// bring implicit enrichment into scope

Importing the members of MyExtensions brings the implicit conversion to extension class IntPredicates
into scope.[10]

Concurrency
Scala standard library includes support for the actor model, in addition to the standard Java concurrency APIs. The
company called Typesafe provides a stack that includes Akka,[11] a separate open source framework that provides
actor-based concurrency. Akka actors may be distributed or combined with software transactional memory
("transactors"). Alternative CSP implementations for channel-based message passing are Communicating Scala
Objects,[12] or simply via JCSP.
An Actor is like a thread instance with a mailbox. It can be created by system.actorOf, overriding the
receive method to receive messages and using the ! (exclamation point) method to send a message.[13] The
following example shows an EchoServer which can receive messages and then print them.
val echoServer = actor(new Act {
become {
case msg => println("echo " + msg)
}
})
echoServer ! "hi"
Scala also comes with built-in support for data-parallel programming in the form of Parallel Collections integrated
into its Standard Library since version 2.9.0.
The following example shows how to use Parallel Collections to improve performance.[14]
val urls = List("http://scala-lang.org",
"https://github.com/scala/scala")
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def fromURL(url: String) = scala.io.Source.fromURL(url)
.getLines().mkString("\n")
val t = System.currentTimeMillis()
urls.par.map(fromURL(_))
println("time: " + (System.currentTimeMillis - t) + "ms")

Cluster computing
Two significant cluster computing solutions are based on Scala: the open source Apache Spark and the commercial
GridGain [15]. Additionally, Apache Kafka, the publish-subscribe message queue popular with Spark and other
stream processing technologies, is written in Scala.

Testing
There are several ways to test code in Scala:
• ScalaTest [16] supports multiple testing styles and can integrate with Java-based testing frameworks
ScalaCheck [17], a library similar to Haskell's QuickCheck
specs2 [18], a library for writing executable software specifications
ScalaMock [19] provides support for testing high-order and curried functions
JUnit or TestNG, two popular testing frameworks written in Java

•
•
•
•

Versions
Version
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Revision the common, uniform, and all-encompassing framework for collection types.
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[23] 04-Jan-2013

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

[24]
Value Classes
[25]
Implicit Classes
[26]
String Interpolation
[27]
Futures and Promises
[28]
Dynamic and applyDynamic
Dependent method types: * def identity(x: AnyRef): x.type = x // the return type says we return
exactly what we got
New ByteCode emitter based on ASM: Can target JDK 1.5, 1.6 and 1.7 / Emits 1.6 bytecode by
default / Old 1.5 backend is deprecated
A new Pattern Matcher: rewritten from scratch to generate more robust code (no more exponential
blow-up!) / code generation and analyses are now independent (the latter can be turned off with
-Xno-patmat-analysis)
Scaladoc Improvements
Implicits (-implicits flag)
Diagrams (-diagrams flag, requires graphviz)
Groups (-groups)
[29]
Modularized Language features
[30]
Parallel Collections
are now configurable with custom thread pools
Akka Actors now part of the distribution\\scala.actors have been deprecated and the akka
implementation is now included in the distribution.
Performance Improvements: Faster inliner / Range#sum is now O(1)
Update of ForkJoin library
Fixes in immutable TreeSet/TreeMap
Improvements to PartialFunctions
Addition of ??? and NotImplementedError
Addition of IsTraversableOnce + IsTraversableLike type classes for extension methods
Deprecations and cleanup
Floating point and octal literal syntax deprecation
Removed scala.dbc
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_

Experimental features
[31]
• Scala Reflection
[32]
• Macros
2.10.2
[33]

06-Jun-2013

_

_

_

2.10.3
[34]

01-Oct-2013

_

_

_

2.11.0
[35]

21-Apr-2014

_

Current _

Comparison with other JVM languages
Scala is often compared with Groovy and Clojure, two other programming languages also using the JVM.
Substantial differences between these languages are found in the type system, in the extent to which each language
supports object-oriented and functional programming, and in the similarity of their syntax to the syntax of Java.
Scala is statically typed, while both Groovy and Clojure are dynamically typed. This makes the type system more
complex and difficult to understand but allows almost all type errors to be caught at compile-time and can result in
significantly faster execution. By contrast, dynamic typing requires more testing to ensure program correctness and
is generally slower in order to allow greater programming flexibility and simplicity. In regard to speed differences,
current versions of Groovy and Clojure allow for optional type annotations to help programs avoid the overhead of
dynamic typing in cases where types are practically static. This overhead is further reduced when using recent
versions of the JVM, which has been enhanced with an "invoke dynamic" instruction for methods that are defined
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with dynamically typed arguments. These advances reduce the speed gap between static and dynamic typing,
although a statically typed language, like Scala, is still the preferred choice when excecution efficiency is very
important.
In regard to programming paradigms, Scala inherits the object-oriented model of Java and extends it in various ways.
Groovy, while also strongly object-oriented is more focused in reducing verbosity. In Clojure, object-oriented
programming is deemphasised with fuctional programming being the primary strength of the language. Scala also
has many functional programming facilities, including features found in advanced functional languages like Haskell,
and tries to be agnostic between the two paradigms, letting the developer choose between the two paradigms or,
more frequently, some combination thereof.
In regard to syntax similarity with Java, Scala inherits a lot of Java's syntax, as is the case with Groovy. Clojure on
the other hand follows the Lisp syntax, which is very different in both appearence and philosophy, making the
transition from Java very difficult. However, learning Scala is also considered difficult because of its many advanced
features. This is not the case with Groovy, despite the fact that it is also a feature-rich language, mainly because it
was designed to be primarily a scripting language.

Adoption
Language rankings
Scala was voted the most popular JVM scripting language at the 2012 JavaOne conference.
As of 2013[36], all JVM-based derivatives (Scala/Groovy/Clojure) are significantly less popular than the original
Java language itself which is usually ranked first or second, and which is also simultaneously evolving over time.

TIOBE Scala since 2006…2013‑06

As of December 2013, the TIOBE index of programming language
popularity shows Scala in 31st place with 0.342% of programmer
mindshare (as measured by internet search engine rankings and similar
publication-counting), while it was below the top 50 threshold the year
before. Scala is now ahead of functional languages Haskell (50th) and
Erlang (>50), as well as JVM competitors Groovy (47th) and Clojure
(>50).

Another measure, the RedMonk Programming Language Rankings, as
of June 2013 placed Scala 12th, based on 15th position in terms of number of GitHub projects and 16th in terms of
number of questions tagged on Stack Overflow. (Groovy was 18th place; Clojure was 22nd.) Here, Scala is shown
clearly behind a first-tier group of 11 languages (including Java, C, Python, PHP, Ruby, etc.), but leading a
second-tier group.
The ThoughtWorks Technology Radar, which is an opinion based half-yearly report of a group of senior
technologists, recommends Scala adoption in its languages and frameworks category.
According to Indeed.com Job Trends, Scala demand has been rapidly increasing
Clojure but behind Groovy.

Companies

[37]

since 2010, trending ahead of
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Website online

Back office

Atlassian

…

…

…

eBay Inc.

…

…

…

Foursquare
Heluna

LinkedIn

[38]

[40]

Meetup.com

…
HolidayCheck
[39]
LivingSocial

…

…

Klout

…

Metafor
Software

Mind
Candy

OPower

Nasa

Novell

precog.com
[43]

Remember The
Milk

SAP AG

Process Street

[44]

Secondmarket.com
AG

Thatcham
[45]
Motor

The
Guardian

Wattzon.com

Wordnik.com

TicketFly

…

…

EDF Trading

S&P Capital
IQ

…

…

HSBC
IBM

Intel

Micronautics
Research
Nature

Office Depot

Reaktor

Siemens Reverb
Technologies,
Inc.

Twitter

Yahoo!

Juniper
Networks
ITV

Marktplaats.nl

[41]

New
York Times
Peerius.com

Rhinofly Sears

StackMob
PPL

Workday.com

…

CSC

…

[42]
Plot

…

Walmart
[47]

Stanford
[46]

Xebia

TomTom

Xerox

newBrandAnalytics

Quora

Sony

UBS

Zeebox

[48]

In April 2009, Twitter announced that it had switched large portions of its backend from Ruby to Scala and intended
to convert the rest.
Gilt uses Scala and Play Framework.[49]
Foursquare uses Scala and Lift.[50]
In April 2011, The Guardian newspaper's website guardian.co.uk announced that it was switching from Java to
Scala, starting with the Content API for selecting and collecting news content. The website is one of the
highest-traffic English-language news websites and, according to its editor, has the second largest online readership
of any English-language newspaper in the World, after the New York Times.
Swiss bank UBS approved Scala for general production usage.
LinkedIn uses the Scalatra microframework to power its Signal API.
Meetup uses Unfiltered toolkit for real-time APIs.
Remember the Milk uses Unfiltered toolkit, Scala and Akka for public API and real time updates.
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Criticism
In November, 2011, Yammer moved away from Scala for reasons that included the learning curve for new team
members and incompatibility from one version of the Scala compiler to the next. Others criticize Scala for lack of
readability regarding implicit parameters, that it is not possible to avoid Scala's more arcane features once one needs
to pull in a library that uses them, and that overall, "Scala's difficulty outweighs its value."
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Programming
paradigms
•

Action

•

Agent-oriented

•

Aspect-oriented

•

Automata-based

•

Concurrent computing
•

Relativistic programming

•

Data-driven

•

Declarative (contrast: Imperative)
•
•

Constraint
Dataflow
Flow-based
Cell-oriented (spreadsheets)
Reactive
Functional
•
•
•

•

Functional logic
Logic
•

•

•
•
•
•
•

Abductive logic
Answer set
Constraint logic
Functional logic
Inductive logic

•

End-user programming

•

Event-driven
•
•

Service-oriented
Time-driven

•

Expression-oriented

•

Feature-oriented

•

Function-level (contrast: Value-level)

•

Generic

•

Imperative (contrast: Declarative)
•

•

Procedural

Language-oriented
•
•
•
•

Natural language programming
Discipline-specific
Domain-specific
Grammar-oriented
Dialecting
Intentional
•

•
•

Metaprogramming
•
•

Automatic
Reflective
Attribute-oriented
Homoiconic
Template
•

•
•

•

Policy-based
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•

Non-structured (contrast: Structured)
•

Array

•

Nondeterministic

•

Parallel computing
•

•

Process-oriented

Point-free style
•

Concatenative

•

Semantic

•

Structured (contrast: Non-structured)
•
•
•

Block-structured
Modular (contrast: Monolithic)
Object-oriented (OOP)
•

By separation of concerns:

Aspect-oriented
Role-oriented
Subject-oriented
• Class-based
• Prototype-based
Recursive
•
•
•

•
•

Value-level (contrast: Function-level)

•

Probabilistic

•

Concept

•
•
•

v
t

e [1]

In computer programming, event-driven programming is a programming paradigm in which the flow of the
program is determined by events such as user actions (mouse clicks, key presses), sensor outputs, or messages from
other programs/threads. Event-driven programming is the dominant paradigm used in graphical user interfaces and
other applications (e.g. JavaScript web applications) that are centered around performing certain actions in response
to user input.
In an event-driven application, there is generally a main loop that listens for events, and then triggers a callback
function when one of those events is detected. In embedded systems the same may be achieved using hardware
interrupts instead of a constantly running main loop. Event-driven programs can be written in any programming
language, although the task is easier in languages that provide high-level abstractions, such as closures.

Event handlers
A trivial event handler
Because the code for checking for events and the main loop do not depend on the application, many programming
frameworks take care of their implementation and expect the user to provide only the code for the event handlers. In
this simple example there may be a call to an event handler called OnKeyEnter() that includes an argument with
a string of characters, corresponding to what the user typed before hitting the ENTER key. To add two numbers,
storage outside the event handler must be used. The implementation might look like below.
globally declare the counter K and the integer T.
OnKeyEnter(character C)
{
convert C to a number N
if K is zero store N in T and increment K
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otherwise add N to T, print the result and reset K to zero
}
While keeping track of history is straightforward in a batch program, it requires special attention and planning in an
event-driven program.

Exception handlers
In PL/1, even though a program itself may not be predominantly event driven, certain abnormal events such as a
hardware error, overflow or "program checks" may occur that possibly prevent further processing. Exception
handlers may be provided by "ON statements" in (unseen) callers to provide housekeeping routines to clean up
afterwards before termination.

Creating event handlers
The first step in developing an event-driven program is to write a series of subroutines, or methods, called
event-handler routines. These routines handle the events to which the main program will respond. For example, a
single left-button mouse-click on a command button in a GUI program may trigger a routine that will open another
window, save data to a database or exit the application. Many modern day programming environments provide the
programmer with event templates so that the programmer only needs to supply the event code.
The second step is to bind event handlers to events so that the correct function is called when the event takes place.
Graphical editors combine the first two steps: double-click on a button, and the editor creates an (empty) event
handler associated with the user clicking the button and opens a text window so you can edit the event handler.
The third step in developing an event-driven program is to write the main loop. This is a function that checks for the
occurrence of events, and then calls the matching event handler to process it. Most event-driven programming
environments already provide this main loop, so it need not be specifically provided by the application programmer.
RPG, an early programming language from IBM, whose 1960s design concept was similar to event driven
programming discussed above, provided a built-in main I/O loop (known as the "program cycle") where the
calculations responded in accordance to 'indicators' (flags) that were set earlier in the cycle.

Criticism and best practice
Event-driven programming is widely used in graphical user interfaces, for instance the Android concurrency
frameworks are designed using the Half-Sync/Half-Async pattern, where a combination of a single-threaded event
loop processing (for the main UI thread) and synchronous threading (for background threads) is used. This is
because the UI-widgets are not thread-safe, and while they are extensible, there is no way to guarantee that all the
implementations are thread-safe, thus single-thread model alleviates this issue.
The design of those toolkits has been criticized, e.g., by Miro Samek, for promoting an over-simplified model of
event-action, leading programmers to create error prone, difficult to extend and excessively complex application
code. He writes,
Such an approach is fertile ground for bugs for at least three reasons:
1. It always leads to convoluted conditional logic.
2. Each branching point requires evaluation of a complex expression.
3. Switching between different modes requires modifying many variables, which all can easily lead to
inconsistencies.
— Miro Samek, Who Moved My State? [2], C/C++ Users Journal, The Embedded Angle column (April 2003)
and advocates the use of state machines as a viable alternative.Wikipedia:Please clarify
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Stackless threading
An event driven approach is used in hardware description languages. A thread context only needs a cpu stack while
actively processing an event, once done the cpu can move on to process other event-driven threads, that allows an
extremely large number of threads to be handled. This is essentially a Finite-state machine approach.
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• Event Driven Programming using Template Specialization (http://codeproject.com/cpp/static-callbacks.asp),
article by Christopher Diggins
• Concepts and Architecture of Vista - a Multiparadigm Programming Environment (http://www.swe.uni-linz.
ac.at/people/schiffer/se-94-17/se-94-17.htm), article by Stefan Schiffer and Joachim Hans Fröhlich
• Event-Driven Programming and Agents (http://docs.eiffel.com/book/method/
8-event-driven-programming-and-agents), chapter
• LabWindows/CVI Resources (http://zone.ni.com/devzone/devzone.nsf/webcategories/
FCE7EA7ECA51169C862567A9005878EA)
• Distributed Publish/Subscribe Event System (http://www.codeplex.com/pubsub), an open source example
which is in production on MSN.com and Microsoft.com
• Sinelabore.com (http://www.sinelabore.com/), for C-Code generation from UML State-Charts for Embedded
Systems
• StateWizard (http://www.intelliwizard.com), a ClassWizard-like event-driven state machine framework and
tool running in popular IDEs under open-source license
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Concurrent Haskell extends[1] Haskell 98 with explicit concurrency. The two main concepts underpinning
Concurrent Haskell are:
• A primitive type MVar α implementing a bounded/single-place asynchronous channel, which is either empty or
holds a value of type α.
• The ability to spawn a concurrent thread via the forkIO primitive.
Built atop this is a collection of useful concurrency and synchronisation abstractions[2] such as unbounded channels,
semaphores and sample variables.
Default Haskell threads have very low overheads: creation, context-switching and scheduling are all internal to the
Haskell runtime. These Haskell-level threads are mapped onto a configurable number of OS-level threads, usually
one per processor core.

Software Transactional Memory
The recently introduced Software Transactional Memory (STM)[3] extension[4] to the Glasgow Haskell Compiler
reuses the process forking primitives of Concurrent Haskell. STM however:
• eschews MVars in favour of TVars.
• introduces the retry and orElse primitives, allowing alternative atomic actions to be composed together.

STM monad
The STM monad is an implementation of Software Transactional Memory in Haskell. It is implemented in the GHC
compiler, and allows for mutable variables to be modified in transactions. An example of a transaction might be in a
banking application. One function that would be needed would be a transfer function, which takes money from one
account, and puts it into another account. In the IO monad, this might look like this:
type Account = IORef Integer
transfer :: Integer -> Account -> Account -> IO ()
transfer amount from to = do
fromVal <- readIORef from
toVal
<- readIORef to
writeIORef from (fromVal - amount)
writeIORef to (toVal + amount)
This might work some of the time, but causes problems in concurrent situations where multiple transfers might be
taking place on the same account at the same time. If there were two transfers transferring money from account
'from', and both calls to transfer ran the
fromVal <- readIORef from
line before either of them had written their new values, it is possible that money would be put into the other two
accounts, with only one of the amounts being transferred being removed from account 'from', thus creating a race
condition. This would leave the banking application in an inconsistent state. A traditional solution to such a problem
is locking. For instance, one could place locks around modifications to an account to ensure that credits and debits
occur atomically. In Haskell, locking is accomplished with MVars:
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type Account = MVar Integer
credit :: Integer -> Account -> IO ()
credit amount account = do
current <- takeMVar account
putMVar account (current + amount)
debit :: Integer -> Account -> IO ()
debit amount account = do
current <- takeMVar account
putMVar account (current - amount)
Using such procedures will ensure that money will never be lost or gained due to improper interleaving of reads and
writes to any individual account. However, if one tries to compose them together to create a procedure like transfer:
transfer :: Integer -> Account -> Account -> IO ()
transfer amount from to = do
debit amount from
credit amount to
, a race condition still exists: the first account may be debited, then execution of the thread may be suspended,
leaving the accounts as a whole in an inconsistent state. Thus, additional locks must be added to ensure correctness
of composite operations, and in the worst case, one might need to simply lock all accounts regardless of how many
are used in a given operation.
To avoid this, one can use the STM monad, which allows one to write atomic transactions. This means that all
operations inside the transaction fully complete, without any other threads modifying the variables that our
transaction is using, or it fails, and the state is rolled back to where it was before the transaction was begun. In short,
atomic transactions either complete fully, or it is as if they were never run at all. The lock-based code above
translates in a relatively straightforward way:
type Account = TVar Integer
credit :: Integer -> Account -> STM ()
credit amount account = do
current <- readTVar account
writeTVar account (current + amount)
debit :: Integer -> Account -> STM ()
debit amount account = do
current <- readTVar account
writeTVar account (current - amount)
transfer :: Integer -> Account -> Account -> STM ()
transfer amount from to = do
debit amount from
credit amount to
The return types of STM () may be taken to indicate that we are composing scripts for transactions. When the time
comes to actually execute such a transaction, a function atomically :: STM a -> IO a is used. The above
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implementation will make sure that no other transactions interfere with the variables it is using (from and to) while it
is executing, allowing the developer to be sure that race conditions like that above are not encountered. More
improvements can be made to make sure that some other "business logic" is maintained in the system, i.e. that the
transaction should not try to take money from an account until there is enough money in it:
transfer :: Integer -> Account -> Account -> STM ()
transfer amount from to = do
fromVal <- readTVar from
if (fromVal - amount) >= 0
then do
debit amount from
credit amount to
else retry
Here the retry function has been used, which will roll back a transaction, and try it again. Retrying in STM is
smart in that it won't try to run the transaction again until one of the variables it references during the transaction has
been modified by some other transactional code. This makes the STM monad quite efficient.
An example program using the transfer function might look like this:
module Main where
import
import
import
import

Control.Concurrent (forkIO)
Control.Concurrent.STM
Control.Monad (forever)
System.Exit (exitSuccess)

type Account = TVar Integer
main = do
bob <- newAccount 10000
jill <- newAccount 4000
repeatIO 2000 $ forkIO $ atomically $ transfer 1 bob jill
forever $ do
bobBalance <- atomically $ readTVar bob
jillBalance <- atomically $ readTVar jill
putStrLn ("Bob's balance: " ++ show bobBalance ++ ", Jill's
balance: " ++ show jillBalance)
if bobBalance == 8000
then exitSuccess
else putStrLn "Trying again."
repeatIO :: Integer -> IO a -> IO a
repeatIO 1 m = m
repeatIO n m = m >> repeatIO (n - 1) m
newAccount :: Integer -> IO Account
newAccount amount = newTVarIO amount
transfer :: Integer -> Account -> Account -> STM ()
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transfer amount from to = do
fromVal <- readTVar from
if (fromVal - amount) >= 0
then do
debit amount from
credit amount to
else retry
credit :: Integer -> Account -> STM ()
credit amount account = do
current <- readTVar account
writeTVar account (current + amount)
debit :: Integer -> Account -> STM ()
debit amount account = do
current <- readTVar account
writeTVar account (current - amount)
'
which should print out "Bill's balance: 8000, Jill's balance: 6000". Here the atomically function has been used
to run STM actions in the IO monad.
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In computer science, software transactional memory (STM) is a concurrency control mechanism analogous to
database transactions for controlling access to shared memory in concurrent computing. It is an alternative to
lock-based synchronization. A transaction in this context occurs when a piece of code executes a series of reads and
writes to shared memory. These reads and writes logically occur at a single instant in time; intermediate states are
not visible to other (successful) transactions. The idea of providing hardware support for transactions originated in a
1986 paper by Tom Knight.[1] The idea was popularized by Maurice Herlihy and J. Eliot B. Moss.[2] In 1995 Nir
Shavit and Dan Touitou extended this idea to software-only transactional memory (STM).[3] Since 2005, STM has
been the focus of intense research and support for practical implementations is growing.

Performance
Unlike the locking techniques used in most modern multithreaded applications, STM is very optimistic: a thread
completes modifications to shared memory without regard for what other threads might be doing, recording every
read and write that it is performing in a log. Instead of placing the onus on the writer to make sure it does not
adversely affect other operations in progress, it is placed on the reader, who after completing an entire transaction
verifies that other threads have not concurrently made changes to memory that it accessed in the past. This final
operation, in which the changes of a transaction are validated and, if validation is successful, made permanent, is
called a commit. A transaction may also abort at any time, causing all of its prior changes to be rolled back or
undone. If a transaction cannot be committed due to conflicting changes, it is typically aborted and re-executed from
the beginning until it succeeds.
The benefit of this optimistic approach is increased concurrency: no thread needs to wait for access to a resource, and
different threads can safely and simultaneously modify disjoint parts of a data structure that would normally be
protected under the same lock.
However, in practice STM systems also suffer a performance hit compared to fine-grained lock-based systems on
small numbers of processors (1 to 4 depending on the application). This is due primarily to the overhead associated
with maintaining the log and the time spent committing transactions. Even in this case performance is typically no
worse than twice as slow. Advocates of STM believe this penalty is justified by the conceptual benefits of
STMWikipedia:Citation needed.
Theoretically, the worst case space and time complexity of n concurrent transactions is O(n). Actual needs depend on
implementation details (one can make transactions fail early enough to avoid overhead), but there will also be cases,
albeit rare, where lock-based algorithms have better time complexity than software transactional memory.

Conceptual advantages and disadvantages
In addition to their performance benefits, STM greatly simplifies conceptual understanding of multithreaded
programs and helps make programs more maintainable by working in harmony with existing high-level abstractions
such as objects and modules. Lock-based programming has a number of well-known problems that frequently arise
in practice:
• Locking requires thinking about overlapping operations and partial operations in distantly separated and
seemingly unrelated sections of code, a task which is very difficult and error-prone.
• Locking requires programmers to adopt a locking policy to prevent deadlock, livelock, and other failures to make
progress. Such policies are often informally enforced and fallible, and when these issues arise they are insidiously
difficult to reproduce and debug.
• Locking can lead to priority inversion, a phenomenon where a high-priority thread is forced to wait for a
low-priority thread holding exclusive access to a resource that it needs.
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In contrast, the concept of a memory transaction is much simpler, because each transaction can be viewed in
isolation as a single-threaded computation. Deadlock and livelock are either prevented entirely or handled by an
external transaction manager; the programmer needs hardly worry about it. Priority inversion can still be an issue,
but high-priority transactions can abort conflicting lower priority transactions that have not already committed.
On the other hand, the need to abort failed transactions also places limitations on the behavior of transactions: they
cannot perform any operation that cannot be undone, including most I/O. Such limitations are typically overcome in
practice by creating buffers that queue up the irreversible operations and perform them at a later time outside of any
transaction. In Haskell, this limitation is enforced at compile time by the type system.

Composable operations
In 2005, Tim Harris, Simon Marlow, Simon Peyton Jones, and Maurice Herlihy described an STM system built on
Concurrent Haskell that enables arbitrary atomic operations to be composed into larger atomic operations, a useful
concept impossible with lock-based programming. To quote the authors:
Perhaps the most fundamental objection [...] is that lock-based programs do not compose: correct
fragments may fail when combined. For example, consider a hash table with thread-safe insert and
delete operations. Now suppose that we want to delete one item A from table t1, and insert it into table
t2; but the intermediate state (in which neither table contains the item) must not be visible to other
threads. Unless the implementor of the hash table anticipates this need, there is simply no way to satisfy
this requirement. [...] In short, operations that are individually correct (insert, delete) cannot be
composed into larger correct operations.
—Tim Harris et al., "Composable Memory Transactions", Section 2: Background, pg.2
With STM, this problem is simple to solve: simply wrapping two operations in a transaction makes the combined
operation atomic. The only sticking point is that it's unclear to the caller, who is unaware of the implementation
details of the component methods, when they should attempt to re-execute the transaction if it fails. In response, the
authors proposed a retry command which uses the transaction log generated by the failed transaction to determine
which memory cells it read, and automatically retries the transaction when one of these cells is modified, based on
the logic that the transaction will not behave differently until at least one such value is changed.
The authors also proposed a mechanism for composition of alternatives, the orElse function. It runs one transaction
and, if that transaction does a retry, runs a second one. If both retry, it tries them both again as soon as a relevant
change is made.Wikipedia:Please clarify This facility, comparable to features such as the POSIX networking select()
call, allows the caller to wait on any one of a number of events simultaneously. It also simplifies programming
interfaces, for example by providing a simple mechanism to convert between blocking and nonblocking operations.
This scheme has been implemented in the Glasgow Haskell Compiler.

Proposed language support
The conceptual simplicity of STMs enables them to be exposed to the programmer using relatively simple language
syntax. Tim Harris and Keir Fraser's "Language Support for Lightweight Transactions" proposed the idea of using
the classical conditional critical region (CCR) to represent transactions. In its simplest form, this is just an "atomic
block", a block of code which logically occurs at a single instant:
// Insert a node into a doubly linked list atomically
atomic {
newNode->prev = node;
newNode->next = node->next;
node->next->prev = newNode;
node->next = newNode;
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}
When the end of the block is reached, the transaction is committed if possible, or else aborted and retried. CCRs also
permit a guard condition, which enables a transaction to wait until it has work to do:
atomic (queueSize > 0) {
remove item from queue and use it
}
If the condition is not satisfied, the transaction manager will wait until another transaction has made a commit that
affects the condition before retrying. This loose coupling between producers and consumers enhances modularity
compared to explicit signaling between threads. "Composable Memory Transactions" took this a step farther with its
retry command (discussed above), which can, at any time, abort the transaction and wait until some value previously
read by the transaction is modified before retrying. For example:
atomic {
if (queueSize > 0) {
remove item from queue and use it
} else {
retry
}
}
This ability to retry dynamically late in the transaction simplifies the programming model and opens up new
possibilities.
One issue is how exceptions behave when they propagate outside of transactions. In "Composable Memory
Transactions", the authors decided that this should abort the transaction, since exceptions normally indicate
unexpected errors in Concurrent Haskell, but that the exception could retain information allocated by and read during
the transaction for diagnostic purposes. They stress that other design decisions may be reasonable in other settings.

Transactional locking
STM can be implemented as a lock-free algorithm or it can use locking. There are two types of locking schemes: In
encounter-time locking (Ennals, Saha, and Harris), memory writes are done by first temporarily acquiring a lock for
a given location, writing the value directly, and logging it in the undo log. Commit-time locking locks memory
locations only during the commit phase.
A commit-time scheme named "Transactional Locking II" implemented by Dice, Shalev, and Shavit uses a global
version clock. Every transaction starts by reading the current value of the clock and storing it as the read-version.
Then, on every read or write, the version of the particular memory location is compared to the read-version; and, if
it's greater, the transaction is aborted. This guarantees that the code is executed on a consistent snapshot of memory.
During commit, all write locations are locked, and version numbers of all read and write locations are re-checked.
Finally, the global version clock is incremented, new write values from the log are written back to memory and
stamped with the new clock version.
An increasingly utilized method to manage transactional conflicts in Transactional memory, and especially in STM,
is Commitment ordering (also called Commit ordering; CO). It is utilized for achieving serializability optimistically
(i.e., without blocking upon conflict, and only locking for commit) by "commit order" (e.g., Ramadan et al. 2009,[4]
and Zhang et al. 2006[5]). Serializability is the basis for the correctness of (concurrent transactions and) transactional
memory. Tens of STM articles on "commit order" have already been published, and the technique is encumbered by
a number of patents.
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With CO the desired serializability property is achieved by committing transactions only in chronological order that
is compatible with the precedence order (as determined by chronological orders of operations in conflicts) of the
respective transactions. To enforce CO some implementation of the Generic local CO algorithm needs to be utilized.
The patent abstract quoted above describes a general implementation of the algorithm with a pre-determined commit
order (this falls into the category of "CO generic algorithm with real-time constraints").

Implementation issues
One problem with implementing software transactional memory with optimistic reading is that it's possible for an
incomplete transaction to read inconsistent state (that is, to read a mixture of old and new values written by another
transaction). Such a transaction is doomed to abort if it ever tries to commit, so this does not violate the consistency
condition enforced by the transactional system, but it's possible for this "temporary" inconsistent state to cause a
transaction to trigger a fatal exceptional condition such as a segmentation fault or even enter an endless loop, as in
the following contrived example from Figure 4 of "Language Support for Lightweight Transactions":

atomic {
if (x != y)
while (true) {
}
}
Transaction A

atomic {
x++;
y++;
}

Transaction B

Provided x=y initially, neither transaction above alters this invariant, but it's possible transaction A will read x after
transaction B updates it but read y before transaction B updates it, causing it to enter an infinite loop. The usual
strategy for dealing with this is to intercept any fatal exceptions and abort any transaction that is not valid.
One way to deal with these issues is to detect transactions that execute illegal operations or fail to terminate and
abort them cleanly; another approach is the transactional locking scheme.

Implementations
A number of STM implementations (on varying scales of quality and stability) have been released, many under
liberal licenses. These include:

C/C++
• TinySTM [6] a time-based STM and Tanger [7] to integrate STMs with C and C++ via LLVM.
• The Lightweight Transaction Library [8] (LibLTX), a C implementation by Robert Ennals focusing on efficiency
and based on his papers "Software Transactional Memory Should Not Be Obstruction-Free" and "Cache Sensitive
Software Transactional Memory".
• LibCMT [9], an open-source implementation in C by Duilio Protti based on "Composable Memory Transactions".
The implementation also includes a C# binding [10].
• TARIFA [11] is a prototype that brings the "atomic" keyword to C/C++ by instrumenting the assembler output of
the compiler.
• Intel STM Compiler Prototype Edition [12] implements STM for C/C++ directly in a compiler (the Intel Compiler)
for Linux or Windows producing 32 or 64 bit code for Intel or AMD processors. Implements atomic keyword as
well as providing ways to decorate (declspec) function definitions to control/authorize use in atomic sections. A
substantial implementation in a compiler with the stated purpose to enable large scale experimentation in any size
C/C++ program. Intel has made four research releases of this special experimental version of its product compiler.

Software transactional memory
• stmmap [13] An implementation of STM in C, based on shared memory mapping. It is for sharing memory
between threads and/or processes (not just between threads within a process) with transactional semantics. The
multi-threaded version of its memory allocator is in C++.
• CTL [14] An implementation of STM in C, based on TL2 but with many extensions and optimizations.
• The TL2 lock-based STM from the Scalable Synchronization [15] research group at Sun Microsystems
Laboratories, as featured in the DISC 2006 article "Transactional Locking II".
• Several implementations by Tim Harris & Keir Fraser [16], based on ideas from his papers "Language Support for
Lightweight Transactions", "Practical Lock Freedom", and an upcoming unpublished work.
• RSTM [17] The University of Rochester STM written by a team of researchers led by Michael L. Scott.
• G++ 4.7 [18] now supports STM for C/C++ directly in the compiler. The feature is still listed as "experimental",
but may still provide the necessary functionality for testing.

C#
• Shielded [19] A strict and mostly obstruction-free STM for .NET, written in C#. Features include: conditional
transactions, commutable (low conflict) operations, transactional collection types, and automatic generation of
transactional proxy-subclasses for POCO objects.
• STMNet [20] A pure C#, open-source, lightweight software transactional memory API.
• SXM, an implementation of transactions for C# by Microsoft Research. Documentation [21], Download page [22]
Discontinued.
• LibCMT [9], an open-source implementation in C by Duilio Protti based on "Composable Memory Transactions".
The implementation also includes a C# binding [10].
• NSTM [23], .NET Software Transactional Memory written entirely in C# offering truly nested transactions and
even integrating with System.Transactions.
• MikroKosmos [24] A Verification-Oriented Model Implementation of an STM in C#.
• ObjectFabric [25] cf. Java implementations.
• Sasa.TM [26] A pure C# implementation of software transactional memory.

Clojure
• Clojure has STM support built into the core language

Common Lisp
• CL-STM [27] A multi-platform STM implementation for Common Lisp.
• STMX [28] An open-source, actively maintained concurrency library providing both software and hardware
memory transactions for Common Lisp.

F#
• F# have them through [29] FSharpX - sample at [30] F#
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Groovy
• GPars [32] - The Gpars [31] framework contains support for STM leveraging the Java Multiverse [32]
implementation.

Haskell
• The STM [33] library, as featured in "Composable Memory Transactions" [34], is part of the Haskell Platform.
• The DSTM [35] library, a distributed STM, based on the above library.

Java
• SCAT research group [36]'s implementation of AtomJava.
• JVSTM [37] implements the concept of Versioned Boxes [38] proposed by João Cachopo and António Rito Silva,
members of the Software Engineering Group - INESC-ID [39]. Beginning from version 2.0, JVSTM is completely
lock-free.
• Deuce [40] A runtime environment for Java Software Transactional Memory using byte code manipulation.
• Multiverse [32] Is a Java 1.6+ based Software Transactional Memory (STM) implementation that uses Multi
Version Concurrency Control (MVCC) as concurrency control mechanism.
• DSTM2 [41] Sun Lab's Dynamic Software Transactional Memory Library
• ObjectFabric [25] is an open source implementation for Java and .NET. It can be turned into a Distributed STM
through an extension mechanism. Other extensions allow logging, change notification, and persistence.
• ScalaSTM [42] - A library-based STM written in Scala that additionally provides a Java-focused API to allow use
with Runnable and Callable objects.

JavaScript
• AtomizeJS [43] implements Distributed Software Transactional Memory to web browsers with a single NodeJS
server to validate the effects of transactions.

OCaml
• coThreads [44], a concurrent programming library of OCaml, offers STM (originally STMLib [45]) as a module.
Just like any other components in this library, the STM module can be used uniformly with VM-level threads,
system threads and processes.

Perl
• STM for Perl 6 has been implemented in Pugs via the Glasgow Haskell Compiler's STM library.

Python
• Fork of CPython with atomic locks [46] - Armin Rigo explains his patch to CPython in an email to the pypy-dev
list [47].
• PyPy STM with Threads [48] announcement from Armin Rigo for PyPy.

Scala
• scala-stm [49] - An implementation of a software transactional memory framework in Scala
• ScalaSTM [50] - A draft proposal along with reference implementation CCSTM[51] to be included in the Scala
standard library
• Akka STM - The Akka [52] framework contains support for STM in both Scala & Java
• MUTS [53] - Manchester University Transactions for Scala.[54]
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Smalltalk
• GemStone/S [55] A Transactional Memory Object Server for Smalltalk.
• STM [56] for the open-source Smalltalk (MIT Licence) Pharo [57]

Other languages
• Fortress is a language developed by Sun that uses DSTM2 [41]
• STM.NET [58]
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Not to be confused with Go! (programming language), an agent-based language released in 2003.
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[1]

Go, also called golang, is a programming language initially developed at Google in 2007 by Robert Griesemer, Rob
Pike, and Ken Thompson. It is a statically-typed language with syntax loosely derived from that of C, adding
garbage collected memory management, type safety, some dynamic-typing capabilities, additional built-in types such
as variable-length arrays and key-value maps, and a large standard library.
The language was announced in November 2009 and is now used in some of Google's production systems. Go's "gc"
compiler targets the Linux, Mac OS X, FreeBSD, OpenBSD, Plan 9, and Microsoft Windows operating systems and
the i386, amd64, and ARM processor architectures. A second compiler, gccgo, is a GCC frontend.

History
Ken Thompson states that, initially, Go was purely an experimental project. Referring to himself along with the other
original authors of Go, he states:
When the three of us [Thompson, Rob Pike, and Robert Griesemer] got started, it was pure research.
The three of us got together and decided that we hated C++. [laughter] ... [Returning to Go,] we started
off with the idea that all three of us had to be talked into every feature in the language, so there was no
extraneous garbage put into the language for any reason.
The history of the language before its first release, back to 2007, is covered in the language's FAQ.
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Conventions and language tools
Go has a standard style covering indentation, spacing, and many other details, usually applied to user code by the
go fmt tool in the Go distribution. Go requires that programs not contain unused variables or imports, omit
return statements, or discard the results of evaluating certain built-in functions.[2] Banning unnecessary imports is
particularly important because Go does not support circular dependencies.
Go also comes with godoc, a tool that generates text or HTML documentation from comments in source code, go
vet, which analyzes code searching for common stylistic problems and mistakes. A profiler, gdb debugging
support, and a race condition tester are also in the distribution.
As with many languages, there is an ecosystem of tools that add to the standard distribution, such as gocode, which
enables code autocompletion in many text editors, goimports (by a Go team member), which automatically
adds/removes package imports as needed, errcheck, which detects code that might unintentionally ignore errors,
and more. Plugins exist to add language support in widely used text editors, and at least one IDE, LiteIDE [3], targets
Go in particular.

Concurrency
Go provides facilities for writing concurrent programs that share state by communicating.[4][5][6] Concurrency refers
not only to multithreading and CPU parallelism, which Go supports, but also to asynchrony: letting slow operations
like a database or network read run while the program does other work, as is common in event-based servers.[7]

Language design
Go is recognizably in the tradition of C, but makes many changes aimed at conciseness, simplicity, and safety. The
following is a brief overview of the features which define Go (for more information see the language specification
[8]
):
• A syntax and environment adopting patterns more common in dynamic languages:
• Concise variable declaration and initialization through type inference (x := 0 not int x = 0;).
• Fast compilation times.
• Remote package management (go get)[9] and online package documentation.[10]
• Distinctive approaches to particular problems.
• Built-in concurrency primitives: light-weight processes (goroutines), channels, and the select statement.
• An interface system in place of virtual inheritance, and type embedding instead of non-virtual inheritance.
• A toolchain that, by default, produces statically linked native binaries without external dependencies.
• A desire to keep the language specification [8] simple enough to hold in a programmer's head,[11][12] in part by
omitting features common to similar languages:
•
•
•
•
•
•

no type inheritance
no method or operator overloading
no circular dependencies among packages
no pointer arithmetic
no assertions
no generic programming
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Syntax
Go's syntax includes changes from C aimed at keeping code concise and readable. The programmer needn't specify
the types of expressions, allowing just i := 3 or w := "some words" to replace C's int i = 3; or
char* s = "some words";. Semicolons at the end of lines aren't required. Functions may return multiple,
named values, and returning a result, err pair is the standard way to handle errors in Go.[13] Go adds literal
syntaxes for initializing struct parameters by name, and for initializing maps and slices. As an alternative to C's
three-statement for loop, Go's range expressions allow concise iteration over arrays, slices, strings, and maps.

Types
Go adds some basic types not present in C for safety and convenience:
• Slices (written []type) point into an array of objects in memory, storing a pointer to the start of the slice, a
length, and a capacity specifying when new memory needs to be allocated to expand the array. Slice contents are
passed by reference, and their contents are always mutable.
• Go's immutable string type typically holds UTF-8 text (though it can hold arbitrary bytes as well).
• map[keytype]valtype provides a hashtable.
• Go also adds channel types, which support concurrency and are discussed in the Concurrency section, and
interfaces, which replace virtual inheritance and are discussed in Interface system section.
Structurally, Go's type system has a few differences from C and most C derivatives. Unlike C typedefs, Go's
named types are not aliases for each other, and rules limit when different types can be assigned to each other
without explicit conversion.[14] Unlike in C, conversions between number types are explicit; to ensure that doesn't
create verbose conversion-heavy code, numeric constants in Go represent abstract, untyped numbers.[15] Finally, in
place of non-virtual inheritance, Go has a feature called type embedding in which one object can contain others and
pick up their methods.

Package system
In
Go's
package
system,
each
package
has
a
path
(e.g.,
"compress/bzip2"
or
"code.google.com/p/go.net/html") and a name (e.g., bzip2 or html). References to other packages'
definitions must always be prefixed with the other package's name, and only the capitalized names from other
modules are accessible: io.Reader is public but bzip2.reader is not. The go get command can retrieve
packages stored in a remote repository such as Github or Google Code, and package paths often look like partial
URLs for compatibility.[16]

Omissions
Go deliberately omits certain features common in other languages, including generic programming, assertions,
pointer arithmetic, and inheritance. After initially omitting exceptions, the language added the panic/recover
mechanism, but it is only meant for rare circumstances.[17][18]
The Go authors express an openness to generic programming, explicitly argue against assertions and pointer
arithmetic, while defending the choice to omit type inheritance as giving a more useful language, encouraging heavy
use of interfaces instead.
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Goroutines, channels, and select
Go's concurrency-related syntax and types include:
• The go statement, go func(), starts a function in a new light-weight process, or goroutine
• Channel types, chan type, provide a type-safe, synchronized, optionally buffered channels between
goroutines, and are useful mostly with two other facilities:
• The send statement, ch <- x sends x over ch
• The receive operator, <- ch receives a value from ch
• Both operations block until the other goroutine is ready to communicate
• The select statement uses a switch-like syntax to wait for communication on any of a set of channels[19]
From these tools one can build concurrent constructs like worker pools, pipelines (in which, say, a file is
decompressed and parsed as it downloads), background calls with timeout, "fan-out" parallel calls to a set of
services, and others.[20] Channels have also found uses further from the usual notion of interprocess communication,
like serving as a concurrency-safe list of recycled buffers,[21] implementing coroutines (which helped inspire the
name goroutine),[22] and implementing iterators.[23]
While communicating-processes model is the favored one in Go, it isn't the only one: memory can be shared across
goroutines (see below), and the standard sync module provides locks and other primitives.[24]

Safety
There are no restrictions on how goroutines access shared data, making race conditions possible. Specifically, unless
a program explicitly synchronizes via channels or mutexes, writes from one goroutine might be partly, entirely, or
not at all visible to another, often with no guarantees about ordering of writes. Furthermore, Go's internal data
structures like interface values, slice headers, and string headers are not immune to race conditions, so type and
memory safety can be violated in multithreaded programs that modify shared instances of those types without
synchronization.[25][26]
Idiomatic Go minimizes sharing of data (and thus potential race conditions) by communicating over channels, and a
race-condition tester is included in the standard distribution to help catch unsafe behavior. Still, it is important to
realize that while Go provides building blocks that can be used to write correct, comprehensible concurrent code,
arbitrary code isn't guaranteed to be safe.
Some concurrency-related structural conventions of Go (channels and alternative channel inputs) are derived from
Tony Hoare's communicating sequential processes model. Unlike previous concurrent programming languages such
as occam or Limbo (a language on which Go co-designer Rob Pike worked[27]), Go does not provide any built-in
notion of safe or verifiable concurrency.

Interface system
In place of virtual inheritance, Go uses interfaces. An interface declaration is nothing but a list of required methods:
for example, implementing io.Reader requires a Read method that takes a []byte and returns a count of
bytes read and any error.[28] Code calling Read needn't know whether it's reading from an HTTP connection, a file,
an in-memory buffer, or any other source.
Go's standard library defines interfaces for a number of concepts: input sources [29] and output sinks,
collections, [31] objects printable as strings, [32] cryptographic hashes [33], and so on.

[30]

sortable

Besides calling methods via interfaces, Go allows converting interface values to other types with a run-time type
check. The language constructs to do so are the type assertion,[34] which checks against a single potential type, and
the type switch,[35] which checks against multiple types.
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Go types don't declare which interfaces they implement: having the required methods is implementing the interface.
In formal language, Go's interface system provides structural rather than nominal typing.
interface{}, the empty interface, is an important corner case because it can refer to an item of any concrete type,
including primitive types like string. Code using the empty interface can't simply call methods (or built-in
operators) on the referred-to object, but it can store the interface{} value, try to convert it to a more useful type
via a type assertion or type switch, or inspect it with Go's reflect package.[36] Because interface{} can
refer to any value, it's a limited way to escape the restrictions of static typing, like void* in C but with additional
run-time type checks.
The example below uses the io.Reader and io.Writer interfaces to test Go's implementation of SHA-256 on
a standard test input, 1,000,000 repeats of the character "a". RepeatByte implements an io.Reader yielding
an infinite stream of repeats of a byte, similar to Unix /dev/zero. The main() function uses RepeatByte to
stream a million repeats of "a" into the hash function, then prints the result, which matches the expected value
published online.[37] Even though both reader and writer interfaces are needed to make this work, the code needn't
mention either; the compiler infers what types implement what interfaces:
package main
import (
"fmt"
"io"
"crypto/sha256"
)
type RepeatByte byte
func (r RepeatByte) Read(p []byte) (n int, err error) {
for i := range p {
p[i] = byte(r)
}
return len(p), nil
}
func main() {
testStream := RepeatByte('a')
hasher := sha256.New()
io.CopyN(hasher, testStream, 1000000)
fmt.Printf("%x", hasher.Sum(nil))
}
(Run or edit this example online. [38])
Also type RepeatByte is defined as a byte, not a struct. Named types in Go needn't be structs, and any
named type can have methods defined, satisfy interfaces, and act, for practical purposes, as objects; the standard
library, for example, stores IP addresses in byte slices.[39]
Interface values are stored in memory as a pointer to data and a second pointer to run-time type information. Like
other pointers in Go, interface values are nil if uninitialized.[40] Unlike in environments like Java's virtual
machine, there is no object header; the run-time type information is only attached to interface values. So, the system
imposes no per-object memory overhead for objects not accessed via interface, similar to C structs or C#
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ValueTypes.
Go does not have interface inheritance, but one interface type can embed another; then the embedding interface
requires all of the methods required by the embedded interface.

Examples
Hello world
Here is a Hello world program in Go:
package main
import "fmt"
func main() {
fmt.Println("Hello, World")
}
(Run or edit this example online. [41])

Echo
This imitates the Unix echo command in Go:
package main
import (
"flag"
"fmt"
"strings"
)
func main() {
var omitNewline bool
flag.BoolVar(&omitNewline, "n", false, "don't print final newline")
flag.Parse() // Scans the arg list and sets up flags.
str := strings.Join(flag.Args(), " ")
if omitNewline {
fmt.Print(str)
} else {
fmt.Println(str)
}
}
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Community, conferences and users of Go
Community
• Gopher Academy [42], Gopher Academy is a group of developers working to educate and promote the golang
community.
• Golangprojects.com [43], Programming jobs and projects where companies are looking for people that know Go

Conferences
• GopherCon [44] The first Go conference. Denver, Colorado, USA April 24-26 2014
• dotGo [45] European conference. Paris, France October 10 2014

Notable users
Some notable open-source applications in Go include:
• vitess [46], a sharding MySQL proxy used by YouTube
• Docker, a set of tools for deploying Linux containers
• Packer [47], a tool for packaging virtual machine images for multiple platforms
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

goread.io [48], an RSS reader
Flynn [49], a PaaS powered by Docker
Juju, a service orchestration tool by Canonical, packagers of Ubuntu Linux
nsq [50], a message queue by bit.ly
Doozer [51], a lock service by managed hosting provider Heroku
Sky [52], a database designed for behavioral data such as clickstreams
heka [53], a stream-processing tool by Mozilla
GoConvey [54], "is awesome Go testing". A Go testing tool that works with 'go test'.
btcd [55], An alternative full node bitcoin implementation.

Go has many open-source libraries, some of which include:
• Go's standard library [56] covers a lot of fundamental functionality:
• Algorithms: compression, cryptography, sorting, math, indexing, and text and string manipulation.
• External interfaces: I/O, network clients and servers, parsing and writing common formats, running system
calls, and interacting with C code.
• Development tools: reflection, runtime control, debugging, profiling, unit testing, synchronization, and parsing
Go.
• Third-party libraries built on top of it, with more specialized tools:
• Web toolkits, including the Gorilla Web Toolkit [57], Revel [58], and goweb [59]
• Database, stream, and caching tools, including groupcache [60] and kv [61] and ql [62]
• Parsers for common formats, such as HTML [63], JSON [64], and Google Protocol Buffers [65]
• Protocol implementations, such as ssh [66], SPDY [67], and websocket [68]
• Database drivers, such as sqlite3 [69], mysql [70], and redis [71]
• Bindings to C libraries, such as cgzip [72], qml [73], and GTK [74]
• Specialized tools like biogo [75] for bioinformatics, meeus [76] for astronomy, and gogeos [77] for GIS
• Some sites help index the many free libraries outside the Go distribution:
• godoc.org [78]
• GitHub's most starred repositories in Go [79]
• The Go Wiki's project page [80]
Other notable Go users (generally together with other languages, not exclusively) include:[81][82]
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• Google, for many projects, notably including download server dl.google.com[83][84][85]
• CloudFlare, for their delta-coding proxy Railgun [86], their distributed DNS service, as well as tools for
cryptography, logging, stream processing, and accessing SPDY sites.[87][88]
• SoundCloud, for "dozens of systems"[89]
• Secret [90], a mobile app enabling users to share anonymously with their friends[91]
• The BBC, in some games and internal projects
• Novartis, for an internal inventory system
• Cloud Foundry, a PaaS with various components implemented in Go
• ngrok [92], a tool for remote access to Web development environments
• Pond5 [93], a stock media marketplace
• Poptip [94], a social analytics company
• Splice [95], a music collaboration service
• Vimeo [96], several components of the video processing infrastructure
• SmartyStreets [97], an address verification provider who rewrote all of their services in Go

Reception
Go's initial release led to much discussion.
Michele Simionato wrote in an article for artima.com:
Here I just wanted to point out the design choices about interfaces and inheritance. Such ideas are not
new and it is a shame that no popular language has followed such particular route in the design space. I
hope Go will become popular; if not, I hope such ideas will finally enter in a popular language, we are
already 10 or 20 years too late :-(
Dave Astels at Engine Yard wrote:
Go is extremely easy to dive into. There are a minimal number of fundamental language concepts and
the syntax is clean and designed to be clear and unambiguous. Go is still experimental and still a little
rough around the edges.
Ars Technica interviewed Rob Pike, one of the authors of Go, and asked why a new language was needed. He replied
that:
It wasn't enough to just add features to existing programming languages, because sometimes you can get
more in the long run by taking things away. They wanted to start from scratch and rethink everything. ...
[But they did not want] to deviate too much from what developers already knew because they wanted to
avoid alienating Go's target audience.
Go was named Programming Language of the Year by the TIOBE Programming Community Index in its first year,
2009, for having a larger 12-month increase in popularity (in only 2 months, after its introduction in November) than
any other language that year, and reached 13th place by January 2010, surpassing established languages like Pascal.
As of December 2013[98], it ranked 35th in the index. Go is already in commercial use by several large
organizations.
Bruce Eckel stated:
The complexity of C++ (even more complexity has been added in the new C++), and the resulting
impact on productivity, is no longer justified. All the hoops that the C++ programmer had to jump
through in order to use a C-compatible language make no sense anymore -- they're just a waste of time
and effort. Now, Go makes much more sense for the class of problems that C++ was originally intended
to solve.
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Mascot
Go's mascot is a gopher designed by Renée French, who also designed Glenda, the Plan 9 Bunny. The logo and
mascot are licensed under Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 license.

Naming dispute
On the day of the general release of the language, Francis McCabe, developer of the Go! programming language
(note the exclamation point), requested a name change of Google's language to prevent confusion with his language.
The issue was closed by a Google developer on 12 October 2010 with the custom status "Unfortunate" and with the
following comment: "there are many computing products and services named Go. In the 11 months since our release,
there has been minimal confusion of the two languages."
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[5]
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[6]
[7]
[8]
[9]

Andrew Gerrand, Codewalk: Share memory by communicating (http:/ / golang. org/ doc/ codewalk/ sharemem/ )
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http:/ / golang. org/ ref/ spec
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[26] "There is one important caveat: Go is not purely memory safe in the presence of concurrency."
[27] Brian W. Kernighan, A Descent Into Limbo (http:/ / www. vitanuova. com/ inferno/ papers/ descent. html)
[28] Reader - io - The Go Programming Language (http:/ / golang. org/ pkg/ io/ #Reader)
[29] http:/ / golang. org/ pkg/ io/ #Reader
[30] http:/ / golang. org/ pkg/ io/ #Writer
[31] http:/ / golang. org/ pkg/ sort/ #Interface
[32] http:/ / golang. org/ pkg/ fmt/ #Stringer
[33] http:/ / golang. org/ pkg/ hash/ #Hash
[34] Type Assertions - The Go Language Specification (http:/ / golang. org/ ref/ spec#Type_assertions)
[35] Type switches - The Go Language Specification (http:/ / golang. org/ ref/ spec#Type_switches)
[36] reflect.ValueOf(i interface{}) (http:/ / golang. org/ pkg/ reflect/ #ValueOf) converts an interface{} to a reflect.Value that can
be further inspected
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Automatic parallelization
Automatic parallelization, also auto parallelization, autoparallelization, or parallelization, the last one of which
implies automation when used in context, refers to converting sequential code into multi-threaded or vectorized (or
even both) code in order to utilize multiple processors simultaneously in a shared-memory multiprocessor (SMP)
machine. The goal of automatic parallelization is to relieve programmers from the tedious and error-prone manual
parallelization process. Though the quality of automatic parallelization has improved in the past several decades,
fully automatic parallelization of sequential programs by compilers remains a grand challenge due to its need for
complex program analysis and the unknown factors (such as input data range) during compilation.
The programming control structures on which autoparallelization places the most focus are loops, because, in
general, most of the execution time of a program takes place inside some form of loop. There are two main
approaches to parallelization of loops: pipelined multi-threading and cyclic multi-threading.[1]
For example, consider a loop that on each iteration applies a hundred operations, runs for a thousand iterations. This
can be thought of as a grid of 100 columns by 1000 rows, a total of 100,000 operations. Cyclic multi-threading
assigns each row to a different thread. Pipelined multi-threading assigns each column to a different thread.
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Cyclic multi-threading
A cyclic multi-threading parallelizing compiler tries to split up a loop so that each iteration can be executed on a
separate processor concurrently.

Compiler parallelization analysis
The compiler usually conducts two passes of analysis before actual parallelization in order to determine the
following:
• Is it safe to parallelize the loop? Answering this question needs accurate dependence analysis and alias analysis
• Is it worthwhile to parallelize it? This answer requires a reliable estimation (modeling) of the program workload
and the capacity of the parallel system.
The first pass of the compiler performs a data dependence analysis of the loop to determine whether each iteration of
the loop can be executed independently of the others. Data dependence can sometimes be dealt with, but it may incur
additional overhead in the form of message passing, synchronization of shared memory, or some other method of
processor communication.
The second pass attempts to justify the parallelization effort by comparing the theoretical execution time of the code
after parallelization to the code's sequential execution time. Somewhat counterintuitively, code does not always
benefit from parallel execution. The extra overhead that can be associated with using multiple processors can eat into
the potential speedup of parallelized code.

Example
A loop is called DOALL if all of its iterations, in any given invocation, can be executed concurrently. The Fortran
code below is DOALL, and can be auto-parallelized by a compiler because each iteration is independent of the
others, and the final result of array z will be correct regardless of the execution order of the other iterations.
do i = 1, n
z(i) = x(i) + y(i)
enddo
There are many pleasingly parallel problems that have such DOALL loops. For example, when rendering a
ray-traced movie, each frame of the movie can be independently rendered, and each pixel of a single frame may be
independently rendered.
On the other hand, the following code cannot be auto-parallelized, because the value of z(i) depends on the result
of the previous iteration, z(i - 1).
do i = 2, n
z(i) = z(i - 1)*2
enddo
This does not mean that the code cannot be parallelized. Indeed, it is equivalent to
do i = 2, n
z(i) = z(1)*2**(i - 1)
enddo
However, current parallelizing compilers are not usually capable of bringing out these parallelisms automatically,
and it is questionable whether this code would benefit from parallelization in the first place.
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Pipelined multi-threading
Main article: software pipelining
A pipelined multi-threading parallelizing compiler tries to break up the sequence of operations inside a loop into a
series of code blocks, such that each code block can be executed on separate processors concurrently.
There are many pleasingly parallel problems that have such relatively independent code blocks, in particular systems
using pipes and filters. For example, when producing live broadcast television, the following tasks must be
performed many times a second:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Read a frame of raw pixel data from the image sensor,
Do MPEG motion compensation on the raw data,
Entropy compress the motion vectors and other data,
Break up the compressed data into packets,
Add the appropriate error correction and do a FFT to convert the data packets into COFDM signals, and
Send the COFDM signals out the TV antenna.

A pipelined multi-threading parallelizing compiler could assign each of these 6 operations to a different processor,
perhaps arranged in a systolic array, inserting the appropriate code to forward the output of one processor to the next
processor.

Difficulties
Automatic parallelization by compilers or tools is very difficult due to the following reasons:
•
•
•
•

dependence analysis is hard for code that uses indirect addressing, pointers, recursion, or indirect function calls;
loops have an unknown number of iterations;
accesses to global resources are difficult to coordinate in terms of memory allocation, I/O, and shared variables;
irregular algorithms that use input-dependent indirection interfere with compile-time analysis and optimization.

Workaround
Due to the inherent difficulties in full automatic parallelization, several easier approaches exist to get a parallel
program in higher quality. They are:
• Allow programmers to add "hints" to their programs to guide compiler parallelization, such as HPF for distributed
memory systems and OpenMP or OpenHMPP for shared memory systems.
• Build an interactive system between programmers and parallelizing tools/compilers. Notable examples are Vector
Fabrics' Pareon, SUIF Explorer (The Stanford University Intermediate Format compiler), the Polaris compiler,
and ParaWise (formally CAPTools).
• Hardware-supported speculative multithreading.

Historical parallelizing compilers
See also: Automatic parallelization tool
Most research compilers for automatic parallelization consider Fortran programs,Wikipedia:Citation needed because
Fortran makes stronger guarantees about aliasing than languages such as C. Typical examples are:
• Paradigm compiler
• Polaris compiler
• Rice Fortran D compiler
• SUIF compiler
• Vienna Fortran compiler
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SystemC
SystemC is a set of C++ classes and macros which provide an event-driven simulation interface in C++ (see also
discrete event simulation). These facilities enable a designer to simulate concurrent processes, each described using
plain C++ syntax. SystemC processes can communicate in a simulated real-time environment, using signals of all the
datatypes offered by C++, some additional ones offered by the SystemC library, as well as user defined. In certain
respects, SystemC deliberately mimics the hardware description languages VHDL and Verilog, but is more aptly
described as a system-level modeling language.
SystemC is applied to system-level modeling, architectural exploration, performance modeling, software
development, functional verification, and high-level synthesis. SystemC is often associated with electronic
system-level (ESL) design, and with transaction-level modeling (TLM).
SystemC is defined and promoted by the Open SystemC Initiative (OSCI), and has been approved by the IEEE
Standards Association as IEEE 1666-2005[1] - the SystemC Language Reference Manual (LRM). The LRM provides
the definitive statement of the semantics of SystemC. OSCI also provide an open-source proof-of-concept simulator
(sometimes incorrectly referred to as the reference simulator), which can be downloaded from the OSCI website.[2]
Although it was the intent of OSCI that commercial vendors and academia could create original software compliant
to IEEE 1666, in practice most SystemC implementations have been at least partly based on the OSCI
proof-of-concept simulator.
SystemC has semantic similarities to VHDL and Verilog, but may be said to have a syntactical overhead compared
to these when used as a hardware description language. On the other hand, it offers a greater range of expression,
similar to object-oriented design partitioning and template classes. Although strictly a C++ class library, SystemC is
sometimes viewed as being a language in its own right. Source code can be compiled with the SystemC library
(which includes a simulation kernel) to give an executable. The performance of the OSCI open-source
implementation is typically less optimal than commercial VHDL/Verilog simulators when used for register transfer
level simulation.
SystemC version 1 included common hardware-description language features such as structural hierarchy and
connectivity, clock-cycle accuracy, delta cycles, four-valued logic (0, 1, X, Z), and bus-resolution functions. From
version 2 onward, the focus of SystemC has moved to communication abstraction, transaction-level modeling, and
virtual-platform modeling. SystemC version 2 added abstract ports, dynamic processes, and timed event
notifications.

History
•
•
•
•
•
•

1999-09-27 Open SystemC Initiative announced
2000-03-01 SystemC V0.91 released
2000-03-28 SystemC V1.0 released
2001-02-01 SystemC V2.0 specification and V1.2 Beta source code released
2003-06-03 SystemC 2.0.1 LRM (language reference manual) released
2005-06-06 SystemC 2.1 LRM and TLM 1.0 transaction-level modeling standard released

• 2005-12-12 IEEE approves the IEEE 1666–2005 standard for SystemC
• 2007-04-13 SystemC v2.2 released
• 2008-06-09 TLM-2.0.0 library released
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• 2009-07-27 TLM-2.0 LRM released, accompanied by TLM-2.0.1 library
• 2010-03-08 SystemC AMS extensions 1.0 LRM released
• 2011-11-10 IEEE approves the IEEE 1666–2011 standard for SystemC[3]
SystemC traces its origins to work on Scenic programming language described in a DAC 1997 paper.
ARM Ltd., CoWare, Synopsys and CynApps teamed up to develop SystemC (CynApps later became Forte Design
Systems) to launch it first draft version in 1999.[4][5] The chief competitor at the time was SpecC another C++ based
open source package developed by UC Irvine personnel and some Japanese companies.
In June 2000, a standards group known as the Open SystemC Initiative was formed to provide an industry neutral
organization to host SystemC activities and to allow Synopsys' largest competitors, Cadence and Mentor Graphics,
democratic representation in SystemC development.

Language features
Modules
Modules are the basic building blocks of a SystemC design hierarchy. A SystemC model usually consists of several
modules which communicate via ports. The modules can be thought of as a building block of SystemC.

Ports
Ports allow communication from inside a module to the outside (usually to other modules) via channels.

Exports
Exports incorporate channels and allow communication from inside a module to the outside (usually to other
modules).

Processes
Processes are the main computation elements. They are concurrent.

Channels
Channels are the communication elements of SystemC. They can be either simple wires or complex communication
mechanisms like FIFOs or bus channels.
Elementary channels:
•
•
•
•
•

signal: the equivalent of a wire
buffer
fifo
mutex
semaphore
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Interfaces
Ports use interfaces to communicate with channels.

Events
Events allow synchronization between processes and must be defined during initialization.

Data types
SystemC introduces several data types which support the modeling of hardware.
Extended standard types:
•
•
•
•

sc_int<n> n-bit signed integer
sc_uint<n> n-bit unsigned integer
sc_bigint<n> n-bit signed integer for n>64
sc_biguint<n> n-bit unsigned integer for n>64

Logic types:
• sc_bit 2-valued single bit
• sc_logic 4-valued single bit
• sc_bv<n> vector of length n of sc_bit
• sc_lv<n> vector of length n of sc_logic
Fixed point types:
•
•
•
•

sc_fixed<> templated signed fixed point
sc_ufixed<> templated unsigned fixed point
sc_fix untemplated signed fixed point
sc_ufix untemplated unsigned fixed point

Example
Example code of an adder:
#include "systemc.h"
SC_MODULE(adder)
{
sc_in<int> a, b;
sc_out<int> sum;

// module (class) declaration
// ports

void do_add()
// process
{
sum.write(a.read() + b.read()); //or just sum = a + b
}
SC_CTOR(adder)
{
SC_METHOD(do_add);
sensitive << a << b;
}
};

// constructor
// register do_add to kernel
// sensitivity list of do_add
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Power/Energy estimation in SystemC
The Power/Energy estimation can be accomplished in SystemC by means of simulations. Powersim[6] is a SystemC
class library aimed to the calculation of power and energy consumption of hardware described at system level. To
this end, C++ operators are monitored and different energy models can be used for each SystemC data type.
Simulations with Powersim do not require any change in the application source code.

Vendors supporting SystemC
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Aldec
AutoESL [7]
Cadence Design Systems
HCL Technologies [8]: ESL Services
Calypto
CircuitSutra [9]: SystemC Modeling Services
CoFluent Design
CoSynth Synthesizer [10]
CoWare

• Forte Design Systems
• Mentor Graphics
• OVPsim provided by Open Virtual Platforms initiative with over 100 embedded processor core models used in
SystemC based virtual platforms
• NEC CyberWorkBench [11]
• Imperas embedded software development tools using SystemC based virtual platforms developed by Imperas
Software [12]
• Synopsys
• SystemCrafter [13]
• JEDA Technologies [14]
• Catapult C from Calypto supports SystemC, C++ and C as input, and also generates SystemC for verification.
• HIFSuite [15] from EDALab [16] allows SystemC code manipulation like conversion, automatic abstraction,
verification and any custom workflow
• Dynalith Systems [17]: SystemC-FPGA co-simulation, which runs hardware block in the FPGA along with
SystemC simulator through PCI, PCIe, or USB.
• verilog2systemc [18]: Free Verilog to SystemC Translator from EDA Utils [19].
• VLAB Works [20]
• VisualSim [21]

Notes
[1] IEEE 1666 Standard SystemC Language Reference Manual (http:/ / standards. ieee. org/ getieee/ 1666/ )
[2] www.systemc.org, the Open SystemC Initiative website (http:/ / www. systemc. org)
[3] IEEE Approves Revised IEEE 1666™ “SystemC Language” Standard for Electronic System-Level Design, Adding Support for
Transaction-level Modeling -- http:/ / www. businesswire. com/ news/ home/ 20111109006054/ en/
IEEE-Approves-Revised-IEEE-1666%E2%84%A2-%E2%80%9CSystemC-Language%E2%80%9D
[4] Synopsys and Co-Ware Inc., which did much of the work behind the SystemC -- http:/ / www. electronicsweekly. com/ Articles/ 1999/ 12/
07/ 13906/ stm-synopsys-in-3-year-rampd-deal. htm
[5] "ARM is pleased that Synopsys, CoWare and other companies have come together on SystemC, because if it is taken up by the industry, it
simplifies our world," said Tudor Brown, chief technology officer of ARM Ltd" in Babel of languages competing for role in SoC - http:/ /
www. eetimes. com/ ip99/ ip99story1. html
[6] http:/ / sourceforge. net/ projects/ powersim/
[7] http:/ / www. autoesl. com
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[8] http:/ / www. hcltech. com
[9] http:/ / www. circuitsutra. com
[10] http:/ / www. cosynth. com/ index. php?page=cosynth-synthesizer& hl=en_US
[11] http:/ / www. necst. co. jp/ product/ cwb/ english/
[12] http:/ / www. imperas. com
[13] http:/ / www. systemcrafter. com
[14] http:/ / www. jedatechnologies. net
[15] http:/ / hifsuite. edalab. it
[16] http:/ / www. edalab. it
[17] http:/ / www. dynalith. com/ doku. php?id=brochure
[18] http:/ / www. edautils. com/ verilog2systemc. html
[19] http:/ / www. edautils. com
[20] http:/ / www. vworks. com/
[21] http:/ / www. visualsim. com/
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List of important publications in concurrent,
parallel, and distributed computing
Further information: Edsger W. Dijkstra Prize in Distributed Computing
This is a list of important publications in concurrent, parallel, and distributed computing, organized by field.
Some reasons why a particular publication might be regarded as important:
• Topic creator – A publication that created a new topic
• Breakthrough – A publication that changed scientific knowledge significantly
• Influence – A publication which has significantly influenced the world or has had a massive impact on the
teaching of concurrent, parallel, and distributed computing.

Consensus, synchronisation, and mutual exclusion
Synchronising concurrent processes. Achieving consensus in a distributed system in the presence of faulty nodes, or
in a wait-free manner. Mutual exclusion in concurrent systems.
Dijkstra: “Solution of a problem in concurrent programming control”
Dijkstra, E. W. (1965). "Solution of a problem in concurrent programming control". Communications of the
ACM 8 (9): 569. doi:10.1145/365559.365617 [1].
This paper presented the first solution to the mutual exclusion problem. Leslie Lamport writes that this work
“started the field of concurrent and distributed algorithms”.[2]
Pease, Shostak, Lamport: “Reaching agreement in the presence of faults”
Lamport, Shostak, Pease: “The Byzantine generals problem”
Pease, Marshall; Shostak, Robert; Lamport, Leslie (1980), "Reaching agreement in the presence of faults",
Journal of the ACM 27 (1): 228–234, doi:10.1145/322186.322188 [3].
Lamport, Leslie; Shostak, Robert; Pease, Marshall (1982), "The Byzantine generals problem", ACM
Transactions on Programming Languages and Systems 4 (3): 382–401, doi:10.1145/357172.357176 [4].
These two papers introduced and studied the problem that is nowadays known as Byzantine fault tolerance.
The 1980 paper presented the classical lower bound that agreement is impossible if at least 1/3 of the nodes are
faulty; it received the Edsger W. Dijkstra Prize in Distributed Computing in 2005. The highly cited 1982 paper
gave the problem its present name, and also presented algorithms for solving the problem.
Herlihy, Shavit: “The topological structure of asynchronous computation”
Saks, Zaharoglou: “Wait-free k-set agreement is impossible …”
Herlihy, Maurice; Shavit, Nir (1999), "The topological structure of asynchronous computation" [5], Journal of
the ACM 46 (6): 858–923, doi:10.1145/331524.331529 [6]. Gödel prize lecture [7].
Saks, Michael; Zaharoglou, Fotios (2000), "Wait-free k-set agreement is impossible: The topology of public
knowledge"", SIAM Journal on Computing 29 (5): 1449–1483, doi:10.1137/S0097539796307698 [8].
These two papers study wait-free algorithms for generalisations of the consensus problem, and showed that
these problems can be analysed by using topological properties and arguments. Both papers received the
Gödel Prize in 2004.
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Foundations of distributed systems
Fundamental concepts such as time and knowledge in distributed systems.
Halpern, Moses: “Knowledge and common knowledge in a distributed environment”
Halpern, Joseph; Moses, Yoram (1990), "Knowledge and common knowledge in a distributed environment",
Journal of the ACM 37 (3): 549–587, doi:10.1145/79147.79161 [9].
This paper formalised the notion of “knowledge” in distributed systems, demonstrated the importance of the
concept of “common knowledge” in distributed systems, and also proved that common knowledge cannot be
achieved if communication is not guaranteed. The paper received the Gödel Prize in 1997 and the Edsger W.
Dijkstra Prize in Distributed Computing in 2009.

Notes
[1] http:/ / dx. doi. org/ 10. 1145%2F365559. 365617
[2] did not receive the PODC Award or Dijkstra Prize but was nevertheless mentioned twice in the descriptions of the winning papers, in 2002
(http:/ / www. podc. org/ influential/ 2002. html) and in 2006 (http:/ / www. podc. org/ dijkstra/ 2006. html).
[3] http:/ / dx. doi. org/ 10. 1145%2F322186. 322188
[4] http:/ / dx. doi. org/ 10. 1145%2F357172. 357176
[5] http:/ / www. cs. brown. edu/ ~mph/ HerlihyS99/ p858-herlihy. pdf
[6]
[7]
[8]
[9]

http:/ / dx. doi. org/ 10. 1145%2F331524. 331529
http:/ / www. cs. brown. edu/ ~mph/ finland. pdf
http:/ / dx. doi. org/ 10. 1137%2FS0097539796307698
http:/ / dx. doi. org/ 10. 1145%2F79147. 79161
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• "Top-ranked Papers in "Distributed and Parallel Computing"" (http://libra.msra.cn/CSDirectory/
Paper_category_16.htm), Microsoft Academic Search
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